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A n n u a l  r e p o r t
OF TH E
t o w n  o f  y o r k
M AINE
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A N N U AL REPORT
OF THE
RECEIPTS A N D  EXPENDITURES
OF THE
TOWN OF YORK
M AINE
TOGETHER WITH THE REPORT OF THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
FOR THE YEAR ENDING FEBRUARY 12
1932
York Transcript Company, PRINTERS, 
York Village, Maine

TOWN OFFICERS, 1931-1932
CLERK
LESTER M. BRAGDON
SELECTMEN, ASSESSORS AND OVERSEERS OF THE POOR
JOSEPH P. BRAGDON NELSON C. HUTCHINS
ELMER R. YOUNG
TREASURER
GILMAN L. MOULTON
ROAD COMMISSIONER
HAVEN H. WINN
•
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
ELMER O. SMALL
SUPERINTENDING SCHOOL COMMITTEE
GLADYS Y. WEAVER WILLIAM L. GRANT
GRACE N. McINTIRE
HEALTH OFFICER t
EDWARD M. COOK, M. D.
COLLECTOR OF TAXES AND CONSTABLE
ARTHUR E. BRAGDON
AUDITOR
ARNOLD H. MOULTON

Assessors’ Report
Following is a statement of the inventory and valuation 
of taxable property and polls as found in the town of 
York, April 1st, 1931, the same being a copy of our returns 
to the State Assessors:
Real Estate, Resident $1,890,913
Real Estate, Non-Resident 2,121,481
Total Real Estate $4,012,394
Personal Estate, Resident $ 249,370
Personal Estate, Non-Resident 82,520
Total Personal Estate 331,890
Total Valuation $4,344,284
Number of Polls, 769.
*
Schedule of Personal Property
Taxable Live Stock No. Value
Horses 165 $ 9,900 00
Cows 462 16,170 00
Oxen 2 125 00
Two-year Olds " 81 1,620 00
Poultry 1225 980 00
Total Amount 
Exempt Live Stock
$28,795 00
One year Olds 108 1,620 00
Sheep 41 205 00
Swine 42 ‘ 420 00
Poultry 4870 3,896 00
Total Amount $ 6,141 00
6 YO RK , M AINE-
All other Kinds of Personal Property
Money at interest 120,055 00
Stock in Trade 40,740 00
Small Boats 3,170 00
Musical Instruments 5,350 GO
Furniture 117,640 00
Machinery not taxed as Real Estate 3,500 00
Gas Pumps and Tanks 12,640 00
Amount $303,095 00
Amount of Live Stock brought forward 28,795 00
Total amount of Personal Property $331,890 00
On the above polls and estate as per warrant from the
State Treasurer, and the County Treasurer, as per vote of
the annual Town Meeting held March 9, 1931, the following 
assessments were made:
State Tax $ 31,731 39
County Tax . 7,079 48
Incidental Expenses 7,500 00
Repairs of Highways 15,000 00
Repairs of Bridges 4,000 00
Support of Poor 2,500 00
Aid to Dependent Mothers 600 00
Schools 32,500 00
Repairs of School Buildings 2,000 00
Industrial Education 1,600 0C
Water Supply 6,000 00
Memorial Day 350 00
Grounds, Walks and Shrubbery 350 00
Street Lighting 7,000 00
Interest and reduction of debt 25,000 00
Health Department 1,200 00
State Aid Road 7,330 00
Maintenance of State Aid Roads 9,000 00
ANNUAL TOWN REPORT 7
Maintenance of Third Class Road 1,200 00
Removing Snow 6,000 00
York Public Library 1,200 00
York Hospital 1,250 00
Old Post Road 1,500 00
Repairs of Town Home 900 00
County Health Service 300 00
York Beach Fire Department * 1,200 00
York Heights Road 300 00
Boys’ and Girls’ Club Work 25 00
Reimbursement Hawkes’ Estate 284 75
York Harbor Village Corporation ------ 16,870 68
York Beach Village Corporation 16,206 22
Overlay 9,644 94
Total $217,622 46
Tax Rate on $1.00 $.048.
Tax on 769 Polls @ $3.00 $ 2,307 00,
Tax on Real and Personal
Property $4,344,284 @ $.048 $208,525 63
Automobile Excise Taxes 6,789 83;
York, Maine, Jan. 30, 1932.
$217,622 46
JOSEPH P. BRAGDON,
NELSON C. HUTCHINS,
ELMER R. YOUNG,
Assessors of York.
Report of Selectmen and Overseers 
of the Poor
GROUNDS, WALKS AND SHRUBBERY
Paid Gertrude W. Coffin, Treasurer 
Appropriation
$ 350 00 —  $  
350 00
MEMORIAL DAY
Paid Arnold H. Moulton, Treasurer 
Appropriation
$ 350 0 0 -  
350 00
YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY
Paid Kate L. Marshall, Treasurer 
Appropriation
$1,200 00 -  / T  
1,200 00
YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
Treasurer’s Report 
RECEIPTS
Balance on hand February 11th, 1931 $ 56 99
Appropriation 1,200 00
State Aid ' 120 00
Total Receipts $1,376 99
Expenditures
Salary of Librarian $ 450 00
Books 432 72
Magazine Subscriptions 31 10
Standard Oil Company 55 40
Cumberland County Power & Light Co. 20 12
Rebinding Books 73 00
Maine Library Association 1 00
Premium on Insurance Policy for 3 years 129 60
Norwood Donnell, labor and material 6 50
D. R. Austin, labor and material 11 16
ANNUAL TOWN REPORT 9
Total Expenditures $ 1,210 60
Balance on hand Feb. 1, 1932 166 39
$1,376 99
KATE L. MARSHALL, Treasurer.
YORK HOSPITAL
Paid John J. Sullivan, Treasurer $1,250 00
Appropriation 1,250 00
YORK COUNTY HEALTH NURSING SERVICE
.Paid Florence A. Paul, Treasurer $ 300 00
Appropriation 300 00
WATER SUPPLY
Paid York Water District
water rent for 1 year to Jan. 1, 1932 $ 6,272 15
.Kittery Water District
rent for 1 year to Jan. 1, 1932 262 50
10 YORK, MAINE
Appropriation 6,000 
Deficiency $ 534 65.
STREET LIGHTING
Paid Cumberland County Power 
and Light Company 
for Street Lighting for 1 year 
Appropriation
$8,703 85 
7,000 00
Deficiency $ 1,703 85
REPAIRS OF TOWN HOUSE '
Paid Mclntire & MacDonald 
as per contract 
Appropriation
$ 856 4 0 -  
, 900 00
Unexpended $ 43 60.
i
YORK BEACH FIRE DEPARTMENT
1
Paid W. S. Darley & Co.
for 1,000 ft. No. B220 2 ^ ” 
Fire Hose
Raymond Weare, Treasurer
$ 675 00' 
525 00
i
Appropriation
$  1,200 00. ■ 
1,200 00
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BOYS’ AND GIRLS’ CLUB WORK
Paid, Etta B. Mclntire, Secretary $
Appropriation
25 00 ^  
25 00
REIMBURSEMENT W. L. HAWKES’ ESTATE
Paid Ralph W. Hawkes, Adms. $ 284 75 — / 3"
Appropriation 284 75
YORK BEACH VILLAGE CORPORATION
Paid Nellie L. Chase $16,206 22 ^
Appropriation. 16.206 22
YORK HARBOR VILLAGE CORPORATION
Paid William F. Putnam, Treasurer $ 16,870 68 ^1
Appropriation 16,870 68
REMOVING SNOW
Abbott, Chester $ 18 00
Anderson, Phillip 16 00
Armstrong, Benj. 95 75
Arp, Richard 6 00
Atlantic Motor Express 24 50
Avery, Harold 11 75
12 YORK, MAINE
Ballentine, Chas. 28 00
Bardwell, Willis 8 25
Beaver, Frank 1 25
Blaisdell, Fred 20 00
Blaisdell, Roy 15 00
Blaisdell, Kenneth 8 00
Blaisdell, Albert 2 00
Blaisdell, Leon - 16 00
Blaisdell, Carlton l 4 00
Blaisdell, Charles 12 00
Blaisdell, Leo 10 50
Blaisdell, R. C., Inc, repairs on snow
plow and tractor - 428 18
Bracy, Arthur 10 00
Bracy, Herbert D. 13 00
Bracy, Joseph 10 00
Bracy, Randolph 9 25
Bray, Clifton 2 00
Bridges, Alton R. 22 00
Bridges, Will 3 00
Bridges, Thomas 37 00
Bridges, Charles 23 25
Brooks, Harold > 17 50
Briley, Henry 10 00
Briley, Royal 10 00
Briley, Joseph, Jr. 8 00
Carlton, John 20 00
Chase, Arthur i 18 00
Chase, Norman • 5 50
Chapman, George 16 00
Clough, Benj. O. 30 00
Currier, Holland ~ 7 00
Day, Charles ' 7 00
Donnell, Harry 24 00
Donnell, Nelson 33 00
Drew, George 8 00
Drew, Melvin 8 00
Drew, Gordon 9 50
Eldridge. Wolf 37 20
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Eastern Tractor Co., difference
between tractors 2,450 00
Ellis, Lawrence 1,000 38
Ellis, Harley 15 00
Ferrin, Ernest 4 00
Fillis, Fred 25, 75
Fitzgerald, B. E. 10 00
Fitzgerald, John 6 00
Freeman, George 19 00
Freeman, Perl 22 50
Fuller, Arthur 4 00
Gerry, A. F. 4 00
Gerry, Elmer 34 00
Gerald, Orin , 30 00
Gleason, E. L. 1 45
Goodwin, Everett 2 75
Goodwin, Chester 32 00
Goodwin, Edward 47 00
Goodwin, Gordon 4 00
Goodwin, Bernard 14 00
Goodwin, Frank 10 00
Grant, Edw. A. 12 00
Grover, C. E. 35 77
Grover, Abel 16 00
Grover, Edward 77 00
Harlson, Kenneth 6 25
Hanson, Linwood 2 00
Hanson, Raymond 2 25
Hanson, Percy 4 00
Hanson, Walter 4 50
Haskell, Albert 4 00
Hill, Geo. F. 6 00
Hilton, Sidney 8 00
Hooper, Willis 16 00
Hutchins, Frank 2 00
Hutchins, Willard . 6 00
Hutchins, Edward 1 00
Hutchins, John 36 50
Hutchins, Roland 20 00
14 YORK, MAINE
Jackson, Walter S. 1 45
Keyes, Delbert 16 00
Kimball, Harold 20 00
Kimball, John 8 50
Lewis, Clarence 48 00
Lewis, Ralph 6 00
Lewis, Elisha 8 00
Libby, Fred 5 00
Main, Dwight 4 00
Main, Donald 4 00
Martin, Hayes 4 00
Martin, George 24 50
Manson, Bernard 2 60
Mclntire, Thurston 24 75
Mclntire, James 8 00
Mclntire, Reginald 2 00
Mclntire, Harold 11 00
McDonald, Thomas 3 00
Mitchell, Alfred 2 00
Mitchell, George 24 75
Moulton, Leon 162 00
Moulton, Harry E.
n
140 74
Moulton, Jerome 40 50
Moulton, Edwin 32 50
Moulton, Kenneth 4 00
Moulton, Carlton 24 00
Moulton, Adrian 12 00
Moulton, Allen 17 50
Mott, Joseph 4 00
Mott, Joseph, Jr. 4 00
Nason, Arnold 8 71
Nichols, Edward 15 00
Norton, Daniel 526 84
Norton, Chester 41 50
Norton, Everett ; 19 00
Norton, Willis 5 50
Norton, Russell • 133 88
Osgood, Fred t . ’ 1 25
Osgood, George • . 50
ANNUAL TOWN REPORT 15
Parsons, Cecil 13 00
Parsons, Joseph 28 00
Parsons, Edw. 8 00
Parsons, Sidney 18 00
Perkins, Cecil 18 00
Perkins, Clifford 105 50
Perkins, Roland 10 00
Perkins, Lester 10 00
Perkins, Charles 10 00
Perkins, Russell 8 00
Perkins’ Motor Sales 80 69
Plaisted, Roger 19 50
Prest, Robert 4 00
Putnam Express Co. 4 30
Ramsdell, Elmer 10 00
Ramsdell, Edw. 6 00
Ramsdell, Charles 8 75
Ramsdell, Robert 24 00
Ramsdell, Linville 10 00
Ramsdell, Eber 40 00
Raynes, John 64 34
Raynes, George 14 00
Rockwell, Verne 4 00
Rockwell, Albert, Jr. 12 00
Rokey, Raymond 6 00
Rowe, Arnold 28 00
Scoville, A. E. 55 00
Shaw, Leslie 4 00
Smith, Erie B. 799 63
Smith, Roger 18 00
Smith, Clifford 16 00
Smith, Frank 1 00
Steves, Walter 24 75
Starkey, Oliver 16 00
Starkey, Nahum 18 00
Starkey, Charles 4 00
Starkey, Elmer 28 00
Stover, George 13 50
Stover, Henry 82 00
16 YORK, MAINE
Stover, Fred 20 25*
Stone, Clifton 9 00
Strong, Joseph 20 00
Talpey, H. Ward 17 46
Thompson, Rodney 22 00
Thompson, Leighton 8 00
Thumith, Thomas 6 00
Tobey, Raymond 6 00
Tiafton, Norris E. 8 00
Trafton, Russell 1 25
Tunney, Colby 18 00
Waugh, Everett 2 OO
Webber, Charles 18 00
Welch, Everett 4 00
Welch, Edmund 8 00
Welch, Ray 8 00
Wendell, Harry T. 2 95
White, C. L. 11 00
Winn, Charles 2 00’
Winn, H. H. 293 53
Winn, Arnold 321 50
Woodward, Edw. 16 00
Woodward, Bradford - 34 00
Young, Geo. J. 93 00
Young, Elmer R. 23 00
$ 9,156 35
Appropriation $ 6,000 00 .
Received from State 1,638 25
7,638 25
Deficiency $ 1,518 10
YORK HEIGHTS ROAD
Ballentine, Charles, 7-8 day $ 3 50
Blaisdell, Kenneth, 7-8 day 3 50
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Bridges, Reginald, 7-8 day 3 50
Burlingame, Harry, 1 day 4 00
Drew, Frank, 7-8 day, truck 10 50
Hutchins, Percy, 1 day 4 00
Hutchins, John, 7-8 day 4 38
Merrow, L. E., 1 day, truck 12 00
Mott, Joseph, 7-8 day, truck 10 50
Moulton, Harry E., 3 days 13 50
New England Metal Culvert Co., culvert 74 38
Norton, Russell, 1 day 4 50
Parsons, Frank, 7-8 day 3 50
Payne, Gretchen, land damage 25 00
Perkins, Grover, 7-8 day, truck 10 50
Putnam, Rita, land damage 25 00
Plaisted, Roger, 7-8 days, truck 10 50
Rockwell, Albert, 7-8 day, truck 10 50
Rockwell, Verne, 7-8 day 3 50.
Sondberg, Geo., 7-8 day 3 50
Thompson, Rodney, 7-8 day, truck 10 50
Trafton, Russell, 7-8 day, truck 10 50
Trafton, Warren, 2 days 8 00
Tuttle, Willis, 7-8 day 3 50;
Young, Elmer R., 7-8 day gas shovel 26 25,
$ 299 01
Appropriation 300 00
Unexpended $ 99
OLD POST ROAD
Adams, John, 5 3-4 days $ 17 25
Ballentine, Charles, 2 days 6 00
Bowden, Maffit, 3-4 days 2 25
Bridges, Reginald, 17 1-2 days 52 50
Eldridge, Wolf, 11 days 3 1-2 hrs., truck 136 67
Fountain, Wm, 11 3-4 days 35 25
Graney, Carroll, 11 days, 3 1-2 hrs., truck 136 67
18 YORK, MAINE
Hutchins, Percy, 12 1-2 days 37 50
Hutchins, John, 14 days, 3 1-2 hrs. 81 94
Hutchins, Willard, 6 1-4 days 9 38
Ladd, Waldo, 5 1-4 days 15 75
Lewis, Clarence, 3 days 9 00
MacDonald, Thos., 15 1-2 days 46 50
Marston, Lewis, 10 1-2 days 31 50
Moulton, Harry E., 17 1-2 days 70 00
•“ 4 1-2 days, truck 45 00
“ 11 days, 3 1-2 hrs. 136 67
New England Metal Culvert Co., culverts } 117 60
Norton, Daniel, 24 1-2 days 97 00
“  2 1-2 days, truck 25 00
“ 11 days, 3 1-2 hrs., truck 136 67
Norton, Russell, 15 1-2 days 62 00
Perkins, Lester, 3 days 9 00
Raynes, Geo., 'll days, 3 1-2 hrs., truck 136 67
.Raynes, John, 21 days, 1 1-4 hrs. * :  . 63 42
Rockwell, Albert, 10 1-4 days, truck 123 00
Spinney, Arthur, 6 1-4 days, truck 75 00
.'Steves, Walter, 20 3-4 days 62 25
Trafton, Warren, 9 5-9 days 28 67
Tuttle Willis, 12 days ' 36 00
Webber, Clarence, 21 1-4 days 63 75
Winn, Andrew, 9 1-4 days 13 88
Winn, H. H., 21 1-4 days 148 75
“ 5 1-4 days, truck 63 00
Young, Elmer, 16 1-3 days, shovel 408 ■33
“ 2 1-2 days, truck 25 00
“ 11 days, 3 1-2 hrs., truck 136 67
Young, Geo. J., 3 1-2 days, truck 35 00
“ 11 days, truck 132 00
Young, John, 11 days, 3 1-2 hrs., truck 136 67
$ 3,005 16
Appropriation $ 1,500 00
Received from State 1,487 00
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$2,987 00
Deficiency $ 18 16
STATE AID ROAD NO. 2
Adams,. John, 3 days $ 9 00
Arnold, Everett, 8 days 24 00
Avery, Clarence, 6 1-2 days 19 50
Avery, Floyd, 6 1-2 days 19 50
Bowden, Maffit, 27 days 81 00
Berger Metal Culvert Co., culverts 108 39
Campbell, Wilson, 11 days 49 50
Currier, Everett, 14 11-18 days, truck 175 33
Davis, Everett, 16 days 48 00
Day, Charles, 25 1-2 days 76 50
Donnell, Harry, 9 1-3 days 28 00
Enterprise Hardware Co., dynamite
and caps 61 50
Fillis, Fred, 21 days 63 00
Ferrin, Albert, 2 days, team 14 00
” 4 days 12 00
Ferrin, Ernest, 4 days 12 00
Frost, Eugene, 12 1-9 days 54 50
Fountain. Phillip, 8 days 24 00
Fountain, William, 10 1-2 days 31 50
Guard Rail Erectors, Inc., cable, etc. 38 52
Gerry, Elmer, 24 1-4 days 72 75
Gleason, E. L., 34 days 102 00
” Lighting road 56 00
Grover, Edward, 13 1-6 days truck, 158 00
Hanson, Raymond, 1 day 3 00
Hutchins, Percy, 32 1-2 days 97 50
Hutchins, John, 22 days, 1 3-4 hrs. 110 98
Hutchins, Floyd, 11 days 33 00
Hutchins, N. C., gas and oil 70 88
Labonte, Fred, 9 days, 5 1-2 hrs, truck 115 33
Ladd, Waldo, 3 days 9 00
20 YORK, MAINE
Long, Harold, 7 1-2 days 22 50
McDonald, Thos., 10 1-2 days 31 50
Manson, Willis, 17 days 51 00
Manson, Bernard, 2 1-2 days 7 50
Marston, Lewis, 12 days 36 00 .
Mclntire, C. A., 3 days, team 21 00
Mclntire, James, 3 days 9 00
Millner, Wm, 10 1-18 days 30 17
Moulton, Harry E., 23 1-2 days 94 00
” 2 days, team 14 00
” 12 1-2 days, truck 125 oo'
” 13 days 5 1-2 hrs.,. truck 163 33
Moulton, Arthur, 14 days, 5 1-2 hrs., truck 175 33
Norton, Daniel, 48 1-4 days 193 00
” 13 days, truck 130 00
” 14 days, 5 1-2 hrs., truck 175 33
Norton, Frank, 14 days 42 00
Norton, Russell, 34 3-4 days 139 00
Parsons, J. Arthur, blacksmith work 6 00
Parsons, Frank, 14 3-4 days 44 25
Perkins’ Motor Sales, oil 8 80
Ramsdell, Eber, 9 1-3 days 28 00
Raynes, John, 33 1-4 days 99 75
Rockwell, Verne, 12 days 36 00
Rogers, Agner P., 4872 yds. gravel 730 80
Smith, Roger, 1 3-4 days 8 75
Spinney, Arthur, 13 5-6 days, truck 165 99
Stacy, Charles, Jr., 3 1-2 days 10 50
State Highway Commission, 10 1-18 days,
compressor 140 78
Steves, Walter, 21 days 63 00
Talpey, H. Ward, 14 days, 5 1-2 hrs., truck 175 33
The Emery Waterhouse Co., dynamite
and caps 158 91
Trafton, Russell, 13 days, 5 1-4 hrs., truck 160 33
Turner, Jerry, 8 days, 5 1-2 hrs.', truck 103 33
Turner, Colby, 14 days, team 98 00
” Board of State men 40 00
Webber, Clarence, 16 days 48 00
/
Winn, Andrew, 32 days 48 00
Winn, Ralph, 28 1-2 days 85 50
Winn, Arnold, 4 days, truck 40 00
” 10 days, 5 1-2 hrs., truck 127 33
Winn, H. H., 44 days 308 00
Young, Elmer R., 8 days, truck 80 00
” 14 days, 5 1-2 hrs., truck 175 33
” 23 days, 5 1-2 hrs., shovel 590 25
Young, John, 14 days, 3 1-4 hrs., truck 172 33
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$ 6,991 13
STATE AID ROAD NO. 4
i
Atlantic Motor Express, Express charges $ 5 00
Avery Clarence, 12 days 36 00
Avery, Floyd, 12 days 18 00
Berger Metal Culvert Co., culverts 275 77
Bridges, Charles, 3 days 9 00
Clark, Harold, 8 1-4 days 24 75
Davis, Everett, 13 3-4 days 41 25
Enterprise Hardware Co. dynamite
and caps 191 00
Eldridge, Wolf, 3 days, truck 36 00
Ellis, F. H., moving garage 60 00
Ferrin, Ernest, 21 1-4 days 63 75
Ferrin, Albert, 35 1-2 days 106 50
Freeman, George, 12 1-4 days 36 75
Gerry, Elmer, 5 days 15 00
Gilchrist, Leon, 11-4 days, truck 12 50
6 1-4 days, truck 75 00
Graney, Carroll, 5 1-9 days, truck 61 34
Grover, Albert, 15 1-4 days 45 75
Grover, Edward, 3 1-4 days, truck 32 50
Hinkley, Lester, 37 1-4 days 111 75
Hooper, Geo., 15 days, truck 180 00
I
22 YORK, MAINE
Hutchins, Percy, 21 1-2 days • 64 50
Hutchins, N. C., gas and oil 84 00
Hutchins, John, 23 days 115 00
Kimball, John, 8 1-4 days 24 75
Ladd, Waldo, 17 days 51 00
Littlefield Inn, board of State men 92 00
Littlefield, L. F., blacksmith work 9 65
McDonald Thos., 21 1-2 days 64 50
Main, John, Jr., 15 1-4 days 45 75
Main, Donald, 6 days 18 00
Manson, Willis, 16 days 48 00
Marshall, N. G., gate, hardware, etc. 17 90
Mclntire, James, 14 1-4 days , 42 75
Merrow, L. E., 15 days, truck , 180 00
Minehan, Minty, 4 3-4 days 14 25
Morrison, James A., blacksmith work • 5 00
Moulton, A. C. & Co., lumber 45 08
Moulton, Harry E., 33 1-4 days 133 00
14 1-4 days, truck 142 50
” 15 days, truck 180 00
Moulton, Elmer, 15 days 45 00
Moulton, Edwin R., 6 days 18 00
Moulton, Leon, 1 day, truck 12 00
New Eng. Metal Culvert Co., culverts 36 06
Norton, Daniel, 44 1-2 days 178 00
17 3-4 days, truck 177 50
” 15 days, truck 180 00
Norton, Roger, 3 days, truck 36 00
Norton, Russell, 44 1-2 days 178 00
Parsons, Cecil, 22 days 66 00
Perkins’ Motor Sales, gas, oil, etc. 19 81
Perkins, Clifford, IP days 57 00
Perkins, Cecil, 7 days 21 00
Plaisted, Everett, 12 1-2 days 37 50
Putnam Express Co., express charges 8 30
Ramsdell, Eber, 16 days 48 00
Raynes, John, 15 days 45 00
Raynes, George, 6 days, truck 60 00
” 3 1-4 days, truck 39 00
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Rockwell, Albert, 4 3-4 days, truck 57 00
Rockwell, Albert, Jr., 6 days 18 00
Rogers, Allan, 37 1-4 days 111 75
Sears, Roebuck & Co., posts for fence 14 00
Sewall, Albert, 33 3-4 days 119 25
Sewall, Mrs. Frank, 150 yds. stone 24 00
Smith, Frank, 20 1-2 days 61 5a
Stanwena, Seth, 20 days 90 00
Starkey, Oliver, 16 1-2 days 49 50
Starkey, Ralph, 15 1-4 days 45 75
Starkey, Charles, 9 1-4 days 27 75
” 5 1-2 days, truck 55 oo.
Starkey, Nahum, 14 1-4 days 42 75
State Highway Co., compressor 233 34
Stone, Clifton, 3 days 9 00
Stover, Fred, 20 1-4 days 60 75
Talpey, Ward, 15 days, truck 180 oa
Tuttle, Willis, 13-4 days 5 25
Wentworth, Guy, 20 days 90 C5
Winn, Arnold, 8 1-4 days, truck 82 50
” 12 days, truck 144 00
Winn, H. H., 42 3-4 days 299 25
Woodward, Bradford, 18 1-4 days 54 75
Young, Elmer R., 22 1-2 days, shovel 562 50
” 12 days, truck :?o 00
”  15 days, truck 180 00
Young, Roger, 7 1-2 days, truck 90 00
$ 6,905 00
$13,896 13
Appropriation $ 7,330 00
Received from State 6,685 69
14,015 69
Unexpended $ 119 56
24 YORK, MAINE
MAINTENANCE STATE AID ROADS
Abbott, Chester, 5 3-4 days, truck $ 69 00
Avery, Chester, 14 5-8 days 58 50
Avery, Floyd, 14 5-8 days 58 50
Avery, Clarence, 14 5-8 days 58 50
Ballentine, Chas., 9 1-4 days 37 00
Blaisdell, R. C. Inc., bill 13 62
Blaisdell, Kenneth, 13 days 52 00
Bowden, Maffit, 10 days 40 00
Bracy, Randolph, 802 yds. sand 200 50
Bridges, Reginald, 10 days 40 00
Bridges, Frank, 2 3-4 days, truck 33 00
Briley, Henry, 16 5-8 days 66 50
Burlingame, Harry, 2 days 8 00
Clough, B. O., 18 1-2 days 74 00
Currier, Everett, 3 1-4 days, truck 39 00
Currier, Holland, 10 1-2 days 42 00
Donnell, Harry, 3-4 day 3 00
Drew, Gordon, 3-4 day 3 00
Drew, Frank, 2 3-4 days, truck 33 00
Earle, Wilson, 3 days 12 00
Eaton, Fred, 2 days, truck 24 00
Eldridge, Wolf, 7 1-4 days, truck 87 00
Ellis, Lawrence, 7 1-4 days, truck 87 00
Fillis, Fred, 3 1-2 days 14 00
” 1 1- 2days, team 12 00
Gerry, Elmer, 33 days 132 00
Gleason, E. L., 3-8 day ,1 50
Goodwin, Geo., 28 5-8 days 114 50
■Graney, Carroll, 2 3-4 days, truck 33 00
Grover, Albert, 3 days 12 00
Grover, Edw., 2 days 8 00
” 7 days, truck 84 00
Hanson, Percy, 9 days 36 00
Hooper, Willis, 9 1-2 days 38 00
Hussey Plow Co., bill 80 00
Rutchins, Percy, 2 days 8 00
Hutchins, Edw., 13 days • 52 00
iLadd, Waldo, 9 1-4 days 37 00
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Lewis, Clarence, 28 days 112 00
MacDonald, Thos., 1 day 4 00
Main, Clarence, 10 1-4 days 41 00
Main, John, Jr., 12 1-8 days 48 50
Marshall, Geo. A., bill 1 02
Martin, Geo., 14 1-2 days 58 00
Mclntire, C. A., 3 1-2 days, team 28 00
Mclntire, Thurston, 1 day 4 50
” Bill paid 55
Millner, W m , 4 1-2 days 18 00
Mott, Joseph, 6 3-4 days, truck 81 00
Moulton, Elmer, 3 1-4 days 13 00
Moulton, Harry E., 25 days 112 50
” 26 1-4 days, truck 315 00
” 5 1-2 days, team 44 00
Moulton, Edwin, 2 days 8 00
Moulton, Elmer, 2 days, truck 24 00
Moulton, Arthur, 10 days, truck 120 00
Nason, Charles, 7 3-4 days, 1 horse 46 50
” 70 yds. stone 17 50
Norton, Daniel, 2 days 9 00
Norton, Russell, 7 days 31 50
Norton, Roger, 7 1-4 days, truck 87 00
Parsons, Frank, 9 days 36 00
Perkins’ Motor Sales, bill 35 49
Perkins, Grover, 10 1-2 days, truck 126 00
Perkins, Cecil, 3 days 12 00
Perkins, Clifford, 3 days 12 00
Plaisted, Roger, 7 1-4 days, truck 87 00
Ramsdell, Eber, 1 day 4 00
Ramsdell, Elmer, 3 days 12 00
■Raynes, John, 5 1-2 days 22 00
Rockwell, Verne, 1 day 4 00
Rowe, Arnold, 11-2 days 6 00
Shaw, Leslie, 1-4 day, truck 3 00
.’Smith, Frank, 1 day 4 00
'Sondberg, Geo., 2 days 8 00
Spinney, Arthur, 2 3-4 days, truck 33 00
Standard Oil Co., bill 3,865 02
26 YORK, MAINE
Starkey, Charles, 1-2 day, truck 6 00
Stover, George, 1 day 4 00
Thompson, Alfred, 2 1-2 days 10 00
Thompson, Rodney, 2 days, truck 24 00
Tobey, Clifford, 3 days 12 00
Trafton, Norris E., 2 days, team 16 00
Trafton, Warren, 3 days 12 00
Treasurer of State 874 20
Turner, Colby, 6 1-2 days 26 00
Tuttle, Willis, 17 1-2 days 70 00
Voudy, Fred, 3 days 12 00
Webber, Charles, 5 days 20 00
Webber, Clifton, 4 3-4 days 19 00
Wilson, John, 7 1-4 days, truck 87 00
Winn, Arnold, 6 days, truck 72 00
Winn, H. H., 11 3-4 days 82 25
” 28 days, truck 336 00'
” 16 days, gas engine 160 00
Young, Geo. J., 2 3-4 days, truck ' 33 00
$ 9,170 65
Appropriation $ 9,000 00
Received from State 187 50
$ 9,187 50
$ 16 85
THIRD CLASS ROAD
Avery, Floyd, 2 days $ 3 00
Berger Metal Culvert Co., culverts 105 94
Eaton, Fred, 8 3-4 days, truck \ 105 00
Egart, Jos., 100 loads gravel 1,5 00
Eldridge, Wolf, 7 1-2 days, truck 90 00
Ellis, Lawrence, 8 3-4 days, truck 105 00
Enterprise Hardware Co., dynamite and caps 40 45
Fillis, Fred, 17 1-4 days 51 75
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Freeman, Geo., 17 1-4 days 51 75
Gerry, Elmer, 12 1-2 days 37 50
Gilchrist, Leon, 8 3-4 days, truck 105 OO
Goodwin, Chester, 17 1-4 days 51 75
Graney, Caroll, 8 3-4 days, truck 105 00
Grover, Edward, 9 1-2 days 27 75
” 2 days, truck 24 00
Hutchins, Percy, 11 1-4 days 33 75
Hutchins, John, 15 1-4 days 76 25
Hutchins, N. C., gasoline 28 64
Kimball, John, 7 days 21 00
Kimball, B. W. Estate, 155 loads rocks 23 25
Littlefield, Rexford, 8 3-4 days, truck 105 00
Main, Donald, 8 days 24 00
Main, John, Jr., 4 days 12 00
Marston, Gordon, 14 3-4 days 44 25
Mclntire, C. A., 10 3-4 days 32 25
” 7 days, team 49 00
Mclntire, Harold, 7 days 21 00
Moulton, A. C. & Co. posts and railing 4 08
Moulton, Harry E., 6 1-2 days, team 45 50
”  9 1-2 days, truck 95 00
” 8 3-4 days, truck 105 00
” 21 1-2 days 86 00
Norton, Daniel, 21 1-4 days 85 00
” 8 days, truck 80 00
” 8 3-4 days, truck 105 00
Norton, Russell, 18 1-4 days 73 00
Parsons, Cecil, 12 days 36 00
Parsons, Albion Estate, 50 loads rocks 7 50
Putnam Express Co., trucking culverts 3 56
Raynes, George, 8 3-4 days, truck 105 00
Raynes, John, 8 3-4 days 26 25
Rockwell, Albert, 8 3-4 days, truck 105 00
Rockwell, Verne, 17 days 51 00
Smith, Frank, 8 3-4 days 26 25
Sondberg, Geo., 17 1-4 days 51 75
Starkey, Charles, 8 3-4 days, truck 105 00
Welch, Harry, 6 days 18 00
28 YORK, MAINE
Winn, Arnold, 1 1-2 days, truck 15 00
” 8 3-4 days, truck 105 00
Winn, H. H., 19 1-4 days 134 75
Winn, Andrew, 13 1-4 days 19 88
Young, Elmer R., 16 3-4 days, shovel 418 75
” 8 3-4 'days, truck 105 00
” 1 1-2 days, shovel operator 7 50
Young, George, 6 3-4 days, truck 81 00
Young, Roger, 7 3-4 days, truck 93 00
$ 3,583 05
Received from State 3 571 51
Deficiency $ 11 54
MAINTENANCE THIRD CLASS ROAD
Ballentine, Charles, 1-2 day $ 2 00
Blaisdell, Kenneth, 1 1-2 days 6 00
Bowden, Maffit, 1 day 4 00
Currier, Holland, 2 days 8 00
Ellis, Lawrence, 2 days, truck 24 00
Gerry, Elmer, 7 3-4 days 31 00
Goodwin, Geo., 2 days 8 00
Grover, Edw., 3-4 day , 3 00
Grovest, Albert, 1-2 day 2 00
Hanson, Percy, 2 days 8 00
Hooper, Willis, 2 days 8 00
Ladd, Waldo, 2 days 8 00
Lewis, Clarence, 3 3-4 days 15 00
Mott, Joseph, 2 days, truck 24 00
Moulton, Edwin, 1-2 day 2 00
Moulton, Harry E., 4 days 18 00
” 3 1-2 days, truck 42 00
Moulton, Elmer, 2 days, truck 24 00
Moulton, Arthur, 2 days, truck 24 00
Norton. Roger, 2 days, truck 24 00
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Parsons, Prank, 1-2 day 2 00
Perkins, Grover, 2 days, truck 24 00
Perkins, Cecil, 2 days 8 00
Plaisted, Roger, 2 days, truck 24 00
Raynes, John, 1-2 day 2 00
Standard Oil Co., bill 641 90
Thumith, Thomas, 1-2 day 2 00
Tuttle, W illis/2 days 8 00
Wilson, John, 2 days, truck 24 00
Winn, Arnold, 6 days, truck 72 00
Winn, H. H., 7 days 49 00
” 3 3-4 days, truck 45 00
$1,186 90
Appropriation 1,200 00
Unexpended $ 13 10
REPAIRS OF HIGHWAYS
By Haven H. Winn, Road Commissioner
Abbott, Chester, 9 1-2 days, truck $ 114 00
Ames Construction Co., air compressor 187 50
Armstrong, Benj., 4 days 16 00
Arnold, Everett, 4 days 16 00
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., bill 2 30
Avery, Chester, 6 days 24 00
Avery, Clarence, 1-2 day 2 00
Avery, Floyd, 1-2 day 2 00
Ballentine, Chas., 1 day 4 00
Berger Metal Culvert Co., bill 41 75
Blaisdell, R. C., Inc., bill 40 59
Blaisdell, Kenneth, 4 1-2 days 18 00
Blaisdell, Carlton, 2 1-2 days 10 00
Blaisdell, Fred, 1-2 day 2 00
Bowden, Maffit, 31 1-4 days 125 00
Bracy, Arthur, 2 days 8 00
30 YORK, MAINE
Bracy, Herbert, 13 3-4 days 55 00
Bridges, Reginald, 32 3-4 days 131 00
Bridges, Frank, 1024 yds. gravel 256 00
Burlingame, Harry, 36 1-4 days 145 00
Card, John, 6 1-2 days 26 00
Clough, B. O., 15 3-4 days 63 00
Corey, E. & Co., bill 12 54
Currier, Everett, 6 1-2 days, truck 78 00
Day, Charles, 1 1-2 days 6 00
Donnell, Harry, 10 1-12 days 40 33
D;ew, Frank, 7 days, truck 84 00
Drew, Gordon, 4 1-2 days 18 00
Drew, George, 3 1-2 days 14 00
Dyar Sales Co., bill 23 25
Eastern Tractor Co., bill 93 84
Eaton, Fred, 10 7-8 days, truck 130 50
Eldridge, Wolf, 3 1-4 days, truck 39 00
Ellis, Lawrence, 5 days, truck 60 00
“ 11 days, derrick 165 00
Enterprise Hardware Co., bill 52 80
Fillis, Fred, 22 1-2 days, team 180 00
Ferrin, Ernest, 11 -2  days 6 00
Ferrin, Albert, 1 1-2 days 6 00
Fitzgerald, Chas., 4 days 16 00
Fitzgerald, B. E., 1-2 day 2 00
” 1-2 day, one horse ■ 3 00
Fountain, Phillip, 1 1-2 days , 6 00
Fountain, William, 1 1-2 days 6 00
Gerald, Orin, 1 day 4 00
Gerald, Elmer, 36 1-4 days 145 00
Gerry, Albert, 1 day 4 00
Gleason, E. L., 9 days 36 00
Goodwin, Harry N., bill 594 95
Goodwin, Edw., 1 1-2 days 6 00
” 1-2 day, team 4 00
Goodwin, Frank, 17 3-4 days 71 00
Graney, Carroll, 6 1-4 days, truck • 75 00
Grant, T. C., bill 15 00
Grover, Charles, 36 yds. gravel « 9 00
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Grover, Charles, bill 44 96
Grover, Edw., 17 3-4 days 71 00
” 11-2 days, truck 18 00
Hanson, Percy, 13 3-4 days 55 00
Hill, George, 3 3-4 days 15 00
Hobson, Ernest, 2 1-2 days 10 00
” 580 yds. rocks 145 00
Hooper, Willis, 3-4 day 3 00
” 250 yds. gravel 62 50
Hooper, George, 8 3-4 days, truck 105 00
” 1 day, one horse 6 00
Hutchins, N. C., bill 175 89
Hutchins, John, 42 1-4 days 211 25
Hutchins, Percy, 75 1-2 days 302 00
Hutchins, Frank, 11 days 44 00
Hutchins, Floyd, 11 days 44 00
Hutchins, Roland, 17 1-2 days, team 140 00
Hutchins, Edw., 13 3-4 days 55 00
Jackson, Walter S., bill 15 62
LaBonte, Fred, 11 days truck 132 00
Lewis, Jerry, 6 days 24 00
Lewis, Clarence, 36 days 144 00
MacDonald, Thos., 36 7-12 days 146 33
Marshall, G. A., bill 3 42
Marshall, N. G., bill 29 40
Marston, Lewis, 1 1-2 days 6 00
Mclntire, Malcolm, bill 1 77
Mclntire, C. A., 3 1-8 days 12 50
” 28 1-2 days, team 228 00
Merrow, Lawrence, 17 days, 5 3-4 hrs., truck 212 50
Millner, W m , 2 days 8 00
Mitchell, Geo., 23 1-4 days 93 00
Moody, E. C., 1 day 4 00
Moody, Mrs. E. C., 80 yds. gravel 20 00
Mott, Joseph, 1 day, truck 12 00
Moulton, A. C. & Co., bill 107 97
Moulton, Harry E., 40 days 180 00
” 39 1-8 days, truck 469 50
” 29 days, team 232 00
32 YORK, MAINE
Moulton, Carlton, 24 1-4 days 
Moulton, Arnold, 6 days, truck 
Moulton, Arthur, 3 days, truck 
Moulton, Adrian, 19 days 
Moulton, Leon, 7 days, truck 
Moulton, Kenneth, 1 day 
Nason, Charles, 2 1-4 days, one horse 
” 27 yds. rocks
New Eng. Metal Culvert Co., culverts 
Norton, Daniel, 52 1-2 days
” 64 7-12 days, truck
” Lighting Shore Road
” Bill for scraper
Norton, Roger, 1 day, truck 
Norton, Frank, 4 1-2 days 
Norton, Russell, 70 3-4 days 
Norton, Chester, 1-2 day 
Parsons, Frank, 1 day 
Parsons, Edw., 3 3-4 days 
Perkins’ Motor Sales, bill 
Perkins, Grover, 26 7-12 days, truck 
Perkins, Lester, 12 days 
Plaisted, Roger, 8 3-4 days, truck 
Putnam’s Express Co., bill 
Ramsdell, Robert, 9 days 
Ramsdell, Linvill, 46 1-3 days 
Ramsdell, Edgar, 1 day 
Ramsdell, Eber, 23 1-12 days 
Randlett, Heman, 24 1-12 days, truck 
Raynes, Geo., 14 5-8 days, truck 
” 1 day, team
Raynes, John, 5 days 
Ripley, Roland, bill 
Rockingham Foundry Co., bill 
Rockwell, Albert, 12 1-4 days, truck 
Rockwell, Verne, 1 day 
Rowe, Arnold, 14 1-2 days 
Stewart, Charles S., bill 
Steves, Walter, 2 1-2 days
97 00 
72 00 
36 00 
76 00 
84 00 
4 00 
13 50 
6 75
35 28 
281 27 
775 00
22 50 
9 50 
12 00 
18 00
318 38 
2 00 
4 00
15 00 
40 17
319 00 
,48 00 
105 00
3 31
36 00 
185 33
4 00 
92 33
289 00 
175 50 
8 00 
20 00 
6 30
3 15 
147 00
4 00 
58 00
5 50 
10 00;
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Smith, Frank, 22 1-2 days 90 00
Smith, Roger, 30 days 150 00
Smith, Earl, bill 5 46
Sondberg, Geo., 1 day 4 00
Spinney, Arthur, 14 3-4 days, truck 177 00
Stacy, Raymond, 25 yds. rocks 6 25
Stacy, Charles, Jr., 1-2 day 2 00
Starkey, Charles, 31 days, truck 383 50
Starkey, Herman, 5 days, truck 60 00
Tetreault, Edw., 1 1-2 days, truck 18 00
Thompson, Rodney, 5 days, truck 60 00
Trafton, C. W., bill 28 75
Trafton, Norris, 8 days, team 64 00
” 1 yd. gravel 25
Trafton, Russell, 11 days, truck 132 00
Trafton, Warren, 1 7-8 days 7 50
Trafton, Ernest, 18 days 72 00
Turner, Colby, 3 days 12 00
” 1 day, team 8 00
Turner, Jerry, 12 3-4 days, truck 153 00
Tuttle, Willis, 25 1-2 days 102 00
Vokul, Harry, 1-2 day 2 00
Watkins, Frederick, bill 9 78
Weare, Chas. E., 157 yds. gravel 39 25
Webber, Clarence, 1-2 day 2 00
Webber, Everett 17 3-4 days 71 00
Webber, Charles, 22 1-4 days 89 00
Webber, Joseph, 12 days 48 00
Webber, Norris, 3 days 12 00
Webber, Clifton, 24 3-4 days 99 00
Webber, Woodrow, 19 days 76 00
Welch, S. A., 3 days, 1 horse 18 00
Welch, Everett, 32 1-3 days 129 33
Wendell, Harry T., bill 65
Winn, Arnold, 1 day 4 00
Winn, Andrew, 1 1-2 days 6 00
Winn, Ralph, 5 1-4 days 21 00
Winn, H. H., 67 days 469 00
” 53 days, truck 636 00
34 YO RK , MAINE
Winn, H. H., 4 days, team 32 00
Young, Elmer R., 1 3-4 days, truck 21 00
” 38 1-2 days, gas shovel 1,155 00
” 12 3-4 days, gas engine 127 50
” Cold Patch 7 84
Young, George, 1-2 day 2 00
” 6 1-4 days, truck 75 00
” 78 yds. gravel 19 50
Young, John, 1 3-4 days, truck 21 00
Young, Roger, 17 days, 1 2-3 hrs., truck 206 50
$15,261 79
Appropriation $15,,000 00
Received from John Mclntire for tarvia 6 00
Received from Town of So. Berwick 7 50
Received from Spiller’s Inn for culvert 36 80
Received from Mrs. W. A. Ralin for labor 10 15
-
$15,060 45
Deficiency $ 201 34
REPAIRS OF BRIDGES 
By Haven H. Winn, Road Commissioner
I
Abbott, Chester, 18 1-2 days $ 222 00
Armstrong, Benj., 5 1-2 days 22 00
Blaisdell, Leon, 1 day 4 00
Blaisdell, Fred, 1 day 4 00
Bridges, Frank, 82 yds. sand 20 50
JBurnham, Seth, 68 days 280 00
Ellis, Lawrence, 6 days, 3 1-2 ton truck 135 00
Freeman, George, 54 7-8 days 219 50
Gerry, Elmer, 3 days 12 00
Goodwin, Chester, 1 day 4 00
.Grant, William, 2 yds. sand 50
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Grover, Edward, 2 1-2 days 10 00
” 1-2 day, truck 6 00
Hutchins, Roland, 11-2 days, team 12 00
Ladd, Waldo, 2 days 8 00
Lewis, Clarence, 17 3-4 days 71 00
Littlefield, L. F., bill 62 75
MacDonald, Thos., 4 1-2 days 18 00
Marshall, N. G., bill 36 62
Merrow, Lawrence, 2445 ft. lumber 73 35
Mitchell, Geo., 1-2 day 2 00
Moulton, A. C. <te Co., bill 385 14
Moulton, Harry E., 3 days 13 50
” 1-2 day, truck 6 00
Moulton, Edwin, 1-2 day 2 00
Perkins, Cecil, 8 days 32 00
Randlett, Heman, 17 days, truck 204 00
” 28 yds. rocks 7 00
Sondberg, Geo., 2 days 8 00
Stacy, Raymond, bill lighting bridge 73 40
Standard Oil Co., bill 183 18
Stone, Clifton, 73 1-2 days 294 00
Todd, George, 20 yds. rocks 5 00
Trafton, H. W., 72 days 324 00
Tuttle, Willis, 1 1-2 days 6 00
Voudy, Fred, 7 days 28 00
Weare, Theodore, bill 6 70
Webber, Charles, 3-8 day, one horse ' 2 25
Wilson, John, bill 6 49
Winn, Arnold, 3 days 12 00
” . 7 days, truck 84 00
Winn, Haven H., 18 days 126 00
” 23,578 ft. lumber 707 34
” 18 1-4 days, truck 219 00
Young, George J., 12 yds. sand 4 80
$ 3,963 02
Appropriation 4,000 00
Unexpended $ 36 98
36 YORK, MAINE
SUPPORT OF POOR
Adams, William, repairs at Town Farm * $ 14 10
Austin, G. F., clothing and dry goods for Town Farm 54 56 
Clothing furnished Arnold family 23 00
Supplies furnished cells at Fire Station 4 00
Clothing furnished Wm. Adams’ family 9 94
Clothing furnished Archibald Webber > 7 25
Clothing furnished Raymond Rookie 10 00
Badger, Rand Ice Co., 1 horse for Town Farm 100 00
Baker’s Market, supplies furnished Adolph Frost 31 50
Boston, Abbie, board of Joseph Welch 24 00
Cumberland County P. & L. Co., elec, service acct.
Roger Plaisted 14 04
Converse, Grace, supplies and care of
Archibald Webber 49 55
Cousins, Wm. J., maintenance 25 00
Drew, Frank, wood furnished Charles Woodward 19 50 
Wood furnished Roger Plaisted family 7 00
Dr. Hawkes’ Pharmacy, supplies furnished
Frank Plaisted 2 40
Gallagher, Wm., supplies furnished Fred Cummings 17 76 
Gilchrist, Geo., supplies furnished Chas. Woodward 202 09 
Grover, Charles, supplies furnished Frank Plaisted 58 14 
Goodwin, Edw. H., board of inmates at Town Farm 792 00 
” Paint, wall paper, etc. 16 54
Goodwin, Lydia M., board of Horace Goodwin ’40 00
Hooper, Geo. A., wood furnished Roger ,
Plaisted family 19 00
Hutchins, N. C., supplies furnished Joseph Welch 1 95
Junkins, S. H., supplies furnished Harry Donnell 11 19
Kinghorn, Dr. C. W., Prof services acct.
Archibald Webber ' 13 00
• Lucas, Roger, funeral expenses acct. Chas. Stover 156 37
Funeral expenses acct. Archibald Webber 143 25
” Expenses acct. W. Fernald 37 00
Mitchell, R. L., supplies furnished Eldridge family 22 27
Moulton, A. C. Co., lumber furnished Town Farm 14 59
Moulton, Chester, milk furnished Roger
Plaisted family - 10 70
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?
Plaisted, Roger family, maintenance 133 00
Parsons’ Market, paint furnished Town Farm * 10 00
Perkins, O. W., supplies W. Adams family 13 22
Spinney, Mrs. Sherman, board of Horace Goodwin 40 00 
Thompson, Alfred, wood furnished Roger
Plaisted family 7 00
Treasurer of State, board and care of
Biitler children 584 99
Vickery, Wm. J., repairs Town Farm buildings 16 50
Young, John, wood furnished Roger Plaisted family 8 00
York County Children’s Aid Society,
expenses Butler child 42 15
$ 2,806 55
Appropriation 2,500 00
Deficiency $ 306 55
Aid for Dependent^ Mothers
Paid Treasurer of State, on account of payment of
Aid to Dependent Mothers $ 720 00
Appropriation 600 00
Deficiency $ 120 00
Incidental Expenses
Austin, G. F., window shades, and 
blankets for jail 
Austin, D. R., labor, fixtures, etc., acct. Town 
Hall and Fire Station 
Adams, Ralph, repairs at Town House 
American La France Co., supplies for Fire Station 
American Fire Equipment Co., supplies 
for Fire Dept.
Atlantic Motor Express, express charges 
Besse, H. H., meals for tramps 
Blanchard, A. H., supplies for Fire Dept.
Blaisdell, R. C. Inc., labor, gas, oil and parts for 
repairs of Fire apparatus •
Bowden, Samuel M., services as ballot clerk 
Brown, Edw. Inc., supplies for Fire Station 
Bridges, Edw. C., stamps for Tax Collector and 
Selectmen’s office
Ben, Branham Co., 1 copy Auto Reference Book 
Bragdon, A. M. Co., insurance premiums 
Bragdon, Joseph P., paid for painting Flag Pole 
Bragdon, Arthur E., lYz % com. for collecting $8,661.05 
auto excise taxes for 1930 
1 % % com. for collecting $5,789.83 
auto excise taxes to April 1, 1931 
Errors and abatement of taxes 
on assessment 1930 in full 
Errors and abatement of taxes 
on assessment 1931 
1 Yz % com. for collecting $3,572.84 
on assessment 1-930 
1 Yt % com. for collecting $200,185.85 
on assessment 1931
$ 16 58 —
81
1
2301
7
1
139
0°\ \ 
00J 
00
0 0 ^ 4  
92\H
86 85
140
1,278
3,002
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Bragdon, Arthur E., 1 % % com. for collecting $297.60
Itinerant Vendor’s taxes 4
Cook, Edward M., certificates of insanity 10
Consolidation Coal Co., coal furnished Fire Station 108 
Cummings, Harry, repairs at Town House 25
Cumberland County Power & Light Co., elec, service
furnished Town Hall and Fire Station 191 
Drew, Frank, wood furnished Town Hall and
Fire Station 21
Earl, Raymond, signs and painting 40
Ellis, Harley G., services as Fire Inspector 18
Ernst, Geo. A., premiums on insurance of trucks 245 
Frost, Roderick, 2 days labor at Town Hall 8
Fairbanks, J. L. & Co., record book for Town Clerk 4
Gowen, A. W., services surveying roads, etc. 60
Grace, E. B., refund for amount of Peddlers license 50 
Giller, Augustus C., windshield for Fire Truck 30
Grant, W. L., services as ballot clerk 10
Gurley, W. & L. E., supplies for Sealer of Weights
and Measures 5
Goodwin, Edw. H., labor on dump 381
Hawkes’ Pharmacy, supplies furnished jail 3
Holcomb Mfg. Co., chemicles furnished Fire Dept. 6
Hutchins, N. C., expenses Assessors Convention 39
Johnson, F. E. & Son., labor at Town Hall 2
Kimball, Frank, Police service and
collecting dog taxes 160
Kimball, Harold, 1 day labor with truck at
Fire Station 12
Kemiko Mfg. Co~, chemicals for Fire Dept. 6
Littlefield, Carmen E., copying val. book and making
up Collector’s Book 145
Littlefield, Ralph, labor and changing over lighting
system at Fire Station 107
Lander, Frank C., abstracts of conveyances 38
Loring, Short & Harmon, books and office supplies 85 
Maine Road Equipment Co., 1 Rome Grader 1,035
Marshall, Geo. A., wood and coal 20
Marshall, N. G., paint, hardware and supplies
00 -  >
41
00
00 _ |
62-2 .
00 -  j
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furnished Town House and Fire Station 
MacDonald, Alfred, setting glass Town Hall 
Mclntire, Thurston, delivering Town Reports 
Moulton, Harry E., services at ballot clerk 
Moulton, G. L., postage and record book 
Moulton, A. C. & Co., lumber for repairs Town Hall 
Newton, R. B., services as Harbor Master 
Newick, A. E., services at Selectman 6 days 
Norton, A. W., services as Sealer of Weights 
and Measures
Norton, Lawrence E., labor at Selectmen’s Office 
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., exchange service at Select­
men’s office and Fire Station 
National Used Car Market Report, Inc.,
2 copies Report
Paras, John, refund amount of Peddlers license 
Perkins’ Motor Sales, 1 battery for Fire Dept.
Petrin, Alex., taxi service with pulmotor 
Preble, Geo., coal furnished Fire Station 
Putnam Express Co., express charges 
Ramsdell, Lawrence, painting at Town Hall 
Sagris, Sam., refund for amount of Peddlers license 
Smith, F. W., M. D., certificate of insanity
” Reporting 3 deaths and 2 births 
Smith, Earl B., use of tractor acct. Fire Truck 
Spaulding, Howard, supplies for Fire apparatus 
Standard Oil Co., gas for Fire Station and 
fuel oil for Selectmen’s office 
Stewart & Hawkes, legal advice 
Sullivan William, services at Fire Station 
” . Meals for tramps
” Services as Traffic officer
” Services as Truant officer
The Seagraves Corp., supplies for Fire Dept.
The John Lucas Tree Expert Co., removing 
brown tail moths
Thumith, Thos., services as Plumbing Inspector 
Trafton, Warren, labor at Fire Station 
and Town Hall
Tupper, T. B., 1,000 drinking cups 
Violette, Neil L., 6 Smith Indian Fire Pumps 
White, Roy, Police service
York Harbor Garage, 30 lbs. waste for Fire Station 
York Press Corp., Printing Town Reports
” Printing, and advertising taxes,
stationery, etc.,
York Shore Water Co., plans of zoning proposition 
Young, Elmer, expenses to Augusta acct. A. Keyes 
” Trucking rubbish and hose
” Labor and bills paid account
sewer at York Village
Zeidman, J:, 210 ft. 6-in. iron pipe for sewer 
Bills paid for fighting fires
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2 50 - 1
31 50j -  *>
184 25\
7 50^
529 40 1
1
214 20,1
11 5 f
27 40 — O
11 00 - 2 -
128
571r  277 50.Ju
174 25 - 7 -
SALARIES
Lester M. Bragdon, Clerk 
Gilman L. Moulton, Treasurer 
Arthur E. Bragdon, Constable 
Elmer O. Small, Supt. Schools 
Gladys Y. Weaver, School Committee 
William L. Grant, School Committee 
Grace N. Mclntire, School Committee 
Joseph P. Bragdon, Selectman 
Nelson C. Hutchins, Selectman 
Elmer R. Young, Selectman 
Arnold H. Moulton, Auditor
$ 175
200 
10 
1,150 
30 
30 
30 
1,500 
445 
490 
25
$ 4,085 00
Appropriation
Overlay
Due for rent of building at 
York Corner
$16,771 93
$ 7,500 00 
9,644 99
500 00
42 YORK, MAINE
Received from peddler licenses 158 00
Unexpended
INTEREST AND DEBT ACCOUNT
Interest paid on notes 
Interest paid on bonds 
Bonds paid 
Notes paid
Appropriation
Deficiency
17,802 99
$1,031 06
$ 2,986 52
4,005
3,500
00
00 V
. 18,000 00
$28,491 52
25,000 00
$ 3,491 52
DEFICIENCY ACCOUNT
Overdrawn Accounts
Water Supply
Street Lighting-
Removing Snow
Old Post Road
Third Class Road
Repairs of Highways
Support of Poor
Aid for Dependent Mothers
Interest Account
Man. Training and Domestic Science
$ 534 65
1,703 85 
1,518 10
11 54 
231 84 
306 55 
120 00 
3,491 52 
288 65
18 60
$ 8,225 30
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UNEXPENDED ACCOUNTS
Repairs of Town House $ 43 60
York Heights Road 99
State Aid Road ' 119 56
Maintenance State Aid Road 16 85
Maintenance Third Class Road 13 10
Repairs of Bridges 36 98
Incidental Expenses . 1,031 06
Schools 546 75
Manual Training and Domestic Science 192 57
2,001 46
• ___________
Deficiency $6,223 84
CLARK AND EMERSON FUND
Balance from last year $19,431 00
Dividend 777 49 —
$20,208 49
Paid Gilman L. Moulton, Treasurer
Amount due High School for 1931 777 49)
Balance $19,431 00
RESOURCES
Due from Arthur E. Bragdon, Collector 
on assessment 1931
Due from property sold for taxes, deeds 
on file in Treasurer’s office 
Due for rent of Information Bureau 
Building at York Corner
$ 4,202 20 
5,166 12 
500 00
44 YORK, MAINE
Cash in Treasury
Total Resources
LIABILITIES
Town Bonds 3% 1902 
Town Bonds 4% 1915 
Town Bonds 4% 1930
Amount of outstanding Bonds 
Amount of outstanding Notes
Amount of outstanding Bonds and Notes 
Amount of outstanding orders
Total Liabilities 
Total Resources
Net Liabilities
LIST OF OUTSTANDING NOTES
May 2, 1927, 
July 1, 1927, 
Jan. 1, 1930, 
July 1, 1930, 
May 2, 1931, 
May 2, 1931, 
July 1, 1931, 
July 1, 1931, 
Feb. 1, 1932, 
Feb. 1, 1932, 
Feb. 2, 1932,
C. P. Dustin $2,000 00 5 years
George A. Donnell 2,000 00 5 years 
John Mclntire 3,200 00 3 years 
Alfred I. Mitchell 2,000 00 3 years 
John Mclntire ""3,000 00 1 year 
Julia C. Blaisdell 1,000 00 1 year
Addie Donnell 500 00 1 year
Edward E. Young 1,500 00 1 year 
Norwood Donnell 1,000 00 1 year 
Alfred I. Mitchell 2,000 00 1 year
00 1 yearG. Emmons Moulton 1,500
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Feb. 6, 1932, George A. Donnell 1,000 00 1 year @ 5 %
Respectfully submitted,
JOSEPH P. BRAGDON, 
NELSON C. HUTCHINS, 
ELMER R. YOUNG,
Selectmen and Overseers of the Poor.
York, Maine, February 15, 1931.
$20,700 00
REPORT OF FIRES
Village Department
Jan. 1, 1931 to Dec. 31, 1931
Number of still alarms 
Number of bell alarms
43
21
Total alarms 
Assessed valuation 
Total loss
64
$130,200 00 
5,975 00
Respectfully submitted,
E. A. RAMSDELL, Chief. 
W. S.

Health Department
Salary 800 00
Rent, water rate and lights 173 00
Telephone 39 00
Plumbing inspection 100 00
Thomas Thumith $80 00
George Stover 20 00
Libby & Dow, surveying 17 50
H. H. Hay, Antitoxin 10 00
York Press Corporation, Notices 5 50
Dr. Haven Paul, quarantine of dog 13 00
Morton Fry, supplies 2 95
Charles Arnold, covering dump 25 00
Portsmouth Hospital, X-ray 10 00
Angevine Gowen, labor 2 00
$ 1,197.95
Appropriation 1,200 00
Unexpended $ 2 05
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen.
The following is the report of this department for the 
year ending February 1, 1932:
The number of cases of reportable diseases brought to 
my attention were:
Infantile Paralysis 1
Measles 100
Chicken Pox 75
Whooping Cough 1
Lobar Pneumonia 3
Vincent’s Angina 5
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MEASLES
The “measles year” of which I have warned in previous 
reports has occurred. Frequent cases occurring in neigh­
boring towns made it inevitable that soon a case would 
escape early detection here. Sporadic cases occurred here 
during the colder months. But early reporting by parents 
and physicians, strict quarantine and a measure of good 
fortune carried us by the danger period of complication by 
respiratory infections. When the unreported, unrecognized 
cases did occur and precipitated the epidemic we were in the 
warm weather of May and June, the schools were about to 
close anyway, complications were at a minimum and we had 
as mild an epidemic as the nature of the disease permits. 
So far as has come to the attention of this Department there 
was no instance of any disastrous complication such as 
makes this a disease to be dreaded at other seasons.
The factor offering the greatest threat to the economic 
life of the community was that the summer visitors were 
about to arrive. We must always remember that these peo­
ple are not held here by any ties except those of pleasure.' 
If unpleasant circumstances arise they can easily and will­
ingly depart elsewhere. We must be able to do as much 
to protect them as any other community can. I speak of 
this now because I have reason to believe that we are about 
to take a great stride in this respect—that is, the construc­
tion of rooms at the York Hospital available for the proper 
isolation and treatment of contagious diseases. Under such 
conditions the child usually will get better care than at home; 
the family and the whole community will be better protected 
from contagion; and the quarantine regulations will be 
much more quickly lifted. This last is a very important 
factor in hotels, dairies, schools, etc., where wage earners 
must often be forbidden to work for weeks. I hope and be­
lieve it will never come to pass that the general run of con­
tagious diseases will be hospitalized, but I think it is neces­
sary that we have some isplation ward available where we 
may better protect ourselves from the extraordinary case.
I have had occasion during the year to ask for more 
co-operation in beginning and enforcing quarantine regula-
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tions. The knowledge of control in many communicable 
diseases far exceeds its practical application. A fire depart­
ment could hardly be expected to put out a fire without being 
aware of its location; and a health department finds similar 
difficulty in avoiding an epidemic when it has no knowledge 
of the first case or the earlier subsequent ones.
Quarantine regulations are as mild as possible; I some­
times regret that we can not offer a prize to everyone who 
goes into quarantine. We seem to need something besides 
common decency and neighborly feeling to induce us to do it..
INFANTILE PARALYSIS
Within the present century several diseases have in­
creased their power to destroy and have assumed an epi­
demic character well calculated to inspire dread. As it has- 
happened, or perhaps for reasons we do not understand, the- 
majority of these epidemic menaces to public health attack 
the central nervous system. Of these infantile paralysis is 
the one that has recently aroused public interest. Again in 
1931 York has been visited by this dread disease which, be­
cause it is a disease occurring usually in warm weather, 
casts a pall over any summer resort in which it appears. 
It is apparent that the involvement of the nerves is an ex­
ceptional complication of what is really a very common in­
fection, exposure to which usually results in some brief in­
definite symptoms of sickness and a permanent immunity 
to further attacks. It is thus that most people acquire a 
specific immunity, as they do to measles, before they reach 
adult life. Our knowledge of the causation of infantile 
paralysis is in an unsatisfactory state and so far as its pre­
vention goes there is very little evidence that the admoni­
tions given the public have any practical value. However, 
until further study brings us further light general quaran­
tine measures will be enforced. There is considerable room 
for hope in the belief that the disease does cause an im­
munity to itself and that paralyzed cases occurring in the 
community are evidence that hundreds of non paralyzed 
cases are occurring and becoming immunized forever.
It is a pleasure to be able to record a very gratifying;
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record in Maine hi the question of recognition and treat­
ment of these cases. We have been able to assure ourselves- 
and our visitors that in this state they could receive as 
prompt and useful treatment as anywhere in the world. The 
Maine Infantile Paralysis Commission working with the 
Harvard Commission has continued to make readily avail­
able an adequate supply of serum, respirators, hospital beds, 
etc. They have been very generous both in receiving cases 
and suspects, and in visiting and examining any case in the 
:home. Their thorough and painstaking work has made a 
dark picture much -lighter and has inspired confidence in 
•our visitors from larger centers.
No one has appreciated this work more or aided it more 
generously- than former victims of the disease. In the hope 
that serum made from their blood might prevent crippling 
in some other victim they came upon my suggestion to the 
York Hospital last summer and allowed their veins to be 
opened and some of the blood withdrawn—a total quantity 
measured in quarts. It is difficult in words to express the 
value of this sacrifice, not for money, nor for a friend or 
relative, nor even in the knowledge that it would certainly 
do good, but on the chance that it might help. I here in­
scribe their names in what is as near a permanent record 
as we have of this community that they may be known 
among us now and their names be of interest and pride to 
their descendants when the “History of York” shall again 
appear many years hence:
Miss Isabel Clark, Cape Neddick 
Mr. Albert Holmes, York Village 
Mrs. Freda Gross Haskell, York Village 
Mr. George Johnson, Ogunquit 
Miss Marjorie Kimball, York Village 
Miss Meriam Moulton, York Village 
Mr. Richard O’Neil, Jr., York Harbor
VACCINATION
Free vaccination against small pox and inoculation 
against diphtheria were again offered in March. The re­
sponse was gratifying but far from satisfying.
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As required by law I shall again offer free vaccination, 
against small pox on or about March 1st. It is desirable that 
enough citizens become vaccinated so that we may avoid 
the uninspiring spectacle recently witnessed in a Massa­
chusetts city when a whole population ran for cover when 
the disease appeared. A mythical personage surveying both 
the present positive indifference to this protection and 
the horrible epidemics of a few generations past when all 
who were not mangled by small pox were dead of it, would 
wonder anew at the vagaries of the human mind.
INOCULATION AGAINST DIPHTHERIA
At the same time that free vaccination is offered I shall 
again offer free toxin-antitoxin immunization against diph­
theria. I can not refrain from contrasting our present sit­
uation in regard to this disease with that of York in 1735-6-7 
as described in Dr. Bank’s “History of York” recently pub­
lished. During those three years diphtheria again and again 
visited York, in the latter year alone causing one hundred 
deaths in a population of 1300. It was written in 1735 that 
“Not one has lived who has had it of late” and a day of fast­
ing and prayer was observed in that year.
Today there is no need for anyone to have diphtheria 
and of those who have it many are saved by antitoxin. It 
is difficult to comprehend that a parent who would give his 
all to save a child ill whh diphtheria will not subject that 
same child to a simple and harmless inoculation to pre­
vent it.
MILK
The milk supply of York has maintained its high stand­
ard. No case of communicable disease has been traced to 
milk in York in many years, if ever. The larger milk dealers 
have continued their expensive and well designed improve­
ment in production and care of the milk. There is no room 
for any harsh criticism of the milk supply. Every dealer 
is without doubt spending all the money on his plant that 
the price of milk will permit. I am therefore anxious that
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the following remarks shall not be taken as casting any 
reflections on any method, producer, or supply.
It is, however, time that as a community we began to 
give thought to a matter that has been settled long ago in 
the cities, the pasteurization of milk.
The stream of milk reaching even as small a community 
as ours has many tributaries, reaching back beyond the 
obvious. When we find a case of disease in contact with the 
milk supply we can take adequate steps to protect the com­
munity. But we must consider the “missed” cases and the 
“ carriers,” the handlers who may contaminate the milk 
supply without knowing they are sick themselves. The most 
rigorous inspection, the greatest care in keeping milk cold, 
clean and covered is not enough to protect us against this 
thing that is not obvious.
There is, however, a process that does prevent such an 
occurrence from harming the community—pasteurization. 
We cook, that is we pasteurize, all other standard articles 
of diet of animal origin—except milk, the best and most 
commonly used, the food par excellence.
Pasteurization is the cheapest, simplest and surest aid 
in preventive medicine. It is done to save lives and( prevent 
sickness and has no other purpose, reason, or object. There 
never has been an outbreak of milk borne disease from 
pasteurized milk.
What are the objections? It costs more, but it is cheap 
at the price, the cheapest form of insurance known. That 
is the crux of the situation, I believe. We can not ask a milk 
dealer to install expensive pasteurizing apparatus and then 
lose all his patrons because he is thereby forced to ask a little 
more for the product. We must think it over and talk it 
over and educate ourselves up to it—then reach out for it 
and we will get it.
Pasteurized milk is just as nutritious and more digest­
ible. “Blind fold” tests have proved again and again that 
the taste does not differ, popular opinion to the contrary 
notwithstanding.
In these days of worship of the great god Vitamin it is
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fashionable to say that pasteurization kills off the vitamins. 
Pasteurization does not kill vitamins and they aren’t there 
to kill anyway. Anybody who places dependence on milk 
alone, even breast milk, for an adequate supply of vitamins 
will be sadly misled. It is common knowledge that in any 
case the milk vitamins must be supplemented by orange 
juice, cod liver oil, etc.
Now for the only objection that sanitary experts have 
really feared—the “human nature” of pasteurization, the 
fear that producers would think that all sins of poor produc­
tion and improper care cohld be wiped out by a mysterious 
magic and so put on the market any milk however old or 
bad. But as a matter of fact all milk supplies, pasteurized or 
not, have been improving steadily and rapidly.
Consider if you will, that not many years ago the first 
summer of a baby’s life used to be considered the most 
critical—because of one thing, the diarrheal disease, “sum­
mer complaint,” due almost wholly to milk improperly pro­
duced and kept. Now—we look forward to the first summer 
as the time to “get in the best licks” to carry us through 
a stormy winter with cold, lack of sunshine, “ colds,” etc.
Another indication of improving supply has been the 
elimination of tuberculous cattle from the herds of Maine. 
Many have been unconvinced 6f the value of this procedure. 
It is difficult to be hostile to it when it is productive of a 
situation in which such a man as Maine’s great orthopedic 
surgeon, Dr. E. G. Abbott can say that in several years he 
has not seen .am acute tuberculous joint, a condition that 
used to be all too common.
We should not lag too far behind in this matter. It is not 
a thing that can be settled by legislation or by ordinances 
passed in town meeting. A jtime is coming when it will be as 
rare to sell unpasteurized mil& as to sell milk without cream. 
We should not wait until events close in on us and then
display unseemly haste in running for cover. It is a matter 
worth looking into calmly at a time when our milk supply 
is the equal of any in the state.
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WATER
Under the progressive and efficient direction of the 
Manager and Trustees the York Water District has advanced 
a good way this year. The law passed by the last Legislature 
which prohibits fishing, boating, etc., on Chase’s Pond meets 
with the approval of all thoughtful people. The inaccessible 
situation of Polly Pond is a considerable safeguard in itself 
in this respect. Thus so far as protection of its watersheds 
is practical York is afforded a safe supply of exceptionally 
good water.
Matters of unknown origin and beyond protective con­
trol have continued to require great watchfulness during the 
summer months, with occasional temporary purification of 
the water. A far-seeing and highly commendable program 
of improvement has been designed to care for this difficulty 
in a prompt and completely efficient manner.
The extension of the service of the Water District during 
the winter months to York Heights and other similar sec­
tions that are “so near and yet so far” is greatly.to be de­
sired as a matter of public health. However the revenue 
available in these sections does not at present appear to 
warrant this extension, from the business point of view. 
It is a “ consummation devoutly to be desired” and weight 
and persistence of desire will bring it about in its own day.
Frequent reports from the State Laboratory attest to 
the quality of the water in both Chase’s and Folly Ponds. 
Samples of the water are analyzed at least every month in 
the year and usually at least every two weeks in the sum­
mer. Reports are received by both the District and this 
Department.
NUISANCES
Frequent reports of nuisances are received, particularly 
in the summer. Most of these are quite readily disposed of 
by a little persuasion, instruction, etc. An occasional nui­
sance can not be cared for in this way and recourse must be 
had to the courts, before which Health Departments are al­
lowed to institute prosecutions in matters obviously danger­
ous or potentially dangerous to the public health.
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Occasionally a case arises in which a condition exists, 
particularly one productive of odors, by which the enjoy­
ment of property is interfered with, but not necessarily by 
which the public health is endangered. There is no remedy 
under such circumstances in any arbitrary decision by this 
Department, nor can the Department commence any prose­
cution under the statutes.
The complainant, not the Department; may then have 
recourse to civil suit, often with the sympathy and moral 
support of the Department and frequently with success 
before the courts.
SEWAGE
No difficulties of consequence in sewage disposal have 
arisen this year. As was inevitable, the condition existing 
in the middle of York Village and discussed in last year’s 
Town Meeting was disposed of by the construction of a 
branch sewer leading into the main York Village sewer.
Primarily a matter of drainage, but secondly of sewage, 
the swamp land behind the line of cottages on Long Beach 
deserves thought. In rainy weather the present drains are 
not sufficient and sewage difficulties are not uncommon as a 
result. Any discussion of projected new roads, etc., should 
take this into consideration.
Repeated complaints by citizens whose opinions can 
hardly be ignored as to the prices charged for cleaning cess 
pools has led to the licensing of an additional person to do 
this work. The value of work of this sort is very difficult 
to determine, but' with additional apparatus available a price 
level on the basis of supply and demand should soon be 
reached.
HOTELS, Etc.
The usual examinations of Food Handlers were done. 
A more comprehensive licensing and inspecting system by 
the State Department of Health has given added control 
over hotels and boarding houses.
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, PLUMBING INSPECTION
The Town Meeting failing to take action on the manner 
of payment of the Plumbing Inspector, this charge fell upon 
the Town and was placed on this Department. Fortunately 
for the finances of this department a statute went into ef­
fect on July 3, 1931, which otherwise provides for the future 
payment of Plumbing Inspectors.
Thomas Thumith and George Stover have been reap­
pointed as Plulnbing Inspectors under the statute.
<
COUNTY HEALTH NURSE
In co-operation with the County Health Nurse I exam­
ined the children in the first two grades of the Village School 
quite thoroughly, in an attempt to make her work more val­
uable. This is new work and has certain pitfalls which it is 
well to avoid and was done in the nature of an experiment. 
If successful it will be extended gradually until every school 
child in town is examined in more than a cursory fashion.
DOGS
Every year we are bothered by the fear of rabies being 
brought into the community by dogs from other states. 
State Health Departments Regulations provide for the quar­
antine of all of these animals from affected areas. This is 
very difficult to enforce.
I wish to add an important word of warning. Do not 
cause or allow to be destroyed any dog which has bitten 
anyone without a period of quarantine to be sure that the 
dog did not have rabies. If the dog has rabies it will de­
velop rapidly and the dog will die, but if the dog is killed pre­
maturely it is often impossible to determine the presence of 
the disease. If the dog does die of rabies there is ample time 
for the Pasteur preventive treatment of the person bitten.
I am greatly indebted for some of the material used in 
preparing this report to the White House Conference on 
Child Health and Protection.
Yours respectfully,
EDWARD M. COOK, M. D.,
Health Officer.
Treasurer’s Report
Receipts
Cash in Treasury, February 14, 1931 
Lester M. Bragdon, fines paid by violators of a 
Town ordinance
Ralph W. Hawkes, Attorney, to redeem property 
Estate of Laura Hawkes sold for taxes 
Wilder S. Varney, to redeem property sold for taxes 
Conrad Putnam, to redeem property of Gretchen 
Payne sold for taxes
Elmer O. Small, use of lights, High School building 
James P. Eaton, rent of Town Hall 
Fidelity Trust Co., to redeem property of J. Albert 
Brackett sold for taxes 
Lawrence DeCosta, to redeem property 
sold for taxes
Lester M. Bragdon, Clerk, dog licenses 
Adrian Vermeule, to redeem property of York 
Development Co., sold for taxes 
Margaret T. Scannell, to redeem property 
sold for taxes
Elmer O. Small, rent of High School auditorium 
Elmer O. Small, refund from Cressey & Allen,
Piano Hoqse ’
H. B. Marks, to redeem property of Mutual
Service Station, Inc., sold for taxes 
H. F. Harmon, to redeem property of Marion F. 
Berry sold for taxes
Elmer O. Small, account industrial education 
Emma M. Welch, to redeem property sold for taxes 
G. H. Woodbury, Attorney, to redeem property of
Estate of Elsia A. Moulton, sold for taxes
$ 8,031 43 -  /  (o
10 00 -  £
83 71
11 19 
376 00
479 14
i
55 59 
10 00
-  / U
- /
-  / v 
-  t o
I_"
14 25 “  t *  ~  
13 23 - /  ^  
26 00
7 0 6 - / 0  - 
7 09 -  /
59 19 —
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Elmer O. Small, refund on electric lights bought 
for York High School
Finance Corporation of New England, to redeem in- 
part Passaconaway Inn property 
sold for taxes
Community Theatre, benefit of the needy 
Cato R. Philbrick, land purchased from 
the Town of York
Casco Loan & Building Association, to redeem 
property of Florence A. Davis, 
sold for taxes
F. G. R. Gordon, to redeem property of Estate of 
Minnie Mudgett sold for taxes 
Elmer R. Young use of lower Town Hall 
Alton W. Eldredge, to redeem property of F. A.
Goss sold for taxes.
Haven H. Winn, amount unexpended, appropria­
tion Repairs of Highways 
Haven H. Winn, amount unexpended, appropria­
tion Maintenance Third Class Roads 
Haven H. Winn, amount unexpended, appropria­
tion Repairs of Bridges
R. W. Hawkes, Attorney, to redeem property of , 
Margaret Lunt sold for taxes 
Elmer O. Small, sale of text-books 
Fidelity Trust Co., to redeem property of Annie 
Krinsky sold for taxes 
Selectmen of York, Clark and Emerson 
High School Fund 
Town of York Notes
York County Trust Co., Temporary Loan
Licenses
L. Dahrouge, Auctioneer’s License
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Samson Fruit Co., Peddler’s License
John Paras, Peddler’s License
E. B. Grace, Peddler’s License
Sam and Ben Solish, Peddler’s License
Corey Brothers, Peddler’s License
S. Harris, Peddler’s License
Arthur E. Bragdon, Auctioneer’s License
50 oo\-
50 00 V
50 00
14 00
4 00
50 0 0 /
. 2 00/
222 00 -
$103,989 30
Itinerant Vendors’ Taxes $ 297 60 -
$104 286 90
State Treasurer
Account Soldiers’ Pensions $ 144 00
Account Free Public Libraries 120 00
Account Tax on Bank Stock 1,187 30
Account Highway Department, removal
of snow, winter 1930-31 1,638 25
Account Highway Department, State
Aid Highways 187 50
Account Highway Department,
Special Resolve 1,487 00
Account Highway Department, Third
Class Roads 3,571 51
Account Highway Department, Improved
State Roads 6,685 69
Account State School Fund 5,261/08
Account Manual Training 961 60
Account Domestic Science 666 11
Railroad and Telegraph Tax 36 84
Dog Licenses refunded ' 37 66
$ 21,984 54
$126,271 44
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Arthur E. Bragdon, Collector of Taxes
Automobile Excise Taxes $ 6,314 88
Assessment of 1930 in full 3,572 84
Interest on assessment of 1930 203 72
Abatements and errors of 1930 140 69
Interest on assessment of 1931 394 04
Abatements and errors of 1931 1,278 46
Assessment of 1931 200,185 85
-
212,090 48 
$338,361 92
Disbursements
Free Public Libraries $ 120 00 -  p
Dog Licenses 358 00
Soldiers’ Pensions 144 00 - (
Interest on Notes 2,986 52 -  | /
Interest on Bonds 4,005 00 — / /
Bonds Paid, Nos. 70, 46, 47, 48 3,500 0 0 - / 3
Notes Paid 18,000'00 3
County Tax in full 7,079 48 - / 5 "
State Tax in full 31,731 39 ^ /6^
Outstanding Orders 1930 1,356 15 - / 3  
\J.75,793 79)Selectmen’s Orders
Temporary Loan 85,000 00 ***3
Fidelity Trust Co. services as paying
agent for coupons 12 50 ' r  1
I $330,086 83
Cash in Treasury, February 15, 1932 8,275 09
$338,361 92
Respectfully submitted,
GILMAN L. MOULTON,
Treasurer of York, Maine.
Town Clerk’s Report
OF THE VITAL STATISTICS OF THE TOWN OF YORK 
For the Year Ending December 31, 1931
Date
Dec. 24, 1923 
Jan. 2, 1931 
Jan. 5, 1931 
Jan. 18, 1931
Jan. 21, 1931 
Feb. 9, 1931 
Feb. 9, 1931 
Feb. 13, 1931 
Feb. 22, 1931 
Feb. 28, 1931 
Mar. 2, 1931 
Mar. 3, 1931
BIRTHS
Parents
Richard S. and Margaret J .Weaver 
James R and Kathryn J. Mason 
Arnold F. and Thelma I. Rowe 
Alcida J. and Flora L. Pincence 
(Spencer)
Dana W. and Edith M. Moulton 
Willis S. and Elsie A. Bardwell 
Percy E. and Margaret C. Hanson 
Robert P. and Mabel Ramsdell 
Chester N. and Isabel Norton 
George A. and Jane E. Hooper 
William and Annie M. Millner 
J. W. and Mary T. Littlefield
Sex
Son, Robert Nelson 
Son, Robert Joseph 
Son, Harold Ford 
Daughter, Anna Loraine
Son, Sherrill Kay 
Son, John Dwight 
Daughter, Viola Ruth 
Son, Neil Loren 
Daughter, not named 
Daughter, Dorothy Winifred 
Son, John Monroe 
Daughter, Mary Estelle os
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Mar. 4, 1931
Mar. 12, 1931
Apr. 1, 1931
Apr. -1, 1931
Apr. Jl, 1931
Apr. 5, 1931
Apr. 16, 1931
May 12, 1931
May 12, 1931
May 13, 1931
May 16, 1931
June 4, 1931
June 5, 1931
June 10, 1931
June 16, 1931
June 21, 1931
June 28, 1931
July 4, 1931
July 10, 1931
July 10, 1931
July 15, 1931
July 26, 1931
Aug. 3, 1931
Aug. 3, 1931
Carl G. and Romie G. Boardman 
Illigitimate
Oren B. and Gladys M. Gerald 
Arthur R. and Pehma L. Bisson 
Samuel S. and Elsie B. Furber 
LeRoy S. and Olive L. Fernald 
Robert J. and Isabel S. Mills 
George E. and Eva M. Stover 
Lester E. and Sylvia I. Perkins 
Ralph P. and Louise D. Starkey 
Fred and Doris J. Turnbull 
Rodney A. and Carrie L. Thompson 
Willis E. and Mary E. Manson 
Nathanial G. and Rachel D. Marshall 
Kingsbury P. and Josephine Bragdon 
Norris E. and Alva M. Trafton 
Norman B. and Etta May Emery 
Robert L. and Edna H. Staples
Son, Frederick Warren
Son
Daughter, Dorothy Mabel 
Daughter, Marie Charlotte 
Son, Samuel Scott, Jr. 
Son, Gordon LeRoy 
Daughter, Ethel Edwinia 
Son, Everett Gordon 
Son, Arthur Eugene 
Son, Richard Allen 
Son, Charlie William 
Daughter, Marianne 
Son, Joseph Robert 
Daughter, Eunice Anne 
Daughter, Joan 
Daughter, June Rosalie 
Daughter, Sara Louise 
Daughter, Roberta Jean
George W. A. and Annie E Moffat Daughter, Yvonne Elizabeth
Raymond C. and Dorothy L. Brown 
Herman E. and Marion Johnson 
Clifford H. and Marion N. Young 
Frank M. and Janice B. Granger 
Charles H. and Gertrude M. Hutchins
Son, Raymond Virgil 
Daughter, Fay 
Son, David Webster 
Son, Robert Harold 
Daughter, Gertrude May
AUg. 5, 1931 
Aug. 7, 1931 
Aug. 8, 1931 
Aug. 14, 1931 
Aug. 18, 1931 
Aug. 19, 1931 
Aug. 25, 1931 
Aug. 26, 1931 
Aug. 27, 1931 
Sept. 7, 1931 
Sept. 10, 1931 
Sept. 16, 1931 
Sept. 19, 1931 
Sept. 27, 1931 
Sept. 29, 1931 
Oct. 19, 1931 
Oct. 24, 1931 
Oct. 25, 1931 
Oct. 30, 1931 
Nov. 19, 1931 
Nov. 24, 1931 
Nov. 27, 1931 
Nov. 28, 1931 
Dec. 2. 1931
Elvin W. and Sarah A. Avery 
Illigitimate
Fred W. and Margaret J. Cummings 
Earl B. and D. Alice Smith
Daughter, Jill Arlene 
Daughter 
Son, Randall John 
Son, Earl Babcock, Jr.
Everett and Gladys C. Goodwin 
Herman D. and Casilda M. Joy 
Don R. and Ellen C. Boston 
Trafton and Madeline M. Gardner 
Eugene H. and Ethel M. Banks 
Walter S. and Phyllis A. Hanson 
Herbert D. and Bernice M. Bracy 
Wilbur F. and Marjorie E. Sawyer 
Chester E. and Marjory H. Hilton 
Kenneth L. and Gladys E. Moulton 
John S. and Ardell G. Chase 
Maynard P. and Leone F. Blaisdell 
Thomas A. and Leila V. MacDonald 
Clifton and Winifred L. Stone 
Earle W. and Pearl G. McCarroll 
Elmer E. and Jeanne L. Moulton 
Edwin L. and Eva L. Lapointe 
John and Jean Kane 
Walter H. and Ruth P. Millinger 
Harry F. and Gladys M. Donnell
Daughter, name not reported 
Son, Russell Edward 
Daughter, Esther Edna 
Son, Edward Charles 
Son, Philip George 
Son, Robert Edward 
Daughter, Beverly Louise 
Son, Wilbur Forrest, Jr. 
Son. Martin Lee 
Son, Carroll Edmund 
Son, Chester Martin 
Daughter, Patricia Brooks 
Son, Thomas Llewellyn 
Son, name not reported 
Daughter, Louise Ethel 
Daughter, Alice Louise 
Daughter, Betty Jane 
Son, Warren 
Daughter, Phyllis Whittier 
Son, Philip Gordon 0 2
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Dec. 7, 1931 
Dec. 12, 1931 
Dec. 16, 1931 
Dec. 17, 1931 
Dec. 18, 1931 
Dec. 19, 1931 
Dec. 21, 1931 
Dec. 27, 1931
Date
Jan. 15 1931
Feb. 4, 1931
Feb. 21, 1931
Mar. 15 1931
Floyd F. and Hazel A. Hutchins 
Eric S. and Marjorie C. Peterson, 
Andrea and Marion D. Cerone 
Raymond and Ruth E. Rokey 
Fred A. and Alice L. Woodward 
Arthur F. and Mina P. Chase 
Frank R. and C. Lena Freeman 
Ralph N. and Doris E. Lewis
Son, not named g
Daughter, Shirley Thelma 
Daughter, Phyllis Marion 
Daughter, Alice Mae 
Daughter, Joan 
Daughter, Geraldine Ellis 
Son, Conrad Gibson 
Daughter, Maryetta
MARRIAGES
Contracting Parties By Whom Married Where Married
Mohamad Hassan 
Grace E. Worthen
Joseph C. Andrews 
Catherine Leah Delaney
Rev. Henry O. Worthley—York, Me 
*
Lester M. Bragdon 
Notary Public—York, Me.
Murch M. Bronsdon, Jr.
Hilda Nelson Rev. W. H. Millinger,—York, Me.
Maurice Perkins Weare
Ethel Louise Dunning Rev, Lester C. Holmes—Kittery, Me.
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Mar. 21, 1931 Charles W. Wincapaw 
Gladys Taft Cooper
Apr. 23, 1931 Willard Field 
Hazel D. Rowell
May 30, 1931 Elmer P. Rowe 
Elizabeth Gertrude Cottle
June 4, 1931 'Arthur D. Stover 
Ida M. Stover
June 6, 1931 Bruce Irvin Butterworth 
Elizabeth Eugenia Warner
June 14, 1931 Ralph N. Lewis 
Doris E. Donnell
June 20, 1931 Austin Flint Bussey 
Helen Leola Johnson
June 20, 1931 Howard Leon Vickery 
Dorothy Isabelle Moulton
June 22, 1931 Niles R. Pinkham 
Eva M. Farrington
June 29, 1931 Arthur L. Williams 
Jeanette A. Smart
Lester M. Bragdon 
Notary Public—York, Me.
Rev. W. H. Millinger—York, Me.
Rev. Henry O. Worthley—York, Me.
Rev. Fredric Olsen—Kittery, Me
Lester M. Bragdon 
Notary Public—York, Me.
Rev. C. V. Parsons—York, Me.
Rev. W. H. Millinger—York, Me.
Rev. W. H. Millinger—York, Me.
Rev. C. V. Parsons—York, Me.
Rev. C. V. Parsons—York, Me. o>1 * - r . . . /  r n
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July 3, 1931 
July 5, 1931 
July 12, 1931 
July 14, 1931
Philip T. Hutchins
Mary S. Winn Rev. A. B. McAlister—Kennebunk, Me.
Herbert L. Ford
Inez Mildred Campbell Rev. W. H. Millinger—York, Me.
Alexander A. T. MacDonald
Alice E. Patch Rev. C. V. Parsons—York, Me-
Morris Drooker 
Sylvia Z. Ginsberg
Lester M. Bragdon 
Notary Public—York, Me.
Aug. 12, 1931 James Francis Wylie
Dorothy Elizabeth Russell
Aug. 13, 1931 Edgar Frederick Burbank 
Fredacia Maude Piper
Rev. John Dunstan—York, Me.
4
Rev. John Dunstan—York, Me.
Aug. 14, 1931 Charles Edward Mockler Balmer 
■ • Rachel Eliza Forrest Anderson
Lester M. Bragdon 
Notary Public—York, Me.
Aug. 15, 1931 
Aug. 24, 1931 
Aug. 29, 1931
George H. Reith
Claire Bernadette Holmes Re.v. Henry O. Worthley—York. Me. 
Robert P. Perkins
Hazel D. Stone Rev. Henry O. Worthley—York, Me.
Viggo H. Nielsen
Dorothy E. Newcomb Rev. C. V. Parsons—York, Me.
O'O
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Sept. 1, 1931 Isaac Angelowitz 
Florence Ida Rosenbloom
Sept. 6, 1931 Anthony S. Tomazewski 
Frances Bourne
Sept. 6, 1931 Walfred E. Turnblom 
, Gertrude Bolton
Sept. 6, 1931 Delwin M. Shaw 
Julianne Wuilleumier
Sept. 9, 1931 Claudio LeBeau 
Clarice Archambeault
Sept. 17, 1931 Joseph F. Menino 
Josephine M. Segalini
Sept. 24, 1931 George W. Davis 
Sophia L. Daley
Sept. 25, 1931 Clifford W. Tobey 
Dorothy Grace Lapham
Oct. 8, 1931 Herbert Langdon Morey 
Ida Ruth Webster
Oct. 13, 1931 Howard M. Willey 
Katherine L. Spooner
Lester M. Bragdon 
Notary Public—York, Me.
Rev. F. J. McLoughlin—York, Me.
Rev. W. H. Millinger—York, Me.
Lester M. Bragdon 
Notary Public—York, Me.
J. Conrad Putnam 
Notary Public—York, Me.
Lester M. Bragdon 
Notary Public—York, Me
Lester M. Bragdon 
Notary Public—York, Me.
Herman G. Spinney 
Justice of the Peace—Eliot, Me.
Rev. John Dunstan—York, Me.
Rev. W. H. Millinger—York, Me.
Oct. 17, 1931 Lester Everett Roberts
Simone Evelyn Hotte . Rev. W. H. Millinger—York, Me.
Nov. 2, 1931 Harold E. Brooks
Stella A. Rowe Rev. Henry O. Worthley—York, Me.
Nov. 4, 1931 Bradford Benjamin Woodward
Marion Beatrice Talpey Rev. Matthew Gosbee—York, Me.
Nov. 7, 1931 Norman B. Wilbur
Myrtle D. Hanson Rev. C. V. Parsons— York, Me.
Nov. 11, 1931 George E. Mclntire \
Minnie E. Marshall Rev. John Dunstan—York, Me.
Nov. 13, 1931 Joseph Smith Lester M. Bragdon
Emily L. Bubin Notary Public—York, Me.
Nov. 25, 1931 John Edward Blaisdell
Olive Etta Goodwin Rev. W. R. Patterson—Eliot, Me.
Nov. 27; 1931 Harold Kolvig
Gladys L. Perkins Rev. Oscar W. Stuart—Kennebunk, Me.
Nov. 30, 1931 Thorvald Ernest Nielsen
' Esther Mildred Helmsdorff Rev. W. H. Millinger—York, Me.
Dec. 5, 1931 Edward Raymond Trouant
Beatrice E. Hobbs Rev. Henry O. Worthley—York, Me.
Dec. 19, 1931 George N. Earle
Anna G. Darke Rev. Henry O. Worthley—York, Me.
Dec. 23, 1931 John J. Diehl Lester M. Bragdon
June Storer Notary Public—York, Me.
Dec. 26, 1931 Thomas Davis Day Lester M. Bragdon
Minnie S. Currie Notary Public—York, Me.
Dec. 31, 1931 Leo J. Blaisdell
Natalie Bradford Rev. W. H. Millinger—York, Me.
DEATHS
Date Name of Deceased Yrs. Mos. Days Death Occurred at
Feb. 26, 1930 Julia A. Hatch 70 1 16 York, Me.
Jan. 9, 1931 Cora May Gibson 69 11 0 Laconia, N. H.
Jan. 12, 1931 Ralph E. Dame 50 5 8 Kittery, Me.
Feb. 6, 1931 J. Ernest Sewall 50 11 3 Portsmouth, N. H.
Feb. 9, 1931 Malvina S. Simpson 94 1 1 Cambridge, Mass.
Feb. 17, 1931 Charles S. Barren 63 2 0 Boston, Mass.
Feb. 23, 1931 Joseph D. Everett 82 5 25 York, Me.
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Mar. 7, 1931 Edward J. Rollins 14 10
Mar. 12, 1931 Sarah Jane Haley 85 9
Mar. 12, 1931 Charles H. Stover 66 6
Mar. 15, 1931 Freda Halberg Sullivan 39 2
Mar. 26, 1931 George L. Manson 73 3
Mar. 31, 1931 Samuel A. Moore 76 3
Apr. 12, 1931 Harriet E. Mclntire 70 n
Apr. 25, 1931 William H. Perkins 75 _
May 4, 1931 Emma E. Taylor 79 5
May 7, 1931 Mary A. Blaisdell 63 8
May 7, 1931 Nellie M. Bingham 78 —
May 16, 1931 Inez White 40 . 5
May 28, 1931 Ida Rogers Simpson 55 9
May 28, 1931 Edward S. Thompson 60 —
May 29, 1931 Willard S. Femald 64 —
May 30, 1931 Henry L. Stover 34 0
May 31, 1931 Fannie L. Putnam 68 2
June 11, 1931 Lorenzo Alexander
Paterson 2 2
June 14, 1931 Ivory W. Hersom 76 10
June 14, 1931 • Willis G. Moulton . 83 1
June 22, 1931 Lucy E. Hodgdon 90 2
June 22, 1931 Washburn Thompson
Crosby 15 10
4 Eliot, Me.
24 York, Me.
13 Augusta, Me.
10 York, Me.
14 York, Me.
0 York, Me.
28 York, Me.
— Wells, Me.
0 York, Me.
4 York, Me.
Portsmouth, N. H.
20 York, Me.
4 York, Me.
— Taunton, Mass.
— York, Me.
26 York, Me.
2 York, Me.
30 York, Me.
11 York, Me.
11 York, Me.
12 York, Me.
19 York, Me.
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June 22, 1931 Charles L. Grant 85 10
June 23, 1931 Ethel C. Merrill 46 2
June 27, 1931 Ida Starkey Chad-
bourne 47 3
July 4, 1931 Edgar E. Dorr 46 3
July 4, 1931 Robert L. Hughes 29 9
July 13, 1931 Margaret Hoben 29 6
July 17, 1931 James Henry Bradbury 2 0
July 18, 1931 Arthur Eugene Swan 51 0
July 27, 1931 John George Ruge 77 0
Aug. 1, 1931 Addlie S. Matthews 81 1
Aug. 2, 1931 Daniel C. Goodwin 83 9
Aug. 4, 1931, Annie Ayers Leavitt 75 —
Aug. 4, 1931 Mary Marshall Wen-
ner ' 75 —
Aug. 5, 1931 Archibald Webber 58 —
Aug. 17, 1931 Lena Hall 62 —
Aug. 21, 1931 Sara Frances Davis 60 8
Aug. 23, 1931 Charles Edward
Stringer 76 3
Aug. 24, 1931 Alice E. Donnell 73 8
Aug. 29, 1931 Lucia Rumsey 40 5
.Sept, l, 1931 Alexander Paterson 59 7
4 York, Me.
21 York, Me.
16 York, Me.
2 York, Me.
24 York, Me.
16 York, Me.
4 York, Me.
8 York, Me.
7 York, Me.
4 York, Me.
0 Concord, N. H'.
— York, Me.
— York, Me.
— Portsmouth, N. H.
— York, Me.
3 York, Me.
20 York, Me.
25 York, Me.
3 York, Me.
14 York, Me.
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Sept. 2, 1931 Elmer Ellsworth
Staples 67 1
Sept. 10, 1931 David Talpey — —
Oct. 2, 1931 Louis N. Duval 67 9
Oct. 11, 1931 Marion C. Richards 74 8
Oct. 20, 1931 Charles O. Freeman 76 10
Oct. 27, 1931 Abbie Freeman 42 6
Oct. 28, 1931 Henry M. Lytle 56 —
Oct. 29, 1931 Bradford J. Young 80 4
Oct. 30, 1931 Louise Ethel McCarroll 0 0
Nov. 1, 1931 Julia A. Baston 84 7
Nov. 2, 1931 Angelia P. Stearns 92 7
Nov. 5, 1931 William J. Neal 50 3
Nov. 12, 1931 Mariette Young 74 7
Nov. 27, 1931 Isabella Hutchins 65 8
Nov. 30, 1931 Warren Kane — 0
Nov. 30, 1931 Max Cohen 36 6
Dec. 6, 1931 Joseph Howard
Junkins 82 4
Dec. 7, 1931 Infant Hutchins — 0
Dec. 8, 1931 John A. Philbrook 87 7
Dec. 22, 1931 Harvey W. Weare 54 7
Dec. 23, 1931 Gordon Fernald — 8
to
14 Boston, Mass.
11 Portsmouth, N. H.
28 Cambridge, Mass.
16 York, Me.
9 York, Me.
16 Lowell, Mass.
— Boston, Mass.
7 Cranston, R. I.
0 York, Me.
23 York, Me.
1 York, Me.
26 New York City
30 York, Me.
15 York, Me.
3 York, Me.
8 York, Me.
5 York, Me.
0 York, Me.
26 York, Me.
15 York, Me.
15 Portland, Me.
YO
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Whole number of deaths
reported in 1931 ........................  69
Average age, all deaths..................... 57
Average age, deaths over 5 years .. 64 
Number of deaths under 5 years  7
Number of deaths between 5 & 10 0
Number of deaths between 10 & 20 .. 2 
Number of deaths between 20 & 30 .. 2
Number of deaths between 30 & 40 .. . 3
Number of deaths between 40 & 50 .. . 6
Number of deaths between 50 & 60 .. . 9
Number of deaths between 60 & 70 .. . 12
Number of deaths between 70 & 80 .. . 15
Number of deaths between 80 & 90 .. . 10
Number of deaths between 90 & 100 . . 3
l
Respectfully submitted,
LESTER M. BRAGDON,
Town Clerk, York, Maine
-aw
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REPORT OF THE
Superintendent of Schools
To the Superintending School Committee of York:
I herewith submit to you and to the citizens of York the 
annual report of the condition and progress of your schools 
which the superintendent of your schools is required by law 
to make.
At the present time there are twenty elementary schools 
in the town of York with an enrollment of 362 pupils. With 
the opening of the Fall term it seemed advisable to your 
school committee to employ two teachers at the Beech Ridge 
School because of the increased number of pupils.
When the Fall term opened there were several changes 
in the teaching corps of your elementary schools. Miss Jo­
sephine Bailey succeeded Miss Dorothy Moulton as teacher 
of the first grade at the York Village Grammar School. At 
the York Beach School Miss Marguerite Walker resigned her 
position at the end of the Spring term. Miss Inez Catlin was 
transferred from the upper grade room at the Cape Neddick 
School to the third and fourth grade room at the York Beach 
School. Miss Dorothy Skillin was transferred from the Brix- 
ham School to the upper grade room at the Cape Neddick 
School and Miss Freda Larcom was employed to teach the 
lower grades in the same building. At the present time 
eighty per cent of the elementary teachers of York have a 
normal school training or its equivalent and ninety per cent 
have had at least one year of teaching experience. I believe 
that the town of York has a corps of capable, efficient 
teachers.
Again this past year the local chapter of American Red
16 YORK, MAINE
Cross has made it possible for the dental hygienist of the 
Maine Public Health Association to work two weeks in our 
schools. Reports of this work show that our children are 
taking better care of their tfeeth. Reports shows also that 
many parents are cooperating by having their children’s 
teeth properly cared for.
During the Spring term the annual eighth grade prize 
speaking contest sponsored by local chapter of the D. A. R. 
was held in the High School Auditorium. Arlene White of 
the Beech Ridge School and Vernon Mackie of the York Vil­
lage Grammar School were awarded the prizes.
This year we have been fortunate in retaining the serv­
ices of the majority of our High School faculty, Miss Eleanora 
Ringdahl and Miss Emily Randall resigned their positions in 
June. Miss Dorothy Ingham and Miss Eleanor Gile were 
elected to take their places.
Miss Dora Barkley has continued her work as supervisor 
of music in our schools. A cours^ in music appreciation has 
been introduced into the elementary schools.
During the last summer vacation the toilets of the North 
Village School were remodelled and connected 'to the build­
ing. Seats and desks were resurfaced and varnished at the 
York Beach School. The outside of the addition to the 
High School was painted with a waterproof preparation and 
a drain was placed around the addition in order to stop the 
water from coming through the walls of the building. Be­
cause of water coming through the walls of the gymnasium 
it was necessary to relay the gymnasium floor. The cost of 
this job, $355.80, has not been paid and must be paid from
the repair appropriation for next year.
\
We will not need to spend any large amount of money 
for repairs next year. The boys’ toilets in the York Village 
Grammar School must be repaired. Only other minor re­
pairs will be necessary to be made.
The work being done in the manual training and do­
mestic science departments of our schools compares favor-
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ably with that done in other towns of our State. We are 
fortunate in being able to have Mr. Kenneth Nason and Miss 
Evelyn Anderson as instructors in these departments. The 
course of study which the 144 boys and girls of York are 
pursuing in these departments is a practical one which will 
make them in the future more capable citizens.
During the year a committee of York Village Firemen 
visited the York High School and York Village Grammar 
School and inspected the buildings. Their visit and report 
was much appreciated. We will try to carry out their valu­
able recommendations.
In closing this report I want to say that appreciating 
your loyal support and cooperation which you have given 
in the past year, to those in charge of your schools, I feel con­
fident that you will see to it that the present generation in 
your schools will not be deprived in any way of their fair 
share of educational opportunity. Let us all work together 
that the children of York may receive an education which 
will make of the useful and worthy citizens.
I
Respectfully submitted,
ELMER O. SMALL,
Superintendent of Schools,
COMMON SCHOOL STATISTICS, FALL TERM 1931
SCHOOL
N
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ry RESIDENCE WHERE EDUCATED
Village 21 8 Henry C. Knight 82 $1720 So. Eliot Berwick Academy and Harvard 
Summer School
t 22 7 Elizabeth Blaisdell 43 936 York Village Gorham Normal School and 
Columbia Summer School
31 Myrtle Stilphen 900 Sanford Gorham Normal School
• 37 5 Una M. Hutchins 10 900 Cape Neddick
31 4 Ruth E. Spinney 25 900 So. Eliot University of N. H., 1 yr.
R. I. State Summer School
It 25 3 Velma Rollins 28 900 Bingham Farmington Normal School 
“ Summer “
11 26 2 Georgia P. Mozart 82 900 York Village York High School
• * 25 1 Josephine Bailey 7 •804 Bridgton Gorham Normal School
Beach 28 7-8 Bertha W. Belmont 03 1080 Y ork Beach Farmington Normal School
•• 20 5-6 Lois Clough 22 864 Goodwin Mills Eastern State Normal School
It 18 3-4 Inez Catlin 10 828 Cundy’s Harbor Gorham Normal School
M 24 1-2 Flora Card 7 792 Cape Neddick I t  I t  I I
Cape Neddick 14 5 to 8 Dorothy Skillia 7 828 Portland I I  I t  I I
I *  M 17 1 to 4. Freda Larcom 4 756 Farmington Farmington Normal School
No. Village 10 1 to 8 Shirley Hutchins 42 750 Cape Neddick Gorham Summer School
Agamenticus 13 1 to 8 Doris Clough 12 750 i t  I t I I  I t  t t
*
C O M M O N  S C H O O L  S T A T I S T I C S ,  FALL T E R M  1931 ( C o n t i n u e d )
0)
SCHOOL
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RESIDENCE WHERE EDUCATED
C /2
Brixham 17 1 to 8 Vivian Titcomb
’
1 $720 Portland Gorham Normal School
Lincoln 11 1 to 8 ' Lois Hutchins 4 75C Cape Neddiek Gorham Normal School
Beech Ridge 14 1 to 4 Helen M. Grover 30 828 York Village Gorham Normal School
13 5 to 8 Dorothy Matthews 1 684 Cape Neddiek Gorham Normal School *=£££
Music Dora Barkley 4 1300 Winthrop, Mass. B. U. College of Music
Dom. Sci. Evelyn Anderson 7 1100 Ashland, Mass. Framingham Normal School
Man. Tr. Kenneth Nason 16 1650 Bath Inst, of Mechanic Arts
ROSTER OF TEACHERS AT YORK HIGH SCHOOL, FALL TERM 1931
TEACHER SALARY SU BJEC T S RESIDENCE WHERE EDUCATED
Wm. Springer $2450 00 Mathematics York Village Colby College
U. of Maine Summer School
J  ohn Schroeder 1650 00 Mathematics and Science University of Maine 
Harvard Summer School
Marion Berry 1400 00 French and Latin No. Hampton, N. H. University of N. H.
Eleanor Gile 1250 00 English and French Springvale Bates College
Dorothy Ingham 1100 00 English and History Winchester, N. H. Keene Normal School 
(4 Yr. Course)
Amy Willmon 1150 00 Commercial Subjects Scarboro Maine School of Commerce
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SCHOOL BUDGET—1932-1933
^Elementary
Secondary
Teachers $19,040 00
Janitors 1,794 00
Conveyance 3,446 00
Fuel 1,968 00
Janitor’s Supplies 150 00
Text-books and Supplies 900 00
Tuition 800 00 %
Teachers $ 9,000 00
Janitor 615 00
Fuel 900 00
High School Laboratory 100 00
Text-books and Supplies 600 00
$28,098 00;
$11,215 00
$39,313 00
RECEIPTS
State of Maine
Clark and Emerson Fund
Unexpended in 1931-32
$ 5,000 00 
777 00 
546 75
$ 6,323 70
Necessary Appropriation " $32,500 00
Necessary Appropriation for Repairs 1,500 00
Necessary Appropriation for Manual Training 
and Domestic Science 1,600 00
REPORT OF THE
Principal of York High School
To the Superintendent of Schools, the Superintending 
School Committee, and the Citizens of York:
I hereby submit my third annual report of the principal 
of York High School. This report will summarize the ac­
complishments of the past year and state recommendations 
for future improvements.
REGISTRATION
Boys Girls Total
Freshmen 16 21 37
Sophomores 23 13 36
Juniors 12 18 30
Seniors 10 18 28
Total 61 70 131
The registration shows a continuation of the steady in ­
crease in enrollment, the increase over last year being 
eighteen. The records of the graduates of the senior class 
of last year have been very gratifying. Twelve of the twenty- 
one graduates are seeking further training and preparation, 
for future vocations.
COURSES OF STUDY
The fact that a small percentage of the pupils graduat­
ed from high school go to college indicates the necessity 
that some provisions for more elective subjects should be 
made to meet the needs of those who do not desire furth­
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er academic training. Therefore, courses in Manual Train­
ing, Mechanical Drawing, and Domestic Science have been 
made elective for all pupils who are enrolled in the general 
course. Formerly these courses were elective for only Fresh­
man and Sophomores. These departments do not intend 
to make these courses strictly vocational but to serve in an 
exploratory capacity—to give the pupils an opportunity to 
find for himself whether or not he has any dormant apti­
tude or special interest in these fields.
EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
During the spring term of 1931 ten pupils were chosen in 
competition from the student body to speak in the local 
Prize Speaking Contest sponsored by the Woman’s League 
of York. The winner was invited to compete in the county 
contest held at Biddeford. These contestants were coached 
by Mrs. Mattie Perkins of Dover, N. H. Mrs! Perkins is a very 
talented elocutionist.
The second annual field day event was held in the gym­
nasium last fall. The freshmen were the winners and they 
were presented with the banner that evening at the Fresh- 
-man Reception. It is hoped that this event may be held 
•out of doors next year providing the weather is permissible^ 
•thereby making a more varied program of events.
Football was included in our athletic program last fall 
after having been discontinued for two years. Although the 
boys participating in the sport were practically inexperienced 
players and did not win many games, they showed a fine 
spirit of co-operation and sportsmanship.
Of our three major athletic activities basketball seems 
to be the most popular. Last year the boys’ team won the 
League Championship and was awarded a loving cup by the 
Partridge Sporting Goods Co. At the close of the season this 
trophy was presented to the school and the banquet held in 
the auditorium in honor of the boys’ and girls’ team. This 
banquet was given by the Domestic Science Department un­
der the supervision of Miss Anderson and they deserve a 
great deal of commendation for their efforts.
York High is again a member of the Southern Division
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of the York County League this year. Both the girls’ and 
boys’ teams are doing remarkably well. Mr. Schroeder and 
Miss Ingham are doing excellent work. They teach charac­
ter building and clean sportsmanship and emphasize these 
points against winning the game at any cost.
In order to give an equal opportunity to all classes to 
earn money for senior class use, the school officials drew up 
a social calendar for the year. This calendar allows the 
seniors four social activities, the Juniors three, the sopho­
mores two, and the freshmen one; making a total of ten for 
the year, exclusive of basketball. By carrying out this sched­
ule, the effort of earning money for class use will not over­
load the senior class as it has in the past.
IMPROVEMENTS
An important improvement in our physical equipment 
this year has been the furnishing of the laboratory with two 
new benches with sinks. Also thirty-two tablet arm chairs 
have been purchased for class room use.. A filing cabinet 
has recently been added to the office equipment. This is a 
very valuable addition as there has been an imperative need 
for some means of keeping orderly and secure the school 
records. Last spring a new flag pole was erected on the 
grounds.
Mrs. Albert Parmenter has very generously given a 
couch bed to the school for emergency use in the rest room. 
The school appreciates this gift very much.
r e c o m m e n d a t io n s
The site of the High School Building is in a very desir­
able location yet the grounds are very much in need of 
grading. The driveway should be repaired and a suitable 
place for parking cars provided.
In order to give sufficient practice in typewriting it is 
necessary to add another period. This can easily be ar­
ranged by building a glassed in partition in the commercial 
room in order to separate the typewriters from the recita­
tion room. With the partition the teacher can supervise a
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class in typewriting and at the same time conduct a class 
in recitation.
The library facilities are very poor. At present we have 
only small racks in the home rooms which are inadequate 
to hold the number of books on hand. More library space 
should be provided, as it can be done readily and cheaply 
by the building of suitable book cabinets.
Further equipment needed for the building is a curtain 
for the auditorium stage, at least twenty tablet arm chairs 
for the recitation rooms, and better seating accommoda­
tions for the gymnasium.
CONCLUSION
The school can improve markedly in effectiveness as 
parents co-operate with the teachers. We are glad at all 
times to receive your constructive criticisms and sugges­
tions. It is hoped that parents who have been unable to 
visit the school may be able to do so in the future, that they 
may be better able to appreciate its work.
At this time I wish to extend my thanks to the Firemen 
of York for their helpful suggestions in developing a more 
systematic and effective fire drill for the school.
I am personally grateful to our Superintendent, Mr. 
Small, the School Committee, and teachers for their splendid 
co-operative spirit and to our janitor, Mr. Barr, for his faith­
fulness and willingness to do extra things to help.
(
Respectfully submitted,
Wm. G. SPRINGER, Principal.
REPORT OF THE
Director of Manual Training
To Superintendent E. O. Small, the Superintending School
Committee and the Citizens of York:
It is with pleasure that I submit my fifth annual report 
of the Manual Training Department.
During this year we have worked along the lines of 
General Shop, that is, any kind of home tasks which will 
direct the boy’s attention to the care of things in the home, 
increase his interest in having things neat and orderly, and 
give him pride and confidence in his ability to do things. 
These duties have consisted of small adjustments and minor 
repairs.
In our Elementary Electrical Course the aim has been to 
make it extremely practical and of value in teaching opera­
tions and repairs, giving only those principles that are of 
practical value, then only in a popular, none-technical man­
ner. As this course was only started this year, twenty-five 
electrical boards were made for the two school shops.
The Mechanical Drawing has been carried on along the 
same lines as last year, changes being made wherever pos­
sible to improve the course. Plans have been given in the 
form of Specification Sheets from which the student has 
made the completed drawing. Problems are so arranged in 
order that the proper amount of principles and applications 
be given during a period.
The use of specification, layout, and reference sheets 
will do much, it is believed, toward creating self-reliance and 
personal effort and exertion on the part of the student.
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The subject of blue printing has received attention in 
the High School. As pre-vocational training, blue printing 
should be taught, since the boy who enters the commercial 
drafting room is usually expected to make prints.
There are twenty-four pupils in the sixth grade (Village 
shop) including pupils from Beech Ridge. This class has 
been divided into two divisions owing to the lack of space 
and benches. However, I do not think it advisable to pur­
chase extra benches for this one class.
I wish to thank the High School boys for the splendid 
work they have done both for the Department and for the 
High School.
During the year considerable work has been completed 
for the school. The list of projects and repairs are as 
follows:
Two storage cabinets (one for each shop), several desks 
and desk covers for the High School, Gymnasium floor lined, 
six cabinet drawers and two bulletin boards. In the early 
fall a gavel was given to the High School. Many typewriting
chairs have been reglued and two of the tables repaired.
>
Projects this year in Woodwork are less owing to the 
fact that Mechanical Drawing and Electrical work have been 
used in connection with General Shop.
The projects in Woodwork are as follows: I
Grade Six:—
Calendar Holders, Letter Racks, Bread Boards, Tie 
Racks, Stools (choice), Upholstered Footstools and Clothes 
Line Reels.
Grade Seven: —
Knife Racks, Taborets, Candle Sticks, (some with carved 
designs), Ash-Tray Stands, Book Racks and Lamps.
Eighth Grade:—
Combination Book Rack and Lamp (used for electrical
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work), Bedside Tables, Upholstered Footstools and Wall 
Memorandums.
High School:—
Two Cedar Chests, Lamps, two Wall Shelves, two Corner 
Shelves, Chess Table, small Cedar Chest, a small Box, Lamp, 
small Clock Case, Doll’s Bed, Shoe Rack, and Upholstered 
Footstools.
The Annual Exhibition of the work will be held before 
the close of school.
In closing, I wish to thank Mr. Small, the School Com­
mittee, teachers, pupils and all those who have helped make 
this year a successful one.
Respectfully submitted,
KENNETH W. NASON.
REPORT OF THE
Instructor of Domestic Science
Feb. 8, 1932
To Mr. Elmer O. Small, Superintendent of Schools:
I wish to submit my report of the work accomplished 
in the Home Economics Department.
This year the course of the High School students is elec­
tive and the girls receive credit toward graduation.
The Freshman class of girls has just completed a sem­
ester of study and practical work in House Planning and 
Interior Decoration. Each girl has planned and furnished 
a home for an imaginary family of five with an average in­
come.
1 «
Last year in connection with this unit the girls furnished 
the teacher’s room. This year they have made bedroom ac­
cessories for their own rooms at home. The girls find that 
a great deal of interest may be added to a room with very 
little expense. They have planned for the colors, materials, 
designs and then made the different articles. Some of these 
are, a chintz bed spread, window draperies, a dressing table, 
a hooked rug, pillows, a slip cover for a chair, dresser scarfs, 
vase, and boudoir dolls. We hope to have these accessories 
on exhibition in a store window very soon.
In this class the study of clothing has just begun for 
this year. We study the different points to be considered 
in planning a wardrobe of a school girl on a limited supply 
of money. Each girl keeps a notebook of this which includes 
the study of dress appreciation, textiles, costume design and 
budgeting. Individual color readings are given, clothing in-
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ventories made, and then budgets planned for the average 
high school girl.
The practical problems include some garment of under­
wear, blouses and skirts or a school dress, then an afternoon 
dress, and last a light summer coat or jacket.
The girls in this group buy their own materials which 
encourages individuality, teaches the value of economy and 
helps them to become good shoppers.
Two gifts from the Freshman class have charge of the. 
school lunches for a week at a time. They order, prepare, 
and sell the food during the lunch period just as the class 
did last year.
The sixth grades have been studying clothing and have 
made their uniforms to be worn during the second semester. 
The uniforms consist of an apron, cap, towel, and holder. 
Desk Sets were made at Christmas time to be used as gifts. 
In the sixth grade the girls learn the first stitches on con­
struction, embroidery stitches, begin the study of cotton and 
linen garment materials and learn to care for their own 
clothing.
In the sceond semester the study of foods consists of 
the preparation and serving of a school child’s breakfast.
The seventh grade girls review the study and prepara­
tion of breakfasts and suppers, and then begin on lunch­
eon work. This includes menu planning, a study of food 
requirements, table service, and gives the girls a better un­
derstanding of how to select a well balanced luncheon. This 
year the girls worked in groups of four and each group 
worked out a menu and planned a luncheon which was giv­
en at the close of the semester.
This class is now studying clothing. The girls are work­
ing on guest towels, dresser scarfs, bridge sets, luncheon sets, 
etc. In this group the use of sewing machines and commer­
cial patterns is taken up and used for the last problems.
The eighth grade girls also have just completed a sem­
ester of foods. The first part of the year was devoted to the 
study of methods used in canning, preserving, and jelly
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making. The next unit is a review of luncheon and supper 
preparation and last the girls prepared and served a dinner. 
The clothing work for this class began with a study of tex­
tiles and the care and repair of clothing. The first problem 
is some garment of underwear, such as pajamas, kimonos, 
or a beach coat and beach pajamas, and then a school dress.
The York Beach girls have the same course of study. 
The seventh and eighth grades were separated this year on 
account of the larger number of girls in the seventh grade.
The Cape Neddick girls come down to York Beach on 
Tuesdays as they did last year.
An exhibition of the second semester’s work will be held 
in June.
In concluding my report I wish to thank Mr. Small, the 
parents, and students for their hearty co-operation and will­
ing assistance in making my third year a success.
Respectfully submitted,
EVELYN M. ANDERSON.
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
Supervisor of Music
Mr. Elmer O. Small, Superintendent of Schools:
I herewith submit my second annual report of my work 
in the Music Department of the York Schools.
The purpose of a Music Course in the Public Schools is 
to give every child in every walk of life an opportunity to 
know and appreciate good music, and to be able to execute 
it to the best of his ability. The object of education is to 
make good and responsible citizens. A good citizen is one 
who is well balanced, that is, one who is equally developed 
both intellectually and emotionally. The academic subjects, 
such as arithmetic, geography, reading, history and the 
languages are the ones which are necessarily conducive to 
intellectual development, but the subject which proves most 
beneficial in the development of equal balance of intellect 
and emotions is music, because it provides a wonderful out­
let for those finer emotions which make us human.
Music is the language for expressing emotions, and for 
this reason music in the schools is equally as valuable as the 
other studies, and possibly even more helpful in cultivating 
the qualities of a good citizen. Our motto is “Music for All, 
and All for Music,” and when this goal is attained, America 
will have a truly musical nation.
During the past year we have continued the work of this 
department along lines similar to those of the previous year, 
However, there have been a number of changes made since 
the opening of school in September.
We have redoubled our efforts toward increasing the
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orchestra of the High School, both in numbers and in qual­
ity. Unfortunately, the High School Orchestra got a late 
start this year. Early in the fall there was a great deal of 
-difficulty in arranging a time within school hours when all 
the members of the orchestra would be present without 
having a conflict with any of their other subjects. It was 
after Thanksgiving that arrangements were finally com­
pleted. The High School Orchestra now meets at 12:50 
every Thursday afternoon. We have also formed an or­
chestra club, which meets the second Monday night in the 
month. It was deemed wise to reduce the credits given for 
work in the music department of the school, and, therefore, 
it has been somewhat difficult to excite the same interest 
among instrumentalists of the High School as existed last 
year. However, we feel that we have now succeeded in 
arousing more enthusiasm than has existed at any other 
time this year. It is hoped that next term will see the High 
School Orchestra again making praiseworthy advancement.
The Grammar School Orchestra has made steady prog­
ress. Mr. Kushious is still coming to York every week, and 
has a large class of pupils in the Grammar School. Prac­
tically all of those pupils who started lessons with him last 
year are playing in the orchestra this year. Considering the 
length of time they have been studying their various in­
struments, they are doing very well. The training the pupils 
of the Grammar School are receiving in the orchestra will 
undoubtedly increase the size and quality of future High 
School orchestras.
- \
The vocal department has taken great strides toward
improvement and advancement, both in the High School 
and in the various Elementary Schools.
In the High School both the Freshman and Sophomore 
Chorus and the Junior and Senior Glee Club have been put 
on an entirely elective and selective basis, which has proved 
very satisfactory, and both are doing commendable work. 
At the present time the Junior and Senior Glee Club is 
working on a program to be given at a public performance 
later in the season. It is hoped that it will meet with even
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greater success than the operetta which was given last year.
We have, organized glee clubs composed of the most out­
standing musicians of the sixth, seventh and eighth grades 
in both the Village Grammar School and the York Beach 
Grammar School. This has met with a great deal of enthus­
iasm on the part of the pupils of these schools. They also are 
working on a program which they hope to present to the 
public before the school year is completed. We are to com­
bine the two glee clubs for this occasion.
We wish to thank the town for the splendid equipment 
which has made possible a very beneficial course in Music 
Appreciation throughout the Elementary Schools of York. 
It is surprising to note the great benefit and help that has 
been derived from this course, both on the part of the pupils 
and their grade teachers. It has been a source of joy and 
enlightenment as well as being highly instructive, in the de­
velopment of a real appreciation of music of the very high­
est standard. It is the desire of every sincere music instruc­
tor to instill in the hearts of her students a love of all that 
is beautiful and worthy in music, and it is only possible to 
bring this about through the continual presentation of the 
world’s best music.
I desire to thank all those who have so willingly helped 
to make my second year’s efforts in the York Schools more, 
successful.
Respectfully submitted,
DORA M. BARKLEY,
Music Supervisor.
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SUPPORT OF SCHOOLS
Expenditures
Amount Paid to Teachers of Common School
Henry C. Knight $ 1,624 44
Elizabeth Blaisdell 884 00
Myrtle Stilphen 827 50
Una Hutchins 827 50
Ruth Spinney 850 00
Velma Rollins 850 00
Georgia Mozart 850 00
Dorothy Moulton 380 00
Josephine Bailey 432 00
Bertha Belmont 1,020 00
Lois Clough 816 00
Marguerite Walker 391 00
Inez Catlin 777 40
Dorothy Skillin 750 00
Flora Card 748 00
Elizabeth Hennessy 336 00
Shirley Hutchins 714 00
Vivian Titcomb 360 00
Lois Hutchins 698 00
Helen Grover 793 60
Dorothy Matthews 342 00
Dora Barkley 1,237 74
Florence Davis 20 00
Mattie Perkins 72 60
Doris Hutchins 36 00
Freda Larcom 378 00
Doris Clough 714 00
Onie Small 4 00
Elsie Wyllie 4 00
Treasurer of State of Maine 45 00
$17,782 78
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Conveyance
Raymond Earle $ 2,210 00
George Moulton 124 50
Percy Hanson 18 00
Charles Day 80 50
Albert Perkins 261 00
Fred Winn 630 00
R. M. Perkins 124 61
G. S. Perkins 5 00
E. C. Bridges 400 00
Doris Clough 84 00
$ 3,937 61
Common School Janitors
James Barr $ 615 00
John Weare 555 00
George Todd 204 00
George Grover 90 00
Eugene Shaw 17 50
Frederick Lytle 20 00
Charles Drew 99 00
Hattie Winn 35 00
Joseph Briley, Jr. 35 00
$ 1,670 50
Common School Fuel
George D. Boulter Company $ 931 17
J, A. Parsons 86 50
G. F. Preble Coal Co. 82 50
Joseph Briley 108 00
Charles F. Drew 46 00
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Albert S. Rockwell 8 63
G. A. Marshall 330 00
Haven Winn • 36 00
Edwin Parsons 1'2 00
Cumberland County Power & Light Co. 118 20
$ 1,759 00
Janitor’s Supplies
L. M. Glover Company $ 39 50
Rochester Germicide Company 93 95
G. N. Baker 3 49
A. P. W. Paper Company 55 00
John E. Weare 9 05
John F. Austin 2 70
The H. & H. Mfg. Co. 69 39
Standard Textile Company 67 38
N. G. Marshall 5 00
$ 345 46
i
FREE HIGH SCHOOL
Amount Paid Teachers of High School
William Springer 
John Schroeder 
Marion Berry 
Eleanor Ringdahl 
Emily Randall 
Amy Willman 
Dorothy Ingham 
Eleanor Gile 
Doris Springer
$ 2,291 68 
1,536 14 
1,322 24 
622 31 
555 60 
1,054 92 
549 99 
593 73 
5 00
$ 8,531 61
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High School Fuel and Janitor
James Barr $
The George D. Boulter Co.
Cumberland County Power & Light Co. 
United Sweeping Compound Corporation 
D. R. Austin
615 00 
409 91 
159 81 
23 25 
2 10
$ 1,210 07
Text Books and Supplies
N. E. Telephone & Telegraph Co. $ 105 90
Atlantic Motor Express 3 23
Scott, Foresman & Co. 38 35
The United States Daily 3 00
Charles E. Merrill Company 187 27
Benj. H. Saborn Co. 22 07
Rochester Germicide Co. 11 50
J. L. Hammett Co. 34 55
Smith-Hammond Co. 10 00
A. F. Haskell 11 12
Charles Scribner’s Sons 78 00
Cressey & Allen 47 00
World Book Company 56 96
Putnam Express Company 28 68
Silver, Burdett & Company 71 54
Educational Supply Co. 15 09
Boston Music Company 4 76
York Press Corporation 37 15
American Book Company 17 44
Dowling School Supply Co. 31 45
The John C. Winston Co. 4 42
Beckley-Cardy Co. 42 48
Edward H. Quimby 12 IS
Royal Typewriter Company 50 00
Ryan & Buker 8 14
E. C. Bridges 17 48
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E. O. Small 5 00
Ginn & Company 233 07
O. H. Toothaker 6 51
Webster Publishing Co. 19 02
The Arlo Publishing Co. 22 34
The MacMillan Company 181 73
Edward E. Babb Co. 28 54
Houghton, Mifflin Co. 16 31
Kenney Bros. & Wolkins 201 27
Southwestern Publishing Co. 39 29
Hawkes’ Pharmacy 2 35
Harle Smith 95
Cambosco Scientific Co. 103 50
York County Trust Company 2 00
Milton Bradley Company 86 38
The Gregg Publishing Co. 20 98
'The Papercrafts, Inc. 93 30
State Department of Education 6 93
.Allyn & Bacon 83 99
H. W. Newton 27 00
Underwood Typewriter Co. 3 50
The Frontier Press 15 50
Wilbur D. Gilpatric 38 40
McIntosh Publishing Co. 8 23
W. M. Welch Manufacturing Company 1 70
D. C. Heath & Co. 30 27
i /
$ 2,223 40 v
Tuition Account
Paid Town of Wells $ 750 00 > /
SUMMARY
Receipts
Appropriation $32,500 00
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Unexpended 1930-1931 
Received from State of Maine 
Refund from Cressey & Allen 
Received from sale of tetft-books 
Received from use of High School 
auditorium
Received from Clark and Emerson Fund
184 43 
5,261 08 
14 25 
9 93
10 00 
777 49
$38,757 18
Expenditures
elementary teachers $17,782 78
/
V
for conveyance 3,937 61
for common school janitors 1,670 50 ✓
for common school fuel 1,759 00
for janitor’s supplies 345 46
for High School teachers 8,531 61
for High School fuel and janitors 1,210 07
for text-books and supplies 2,223 40 \/
for elementary school tuition 750 00
$38,210 43
Unexpended in 1931-32 $ 546 75
REPAIR ACCOUNT
Appropriation --  $ 2,000 00
Refund from G. A. Close Co. 26 79
Received for use of lights of High School
Gymnasium 10 90
$ 2,037 69
Expenditures
Allen C. Moulton & Company $ 331 39
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George J. Young 5 00
W. N. Chase 33 49
Ralph Adams 46 25
Jasper Shaw 13 00
Edward Starkey 5 00
William Bridges 5 00
Gordon Freeman 10 00
Porter-Cable Hutchinson Corporation 21 81
York Furniture Company 10 80
H. P. Montgomery 15 00
R. A. Fife Corporation 28 75
Guy Mclntire 153 60
C. B. Dolge Company 15 00
Standard Electric Time Co. 9 75
A. F. Haskell 14 94
A. M. Bragdon Company 4 28
Omer Caouette 659 00
M. H. Mclntire 3 80
E. O. Small 5 50
N. G. Marshall. 73 65
R. C. Smith 1 50
Kenneth Nason 324 80
Charles F. Drew 3 50
James Barr 240 00
D. R. Austin 18 80
F. E. Johnson & Son 176 32
John Wilson 2 50
Harold Barr 49 00
Cumberland County Power & Light Co. 44 91
$ 2,326 34
Overdrawn in 1931-32 $ 288 65
MANUAL TRAINING AND DOMESTIC SCIENCE
Appropriation
Received from State of Maine
$ 1,600 00 
1,627 71
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Refund from sale of material 7 06
$ 3,234 77
Expenditures for Manual Training
Kenneth Nason $ 1,536 14
N. G. Marshall 11.61
A. J. Wilkinson Company 23 93
J. L. Hammett Company 18 78
Allen C. Moulton & Company 1 10
Eugene Dietzgen Company 6 22
Bruce Publishing Co. 7 62
Frederick Post Co. 66 22
Porter-Cable Hutchinson Corporation 1 08
The Manual Arts Press 13 03
E. C. Bridges 75 00
Arvedon Bros. 13 05
$ 1,773 78 _
Expenditures for Domestic Science
Evelyn Anderson $ 1,075 01
Singer Sewing Machine Co. 60
Evelyn Anderson 25 62
Cumberland County Power & Light 17 68
Badger Farms Creameries 6 59
Parsons’ Market 7 50
G. N. Baker 48 94
Chandler & Brooks 10 37
E. C. Bridges 75 00
G. F. Austin 1 11
Total Expenditures 
Unexpended in 1931
1
$ 1,268 42 w 0  
3,042 20
$ 192 57
Auditor’s Report
York Village, Maine. 
Feb. 17, 1932.
To the Citizens of York:
The Auditor of Accounts of the Town of York for the 
year ending Feb. 15, 1932, hereby certifies that he has exam­
ined the accounts of the officers of the Town of York and 
found them to be correctly cast and vouched.
Respectfully submitted,
ARNOLD H. MOULTON.
Condensed Inventory of 
Taxable Property
Note—The column of figures under the heading Total 
Valuation of Personal and Real Estate mean dollars in each 
case no cents being carried. The column under the heading 
of Total Tax has the cents carried out.
Resident No. of Total Valuation of Total
A
Polls P. P. and R. E. Tax
Abbott, Chester 1 350 19 80
Adams, George, heirs 850 40 80
Adams, John Q. 1 2698 132 50
Adams, Mayo 1 3 00
Adams, Mary A. 200 9 60
Adams, Oren 1 1090 55 32
Adams, Perley P. 1 800 41 40
Adams, Ralph E. 1 1014 51 47
Adams, Thomas H. 250 12 00
Adams, William H. 1 160 10 68
Adams, William 1 3 00
Ailman, Walter G. 1 3 00
Adjutant, George 1 1210 61 08
Allen, Seabury W. 1 2100 103 80
Allen, Walter 1 3 00
Ailing, Edward 1 3 00
Ailing, Mortimer and Beatrice 400 19 20
Ailing, Thomas 1 3 00
Applebee, Mrs. Susan 660 31 68
Armstrong, Annie M. 600 28 80
Armstrong, Benjamin 875 42 00
Armstrong, Benjamin 1 3 00
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No. of Total Valuation of Total
Resident Polls P. P. and R. E. Tax
Armstrong, Frank W. 1 • 3 00
Armstrong, Mrs. Frank W. 715 34 32
Armstrong, Samuel C. 1 300 17 40
Arnold, Charles F. 299 14 35
Arp, Esther Wyatt 1125 54 00
Arp, Richard D. 1 3 00
Atheron, George E. 1 5100 247 80
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. 2000 96 00
Austin, Daniel R. 1 2400 118 20
Austin, G. Frank 1 9800 473 40
Austin, Wesley B. 1 1315 66 12
Avery, Chester 1 3 00
Avery, Mrs. Cynthia 1525 73 20
Avery, Elvin 1 3 00
Avery, Florence 250 12 00
Avery, Harold 1 1 3 00
Avery, Otis W. 1 3 00
Avery, Sarah E. 100 4 80
B
Badger, Alice 2000 96 00
Baker, Earl C. 1 150 10 20
Baker, Edw. H. S. 1 3 00
Baker, George N. 1 12900 622 20
Baker, Edw. W., heirs 1540 ■ 73 92
Baker, Josephine 7860 377 28/
Baker. Lenora N. 300 14 40
Baker, Mabel 6800 326 40
Baker, Mabel and Bridges, Lillian 11150 535 20
Baker, Mary F. 1540 73 92
Balentine, Charles L. 1 3 00
Banks, Edward H., heirs 2305 110 66
Banks, Eugene 1 3 00
Banks, Willard G., heirs 1450 69 60
Bardwell, J. Dwight 1 1410 70 68
Bardwell, Willis S. 1 3 00
Barr, Elizabeth M. 122 5 86
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No. of
Resident Polls
Barr, James A. 1
Barrell, Charles C., heirs 
Barrell, John E., heirs 
Barrell, William O. 1
Baston, Edward, heirs 
Baston, Mrs. Julia 
Baston, William E. 1
Beals, Ruth B.
Bean, M. Nellie 
Belmont, Gustave 1
Berry, Ernest W. 1
Berry, Ruby T.
Besse, H. H. and Sadie 1
Besse, W. S. 1
Bickford, Dalas 1
Bingham & Bemis 
Bisson, Arthur 1
Blaisdell, Albert C. 1
Blaisdell, Carlton A. 1
Blaisdell, Charles F. 1
Blaisdell, Charles W. 1
BlaisdeU, C. F., and Dennett, 
Blaisdell, Edward B., heirs 
Blaisdell, Fred C. 1
Blaisdell, Fred W. 1
Blaisdell, Elijah, heirs 
Blaisdell, Forest E. 1
Blaisdell, Forest 1
Blaisdell, George'E., heirs 
BlaisdeU, Guy 1
BlaisdeU, J. Horace 1
Blaisdell, John E. 1
Blaisdell. Joseph E. 1
Blaisdell, Leon D. 1
Blaisdell, Leo 1
Blaisdell, Mary 
Blaisdell, Raymond C. 1
Blaisdell, R. C., Inc.
Total Valuation of Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
780 40 44
7655 367 44
3128 150 14
3 00
2310 110 88
506 24 29
3500 171 00
430 20 64
616 29 57
3 00
160 10 68
715 34 32
1450 72 60
1073 54 50
220 13 56
1760 84 48
50 5 40
375 21 00
300 17 40
8173 395 30
3 00
John 2200 105 60
2610 125 28
3 00
135 6 48
119 5 71
835 42 88
505 27 24
4275 205 20
920 47 16
3643 177 86
3 00
3 00
3 00
3 00
343 16 46
600 31 80
9900 475 2Q
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No. Of Total Valuation of Total
Resident Polls P. P. and R. E. Tax
Blaisdell, Rinaldo 1 636 33 53
Blaisdell, Roy 1 175 11 40
Blaisdell, Ruth Morse 500 24 00
Blaisdell, Samuel T., heirs 188 9 02
Blaisdell, Sarah J. 2090 100 32
Blaisdell, S. R. 1 3 00
Blaisdell, Walter C., heirs 515 24 72
Blake, Mrs. Nellie M. 1000 48 00
Blood, E. E. 1 2280 112 44
Boardman, Carl 1 3 00
Boardman, Carl and Theodore E. 1200 57 60
Boardman, Romie G. 75 3 60
Boardman, Theodore 1 3 00
Bode, Fred, heirs 770 36 96
Bone, William 1 1210 61 08
Boody, Walter R. 1 1900 94 20
Boston, Mrs. Susan 660 31 68
Bowden, Caleb S. 1 561 29 93
Bowden, Charles E. 1390 66 72
Bowden, Frank E. 5710 274 08
Bowden & Ellis 39 1 87
Bowden, Fred H. 1 4773 232 10
Bowden, Mrs. Fred H. 20 96
Bowden, Mildred G. 1029 49 39
Bowden, Samuel M. 1 3122 152 86
Bowden, Samuel W. 1 568 30 26
Bowden, Walter 1 3 00
Bowman, Joseph W. 1 3 00
Bracy, Arthur R. 1 150 10 20
Bracy, Charles E. 1 3 00
Bracy, Herbert, Jr. 1 3 00
Bracy, Herbert W. 1 366 20 57
Bracy, Herman H. 1 895 45 96
Bracy, Mrs. Herman H. 266 12 77
Bracy, Oliver R. 469 22 51
Bracy, Rudolph 525 25 20
Bracy, William J. 1 3 00
Bragdon, Arthur E. 2nd 1 3 00
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No. of Total Valuation ot Total
Resident Polls P. P. and R. E. Tax
Bragdon, Arthur E. 1 2615 128 52
Bragdon, Albert M. 1 410 22 60
Bragdon, Charles 1655 79 44
Bragdon, Edward A. 1 3 00
Bragdon, Ethel S. 950 45 60
Bragdon, Hazel 50 2 40
Bragdon, Henry S. 2299 110 35
Bragdon, Grace 1910 91 68
Bragdon, James A., heirs 4062 194 98
Bragdon, James E. 1 380 21 24
Bragdon, J. Roger 1 3 00
Bragdon, Joseph P. 1 3530 172 44
Bragdon, Kingsbury 1 50 5 40
Bragdon, Lester M. 1 3 00
Bragdon, Matilda, heirs 2600 124 80
Bragdon, Marion T. 2110 101 28
Bragdon, Ruth E. 3202 153 70
Bragdon & Sullivan 3330 159 84
Bragdon, Willie 0. 880 42 24
Bray, Mark W. 1 500 27 00
Breckinridge, John C. 1 3 00
Breckinridge, Mrs. John C. 3005 144 24
Brewster, Albert H. 410 19 68
Bryce, Harry 1 468 25 46
Bridges, Alton R. 1 3 00
Bridges, Carol S. 1 497 26 86
Bridges, Charles H. 739 35 47
Bridges, Ethan A. l 645 33 96
Bridges, Edward C. 1 1770 87 96
Bridges, Edna F. 710 34 08
Bridges, George E. 1 3 00
Bridges, Jesse 1 3 00
Bridges, Frank A. 1 670 35 16
Bridges, Joseph C. 1 6880 333 24
Bridges, Julia 1221 58 61
Bridges, Lillian M. 500 24 00
Bridges, Nellie B. 2130 102 24
Bridges, Thomas W. 210 10 08
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No. of Total Valuation of
Resident Polls P. P. and R. E.
Bridges, William H. 1 1367 “
Bridges, William
and Catherine 1 781
Briley, Joseph 1 2589
Briley, Royal 1
Brooks. Eva 350
Brooks, Harold 1
Brooks, Herbert 1
Brooks, John M. G. 1 1
Brooks, John & Jessamine 2250
Brooks, Mabel E. 300
Brooks, William J. 1
Brooks, William, Jr. 1 300
Brooks, William M. 1 4733
Burlingame, Harry 1 550
Burnham, Seth D. 1
Buck, George 1
C
Cameron, Donald 1
Cameron, Jane A. 900
Card, J. Hazen 1 430
Card, John J. 1 900
Card, Lillis L. 1798
Carle, James E. 1
Carle, Mildred F. ♦ 100
Caswell, A. J. 1
Caswell, Lizzie F. - 345
Cefalo, Andrew 1 2320
Chandler, W. J. 1
Chapman, George W. 1 500
Chase, Albert M. 1 1145
Chase, Ardell 1
Chase, Arthur 1
Chase, Arthur (Beach) 1
Chase, Bradford C. 610
Chase, Charles H. I 649
Total 
Tax 
67 66
40 49 
127 27 
3 00 
16 80 
3 00 
3 00 
3 00 
122 40 
14 40 
3 00 
17 40 
230 18 
29 40 
3 00 
3 00
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No. Of
Resident Polls
Chase, Lawrence 1
Chase, Mary
Chase, Maurice 1
Chase, Stewart 1
Chase, George A. 1
Chase, George 1
Chase, James 1
Chase, Josiah, heirs 
Chase, William N. 1
Cheney, Robert B. 1
Chick, Carl 1
Chisman, John 1
Clark, Harold 1
Clark, Mrs. Idella 
Clough, Albion 1
Clough, Benjamin 1
Clough, Mrs. Charlotte 
Clough, Clarence 1
Coan, Herbert E. 1
Cobb, Ella L.
Collins, James 1
Cook, Edward C. 1
Cook, Edward M. 1
Cook, Mae G. 
Cook, Sally M. 
Cook, William J. 
Cooper, Abbie F.
Cote, Emile 1
Cote, Philip F. 1
Connolly, John P. 1
Cornish, Grube B. 1
Councilman, W. T. 1
Cousins, W. J. 1
Cowey, Stephen R. 1
Cox, Myron F. 1
Craig, Lemuel H.,
and Esther 1
Craig, Warren 1
Total Valuation of Total
and R. E. Tax
3 00
350 16 8Q
3 00
3 00
3095 151 56
3 00
3 0Q
9236 443 33
2600 127 80
400 22 20
3 00
1030 52 44
3 00
810 38 88
50 5 40
1352 67 90
100 4 80
3 00
1145 57 96
1080 51 84
175 11 40
3 oa
3 00
4000 192 00
2650 127 20
900 43 20
770 36 96
1800 89 40
975 49 80
4805 233 64
3 00
9450 456 60
3 00=
3 00
1160 58 68
825 42 60
3 00‘
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No. Of
Resident Polls
Creamer, Arthur M. 1 
Cressey, Delia M. and 
Florence deW. 
Cummings, Harry M. 1
Cummings, Ralph 1
Currier, Bert E. 1
Currier, Everett 1
Currier, John W.
Currier, Walter H. 1
Cuzner, Mary L.
Coupe, Frank H. 1
D
Dagan, Benjamin 1
Dame, Helena R.
Dark, Thomas A. 1
Dark, Thomas E. 1
Davis, Annie
Davis, Ernest D. 1
Davis, Everett F. 1
Davis, Florence 
Davis, Charles 1
Davis, George A.
Davis, Howard 1
Davis, Llewellyn 1
Davis, William 1
Davis, Mary K.
Day, Charles M. 1
Decatur, Leo B. 1
Densmore, Mrs. Mabel 
Donnell, Addie 
Donnell, Arthur 1
Donnell, Mrs. Bridgett 
Donnell, Daniel A. 1
Donnell, David 1
Donnell, Edward A. 
Donnell, Edward 1
Total Valuation o f Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
1275 64 20
2300 110 40
1400 70 20
3 00
2503 123 14
103 7 94
1853 88 94
150 10 20
1750 84 00
3 00
3 00
660 31 68
1100 55 80
3 00
385 18 48
3 00
■ 3 00
2350 112 80
1565 78 12
1540 73 92
900 46 20
. 3 00
3 00
3120 149 76
396 22 01
4575 222 60
291 13 97
1200 57 60
3 00
220 10 56
465 25 32
955 48 84
982 47 14
3 00
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No. of
Resident Polls
Donnell, Elmer E. 1
Donnell, Elmer M., Jr. 1 
Donnell, Frank 1
Donnell, Fred L. 1
Donnell, George Albia 
Donnell, George A. 1
Donnell, George H.
Donnell, Harry F. 1
Donnell, Herbert E. 1
Donnell, H. Norwood 1
Donnell, Leander, heirs 
Donnell, Mrs. Mary H.
Donnell, Walter 
Donnell, Willie 1
Donohue, T. J. 1
Dorr, Leslie 1
Dorr, Leslie and Ford, Frank 
Dorr, William J. 1
Drew, Charles F. 1
Drew, George 1
Dugan, Edward 1
Dugan, Mrs, Penetta 
Duff, H. Grant 1
Dunton, Elizabeth B.
Dunton, J. B. 1
Durgin, Mrs. A. W___
Dustin, C. P. 1
Duval, L. N. 1 ,
E
Earle, Raymond l
Eastman, Mary A. and Harry 
Eaton, Albert T. 1
Eaton, Fred T. 1
Eaton, James P. l
Eaton, Mary
Eaton, Tristram T. 1
Total Valuation of Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
330 18 84
3 00
1425 67 40
250 15 00
1676 80 45
3 00
385 18 48
3 00
555 29 64
3 00
8220 394 56
250 12 00
50 2 40
450 24 60
900 46 20
3 00
75 3 60
3 00
495 26 76
i ' 3 00
3 00
500 24 00
1590 79 32
5550 266 40
3 00
1200 57 60
3850 187 80
1852 91 90
1570 78 36
Cutts 1640 78 72
3 00
1775 88 20
4695 228 36
550 26 40
1525 76 20
110 YORK, MAINE
No. of
Resident Polls
Eaton, Woodman I. 1
Egert, Joseph 1
Egert, Millan 1
Eldridge, Wolf 1
Ellis, Frank H. 1
Ellis, Carroll 1
Ellis, Elsie
Ellis, Harley G. 1
Ellis, Lawrence 1
Emery, John 1
Emery, Thomas B., heirs 
Emery, Norman B. 1
Ernst, Bertha F.
Ernst, George A. 1
Evans, Albert E. 1
Evans, Asa A. 1
Evans, Dora M.
F
Farell, Charles W. l
Farish, Cora E., heirs 
Fellis, Bertha J.
Fellis, Fred 1
Fellows, A. S. 1
Fellows, Gladys and Kenneth 
Fellows, Kenneth W. -  1 
Fernald, Chas. J., and 
Lila M. 1
Fernald, Josiah W., heirs
Fernald, W. S. 1
Ferrin, Albert E. 1
Ferrin, Ernest C. 1
Field, James L. 1
Fitzgerald, B. E. 1
Fitzgerald, Charles 1
Fitzgerald, George, heirs 
Fletcher, J. B. 1
Total Valuation of Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
1170 59 16
832 43 04
3 00
3 00
3152 154 30
900 46 20
1235 59 28
870 44 76
3 00
795 39 48
6663 319 82
3 00
1800 86 40
2496 122 81
3 00
3 00
944 45 31
80 6 84
515 24 72
1359 65 23
170 11 16
950 ' 48 60
905 . 43 44
3 00
500 27 00
1375 66 00
814 42 07
3 00
940 48 12
3 00
745 38 76
360 20 28
40 1 92
9882 477 34
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No. Of
Resident Polls
Fletcher, William 
Folsom,' Elizabeth W.
Ford, Frank 1
Foristall, James J. 1
Foster, William 1
Fountaine, Joseph 1
Fountaine, William 1
Fracassi, Primo 1
Freeman, Abbott 1
Freeman, Bernard, heirs 
Freeman, Charles O. 
Freeman, E. Everett 1
Freeman, Frank R. 1
Freeman, George W. 1
Freeman, Harmon O. 1
Freeman, Mrs. Hattie 
Freeman, Leslie E. 1
Freeman, Ralph R. 
Freeman, Rudolph M. 1
Frisbee, Fred E. 1
Frisbee, Grace N.
Frost, Roderick 1
Frost, Reginald 1
Frye, Morton 1
Fulton, Horace M. 1
G
Gagnon, Charles . 1
Gallagher, William 1
Garfield, Ansell 1
Gerald, Oren 1
Gerry, Albert F. 1
Gerry, Elmer 1
Gerry, Mrs. Mercey A., heirs 
Gerry, Mary O.
Gibson, Cora, heirs 
Gifford, Edgar, heirs
Total Valuation o f Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
810 38 88
4725 226 80
200 12 60
1064 54 07
3200 156 60
3 00
3 00
50 5 40
1300 65 40
650 31 20
435 20 88
990 50 52
500 27 00
1185 59 88
3 00
100 4 80
3 00
74 3 55
750 39 00
3 00
1585 76 08
3 00
3 00
650 34 20
3 00
3 00
2020 99 96
2991 146 57
3 00
25 4 20
3 00
495 23 76
330 15 84
2325 111 60
501 24 05
112 MAINEYORK,
No. of
Resident Polls
Gifford, J. E. 1
Gifford, Mrs. Roselthea 
Gifford, William, Jr. 1
Gilchrist, Alden M. 1
Gilchrist, Flora A.
Gilchrist, George W. 1
Gilchrist, Gracie M.
Gilchrist, Leon 1
Gleason, Edward 1
Gleason, Edward & Minnie 
Gleekman, Charles 1
Gleekman, Edward 1
Gleekman, Harry 1
Gleekman, Inc.
Goodale, Charles W. 1
Goodale, Walter 1
Goodrich, Charles C. 1
Goodwin, Albion 
Goodwin, Alsbury, heirs 
Goodwin, Augusta 
Goodwin, Bernard J. 1
Goodwin, Chester M. 1
Goodwin, Clinton 1
Goodwin & Dagan 
Goodwin, Earle 1
Goodwin, Edward 1
Goodwin, E. Everett 1
Goodwin, Everett E. 1
Goodwin, Frank W. 1
Goodwin, George 1 1
Goodwin, Howard 1
Goodwin, Jerome 1
Goodwin, J. Howard & Jerome 
Goodwin, Louis R. 1
Goodwin, Timothy, heirs 
Goodwin, Timothy, heirs 
Goodwin, Willard L. 1
Goss, Ernest E. 1
Total Valuation o f Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
525 28 20
1150 55 20
200 12 60
550 29 40
1300 62 40
3 00
2092 100 32
3 00
3 00
885 42 48
3 00
3 00
3 00
500 24 00
10492 506 62
3 00
38890 1869 72
5647 271 06
2137 102 58
300 14 40
275 16 20
585 31 08
3 00
4060 194 88
513 ' 27 62
250 15 00
6856 332 09
• 3 00
225 13 80
3 00
35 4 68
3 00
938 45 02
950 48 6C
132 6 34
4150 199 20
455 24 84
3 0U
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No. of Total Valuation of Total
Resident Polls P. P. and R. E. Tax
Goudy, Gerald C. 1 3 00
Goudy, Horace 1 3 00
Gough, William N. 1 2045 100 36
Gould, William 1 1310 65 88
Gowen, Angevine 1 3 00
Gowen, John, heirs 1210 58 08
Grace, Moses, heirs 740 35 52
Granney, Carroll C. 1 685 35 88
Grant, Edward 1 3 0»
Grant, George E. 2342 112 42
Grant, Lowell S., heirs 2444 117 31
Grant, Roscoe 1 1935 95 88
Grant, William L. 1 264 15 67
Grant, Wilhelmina 2622 125 86
Grant, Willis M. 1 1442 72 22
Greenley, Eliz. & Howard 13950 669 60
Greenley, Howard 1 3 00
Gregory, Frank 1 3 00
Gregory, George W. 1 1450 72 60
Griffing, Carl H. 1 3 00
Griffin, Elsie M. 6430 308 64
Griffin, Joseph 1 3 00
Grover, Albert D. 1 3 00
Grover, Abel H. 1 580 30 84
Grover, Charles E. 1 3375 165 00
Grover, Edward 1 i 3 00
Grover, George H. 1 2987 146 38
Grover, Julia M. 1394 66 91
Grover, Maurice H. 1 1345 67 56
Grover, Willie H. 1 3 00
H
Haggerty. Mrs. Angie, heirs 400 19 20
Haley, Mrs. Sarah 1955 50 64
Hamblin, W. Scott 1 3 00
Hancock, W. P. 1 3 00
Hanson, Augustine ' 1 710 37 08
114 YORK, MAINE
No. of
Resident Polls
Hanson, Charles, heirs 
Hanson, Percey 1
Hanson, Walter 1
Haskell, Albert 1
Hasty, Ralph 1
Hawkes, Blanche R. 
Hawkes, Edward C. 1
Hawkes, Ralph W. 1
Hawkes, W. L., heirs 
Herrick, Robert 1
Hildreth, W. C., heirs 
Hill, Benjamin, heirs 
Hill, James N., heirs 
Hill, Walter
"Hilton, Sidney 1
Hinckley, Inez H. 
-Hinckley, Lester 1
-Hobson, Ernest F. 1
Hobson & Ellis 
Hobson, Cecil B. 1
Hobson, Richmond 1
Hobson & Young 
Hodsdon, John W. 1
Hogarth, William, heirs 
Holland, James L. 1
Hooper, Everett F. 1
Hooper, Clarence C. 1
Hooper, George A. 1
Hooper, Howard 1
Hooper, Willis L. 1
Howells, Miss Mildred
Hungerford, Miss Dorothy 
Hungerford, Mrs. Esther W. 
Hussey, Henry, heirs 
Hutchins, Alfred 
Hutchins, C. H. 1
Hutchins, Frank E. 1
Hutchins, George S. 1
Total Valuation of Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
808 38 78
100 7 80
1305 65 64
3 00 
3 00
5025 241 20
3 00
1100 55 80
19425 931 40
3240 158 52
3050 146 40
136 6 53
555 *26 64
400 ' 19 20
3 00
770 36 96
3 00
14585 703 08
3630 174 24
7460 361 08
3 00
1960 , 94 08
700 36 60
6909 331 63
220 v 13 56
1700 84 60
1590 , 79 32
1814 90 07
3 00
3498 170 90
5800 278 40
2280 109 44
2000 96 00
523 25 10
100 4 80
515 27 72
543 29 06
3 00
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No. of Total Valuation of Total
Resident Polls P. P. and R. E. Tax
Hutchins, Grafton G. 1 1554 77 59
Hutchins, H. I. 1 3 00
Hutchins, Harry 1 900 46 20
Hutchins, J. W., heirs 2011 96 53
Hutchins, John 1 3 00
Hutchins, M. 1409 67 63
Hutchins, Nelson C. 1 1450 72 60
Hutchins, Percey R. 1 250 15 00
Hutchins, Mrs. Percey R. 582 27 94
Hutchins, Ralph Elmer 1 445 24 36
Hutchins, Roland 1 1290 64 92
Hutchins, Sheldon 1 3 00
Hutchins, William 1 3 00
J
Jellison, Katherine 900 43 20
Jellison, William 1 3 00
Jennies, Oliver P. 1 655 34 44
Jeremy, Celestia 932 44 74
Jeremy, Fred 1 i 3 00
Jeremy, Margaret M. 565 27 12
Johnson, Frank E., heirs 330 15 84
Johnson, Frank E. & Son 800 38 40
Johnson, Herman E. 1 6010 291 48
Johnson, Theodore 1 3 00
Johnson, J. V. 1 1145 57 96
Johnston, Alta 568 27 26
Johnston, Theodore 530 25 44
Jones, Benjamin H. 4380 210 24
Jones, Henry C. 11780 565 44
Jones, Henry W. 1 3 00
Jones, James H. 1 3 00
Junkins, Charles W., heirs 1037 49 78
Junkins, J. Howard 6330 303 84
Junkins, Mercey A. 3260 156 48
Junkins, Samuel H. 1 3545 173 16
116 YORK,/ MAINE
No. of Total Valuation of Total
Resident Polls P. P. and R. E. Tax
K
Kanada, George 1 100 7 80
Kanada, Thomas 1 3 00
Keefe, John, heirs 800 38 40'
Keene, Fred 1 1330 66 84
Keene, Mrs. Fred 475 22 80
Keene, John D. 1 1008 51 38
Keene, Hattie W. 360 17 28
Keyes, Delbert 1 295 17 16
Keyes, Frank S. 1 3 00
Keyes, Mrs. Frank S. 2788 133 82
Keyes, Flora B. 755 36 24
Keyes, Harold 1 1110 56 28
Keyes, Ralph 1 3 00
Kidder, Horace & Lillian J. 5700 273 60
Kimball, Albert H. 1 450 24 60
Kimball, Bradford A. 1 3 00
Kimball, Bert 1 345 19 56
Kimball, Benjamin, heirs 1163 55 82
Kimball, Frank 1 3 00
Kimball, Harold E. 1 500 27 00
King, Paui 1 \ 3 00
Kingsbury, Edward 1 2750 135 00
Knox, Susan Ricker 980 \ 47 04
Kosses, Arthur G. 
L
1 . 3 00
LaBonta, David 1 r 3 00
LaBonta, Fred 1 560 29 88
LaBonta, Helen 825 39 60
LaBonta, Joseph J. 1 2550 125 40
LaBorde, George P. 1 3 00
Ladd, Walter 1 3 00
LaFortune, Joseph 1 3 00
Laighton, Paul DeBlois, heirs 29000 1176 00
Langell, Fred C. 1 603 31 94
Langell, Viola 1819 87 13
Langille, Albert 8765 420 72
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No. Of
Resident Polls
Langille, Douglas 1
Langille, Lewis L. 1
Langille, Valentie H. 1
LaPlante, Antonio 1
Leach, Andrew F. 1
Lee, Eugene 1
Lee, Nellie F. & Eugene 
Leavitt, Alfred W. 1
Leavitt, Charles G. 1
Leavitt, Frank L. 1
Leavitt, James O., heirs 
Leavitt, Winslow H.
Legare, Alexander B. 1
Lessard, Cyrille 1
Lewis, A. E. 1
Lewis, Clarence E. 1
Lewis, Elisha 1
Lewis, Jeremiah 1
Lewis, Samuel H. 1
Lewis, Ralph H. 1
Lewis, William H. 1
Lewis, Willie E. 1
Libby F. M. 1
Libby, Harry M. 1
Lindsay Realty Co. 
Littlefield, Anna 
Littlefield, Carmen
Linscott, Samuel, heirs
Littlefield, Charles L. 1
Littlefield, Caroline B. 
Littlefield, Daniel O. 
Littlefield, Joseph A., heirs
Littlefield, J. Albion 1
Littlefield, J. William 1
Littlefield, L. F. 1
Littlefield, Mary A. 
Littlefield, Nahum B. 1
Littlefield, Mrs. Nahum B.
Total Valuation of Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
5470 265 56
3 00 
3 00
1065 55 12
3500 171 00
3 00
198 8 50
1470 73 56
3 00
1630 81 24
505 24 24
1275 61 20
20600 991 80
770 39 96
500 27 00
3 00
100 7 80
3 00
50 5 40
3 00 
3 00
165 10 92
7450 360 60
150 10 20
1700 81 60
66 3 17
500 24 00
130 6 24
3 00
2730 131 04
890 45 72
336 16 13
3 00 
3 00
3926 191 45
1134 54 43
100 7 80
685 32 88
118 YORK, MAINE
No. of
Resident Polls
Littlefield, Ralph R. 1 
Littlefield, Rexford W. 1 
Lloyd, James 1
Lucas, Miss Edith 
Lucas, Hannah L.
Lucas, Howard 1
Lucas, Roger 1
Lunt, Margaret, heirs 
Lunt, William G.
Lytle, H. L. 1
Lytle, Nellie I.
M
Messer, Carroll L. 1
MacDonald, Walter 1
Mackie, William 1
Main, Charles W. 1
Main, Dwight S. 1
Main, George B. 1 -
Main, John H. 1
Main, Roland 1
Manson, Fred M. 1
Manson, Joseph H. 1
Manson, Joseph W., heirs 
Manson, W. E. 1
Manson, J. Lester 1
Marshall, Fred W. 1
Marshall, Guy C. 1
Marshall, George A. 
Marshall, George E. 
Marshall House Corp. 
Marshall, Katherine E. 
Marshall, Nathaniel G. 1 
Martin, Elmer E. 1
Martin, G. L. 1
Mason, Hartley, heirs 
Matthews, Frank 1
Total Valuation of Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
500 27 00
3 00
410 22 68
1485 71 28
990 47 52
625 33 00
575 30 60
300 14 40
1364 65 47
25 4 20
590 28 32
•
3 00
3 00
210 13 08
3 00
3 00
1938 96 02
193 ... 12 26
3 00
500 \ 27 00
320 18 36
1210 58 08
' 3 00
635 33 48
2922 143 20
50 5 40
6537 313 78
2948 141 50
145300 6974 40
2146 103 01
500 27 00
1190 60 12
3 00
30040 1441 92
200 12 60
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No. of Total Valuation of Total
Resident Polls P. P. and R. E. Tax
Matthews, Fred J. 1 325 42 60
Matthews, Harold 1 300 17 40
Matthews, J. Frank, heirs 60 2 88
Matthews, Joseph W., heirs 925 44 40
Matthews, Stanley E. 1 285 16 68
Matthews, Walter E., heirs 2475 118 80
Maxwell, Frederick W. 1 2989 146 47
Mayhew, George 1 3 00
McAlpin, George F. 1 3 00
McCarroll, Earle W. 1 3 00
McCollum, Mrs. Addie P. 2164 103 87
McCollum, A. G. 1 3855 188 04
McDonald, Alfred 1 950 48 60
Mclntire, Claude A. 1 1925 95 40
Mclntire, Daniel B. 1162 55 78
Mclntire, Donald 1 3 00
Mclntire, George E. 1 475 25 80
Mclntire, Guy H. - 1 2125 105 00
Mclntire, John R., heir'5 18840 904 32
Mclntire, John 1 3 00
Mclntire, Leonard, heirs 2035 97 68
Mclntire, Malcolm 1 4864 236 47
Mclntire, Martha S. 1560 74 88
Mclntire, Melville H. 1 2130 105 24
Mclntire, Oraville 250 12 00
Mclntire Raymond I. 1 3 00
Mclntire, Samuel H. 760 36 48
Mclntire, Thurston 1 1430 71 64
Mclntire, William P. 1 660 34 48
McKenna, Arthur 1 3 00
McKenna, Michael 1 1050 53 40
McKenna, T. J. 1 3 00
McKowen, Austin 1 3 00
McKowen, Austin 1 600 28 80
Merrow, Lawrence E. 1 4206 204 89
Merrill, Ned 1 3 00
Meserve, Elizabeth M. 2200 105 60
Meserve, George L. X 3 OQ
120 YORK, MAINE
No. of Total Valuation of Total
Resident Polls P. P. and R. E. Tax
Millner, Charles 1 688 36 02
Millener, William 1 75 6 60
Miller, Alice 177 8 50
Mitchell, Alfred I. 1340 64 32
Mitchell, Ed. E. E. 1 16582 798 94
Mitchell, G. W. 1 3 00
Moody, Mrs. Juliette 4011 192 53
Moody, Joseph H., heirs 2400 115 20
Moore, Fred 1 5832 282 94
Moore, Fred W. 1 3 00
Moore, Grace W. 570 27 36
Moore, Leroy A. 1 3 00
Moore, Samuel & Daniel 565 27 12 -
Moore, William O. 1 3 00
Morrill, George E. 1640 78 72
Morse, Alice M. 638 30 62
Morse, Francis R. 1 467 25 42
Moseley, Charles F. 1 5052l {• 245 50
Mott, Joseph 1 1715 85 32
Moulton, Adrian 1 550 29 40
Moulton, Arthur 1 3 00
Moulton, Arthur R. 1 3 00
Moulton, Allen C. & Co. 2800 134 40
Moulton. Allen C. 3150 151 20
Moulton, Albert, heirs 1281 • 61 491
Moulton, Arnold H. 1 3 00
Moulton, B. Allen 1 3 00
Moulton, Bernard A. 1 35 4 68
Moulton Brothers 1 500 24 00
Moulton, Benjamin F. 1 3 00
Moulton, Carlton R. 1 1173 59 30
Moulton, Chester 1 300 17 40
Moulton, Dana W. 1 3 00
Moulton, David L. 1 •425 23 40
Moulton, Elmer L. 1 595 31 56
Moulton, Elmer 1 v 1270 63 96
Moulton, Eva, heirs 950 45 60
Moulton, Everett 1 3 QQ
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* NO. Of
Resident Polls
Moulton, George A. 1
Moulton, Gilbert H. 1
Moulton, Gilman L. 1
Moulton, G. Frank, heirs 
Moulton, George E., heirs 
Moulton, Harry E. 1
Moulton, Hazel T.
Moulton, Ida D.
Moulton, Jerome 1
Moulton, John H., heirs 
Moulton, Kenneth 1
Moulton, Leon A. 1
Moulton, Lloyd 1
Moulton, Milan C.
Moulton, Ralph W. 1
Moulton, Mrs. Ralph W. 
Moulton, R. B. H. 1
Moulton, Samuel W. 1
Moulton, Timothy F. 1
Moulton, Willis G.
Moulton, W. G. & S. W. 
Moulton, William G., heirs 
Moulton, Warren A. 1
Mozart, G. Frank 1
Munson, Robert H. 1
Munson, Olivia M.
Moore, Reginald - • 1
N
Nadeau, Adeline T. 
Nadeau, William 1
Nason, Arnold 1
Nason, Charles E.
Nason, Mrs. Hannah O. 
Nason, Malcolm 1
Newick, Albert E. 1
Newick, Mason 1
Total Valuation of Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
991 50 57
6385 309 72
3 00
1540 73 92
1820 87 36
985 50 28
5450 261 60
' 1690 81 12
3.00
220 10 56
3 00
1721 85 61
3 00
2675 128 40
585 31 08
2462 118 18
9279 448 39
2534 124 63
3 00
1430 68 64
187 8 98
930 44 64
265 15 72
1265 63 72
500 27 00
14600 700 80
3 00
i
148 7 10
3 00 
3 00
1302 62 50
625 30 00
575 30 60
3 00 
3 00
122 YORK, MAINE
No. Of Total Valuation of # Total
Resident Polls P. P. and R. E. Tax
Newick, Rita M. 250 12 00
Newton, Mrs. Adelaide 900 43 20
Newton, Ranney B 1 400 22 20
Nichols, Gertrude F. 915 43 92
Nichols, Humphrey T. 1 12620 608 76
Nichols, Ida W. 2427 116 50
Nichols, James 1 50 5 40
Nichols, William S. 1 978 43 C-i
Nichols, William G. 1 3 06
Nichols, William H. 1 3 00
Noble, Charles E. 1 1470 72 76
Noble, Mary A. 1090 52 32
Norton, Arthur W. 1 70 6 36
Norton, Charles E. 1 1600 79 80
Norton, Chas. E. & Geo., M. 545 26 16
Norton, Chester 1 3 00
Norton, Clinton 1 385 21 48
Norton, Daniel P. 1 3 00
Norton, Daniel P. & William 200 9 60
Norton, Everett 1 467 25 42
Norton, G. Everett 1 l 3 00
Norton, Frank G. 300 14 40
Norton, Fred L., heirs 600 28 80
Norton, Harry H. 1 7795 377 16
Norton, Josiah N., heirs 1918 92 06
Norton, John W. 1 245 > 14 76
Norton, Mary 66 3 17
Norton, Paul 1 3 00
Norton, Roger 1 3 00
Norton, Russell 1 3 00
Norton, Lawrence E. 1 3 00
Norton, Wilbur F., heirs 1235 59 28
Norton, Wyman J. 1 99 7 75
Norton, William H. 1 1660 82 68
Norton, William C. 1 500 27 00
Norton, Willis 1 3 00
Norwood Farms Co. 18800 902 40
Nowell, Edw. E. 1 2229 109 99
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No. of Total Valuation of Total
Resident Polls P. P. and R. E. Tax
Nowell, James H. 2755 132 24
Nowell, J. H. & Edw. E. 130 6 24-
Nowell, James E. 1 690 36 12
Nowell, John A. 1 3 00
Nowell, Robert, heirs 220 10 56
0
Olsen, Robert 1 3 00
Osgood, H. L. 1 3 00-
Ogunquit Land & Hotel Co. 26700 1281 60
P
Pabujean, M. G. 1 8550 413 40'
Parady, J. A. 1 3 00
Paranteau, Horace V. 1 100 7 80
Parmeter, Albert L. 1 2065 102/ 12
Parmeter, Edward A. 1255 60 24
Parsons, Albion E., heirs 1815 87 12
Parsons, Arlene 5405 259 44
Parsons, Charles 1 3 00'
Parsons, Clarence V. 1500 72 00
Parsons, Cora 750 36 00
Parsons, Everard 1 3 00
Parsons, Edw. N. et als 1293 62 06
Parsons, Frank E. 1 11190 540 12
Parsons, Edw. N. 1 3 00
Parsons, Frank 1 3 00
Parsons, G. F. 1 3 00'
Parsons, Mrs. G. F. 2670 128 16
Parsons, Jane, heirs 560 26 88
Parsons, J. Arthur 1 2100 103 80
Parsons, Joseph 1 3 00<
Parsons, William 1 3 00
Parquette, Nelson 1 85 7 08
Patch, George W., heirs 253 12 14
Patch, George T. 1 3 00
Patch, John H. 1 715 37 32.
124 YORK, MAINE
No. Of
Resident Polls
Paul, Alice A.
Paul, John S. 1
Paul, Emma L., heirs 
Payne, George L., heirs 
Payne, Malcolm S.
Peare, Orie 1
Perkins, Albert 
Perkins, Albert S.
Perkins, Arthur 1
Perkins, Beatrice A. 
Perkins, Clifford G. T
Perkins, Charlie 1
Perkins, Elizabeth B. 
Perkins, Fred A. 1
Perkins, Grover C. 1
Perkins, Isiah S., heirs 
Perkins, Jeremiah 1
Perkins, Lester 1
Perkins, Lottie 
Perkins, Mary S., heirs
Perkins, Marcellus, heirs
Perkins Motor Sales 
Perkins, Perley 1
Perkins, Robert W. 1
Perkins, Roland 1
Perkins, Russell 1
Perkins, Stover W. 1
Perkins, William M. 1
Philbrick, Alice P. 
Philbrick, Astrid E. 
Philbrick, Cato R. 1
Philbrick, Hartley M. 1
Philbrick, Paul 1
Philbrick, William H. 1 
Philbrook, Charles O.
Philbrook, Chas. O. & Clarence 
Philbrook, Daniel 
Philbrook, Elizabeth J.
Total Valuation of Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
5060 248 88
2517 123 82
4670 224 16
1555 74 64
693 33 26
3 00
972 46 66
220 10 56
600 31 80
2500 120 00
3 00
3 00
6800 326 40
3 00
1399 70 15
2850 136 80
890 45 72
100 7 80
200 9 60
1200 57 60
1525 73 20
5800 278 40
389 21 67
3010 147 48
3 00
3 00
25 4 20
1128 57 14
1740 83 52
1525 73 20
1965 97 32
3 00
3 00
175 11 40
1790 85 92
265 12 72
5070 243 36
1055 50 64
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No. of
Resident Polls
Philbrook, Frank 1
Philbrook, George A. 1
Philbrook, Howard 1
Philbrook, Miss Nancy 
Phillips, Charles C. 1
Phillips, Chas. & Ellis 
Phillips, Ellis M. 1
Phillips, Mrs. William 
Pierce, Frank E. 1
Pierce, Mabel E.
Pierce, William K. 1
Piper, Frank 
Plaisted, Alice A. 
Plaisted, Charles W. 
Plaisted Brothers 
Plaisted, Albion K.
Plaisted, Chester 1
Plaisted, Clara / 
Plaisted, Ellen L.
Plaisted, Ernest R. 1
Plaisted, Emily, heirs 
Plaisted, Everett, E. 1
Plaisted, Frank H. 1
Plaisted, Geo. Roger 
Plaisted, George F., heirs 
Plaisted, Geo. W. 1
Plaisted, Leroy H. 1
Plaisted, Marietta 
Plaisted, William H. 1 
Plaisted, Ossian 1
Preble, Adra S.
Preble, Albert B., heirs 
Preble Coal Company 
Preble, George F. 1
Preble, J. Fred J
Preble, J. Howard, heirs 
Preble, Samuel A.
Prest, Robert 1
Total Valuation of Total 
P. P. and R. E. Tax
50 5 40
3 00 
3 00
1700 81 60
150 10 20
150 7 20
575 30 60
132 6 34
700 36 60
2080 99 84
3 00
850 40 80
580 27 84
716 34 37
2896 139 01
1145 54 96
3 00
275 13 20
440 21 12
3 00
30 1 44
3 00 
3 00
415 19 92
2580 123 84
95 7 56
3 00
584 28 03
935 47 88
3 00
400 19 20
1685 80 88
1000 48 00
133 9 38
3 00
1852 88 90
4470 214 56
3 00
126 YORK, MAINE
No. of Total Valuation of Total
Resident Polls P. P. and R. E. Tax
Putnam Express Co. 760 36 48
Putnam Grocery Co. 500 24 00
Putnam, J. Conrad 1 3 00
Putnam, Rita T. & Gretchen Payne 3180 152 64
Putnam, William F. 1 1860 92 28
Proctor, George A. 5440 261 12
Purchello, Mary 110 5 28
Purchello, Michael 1 506 27 29
R '
Ramsdell, Alfred S. 683 32 78
Ramsdell, Charles 1 50 5 40
Ramsdell, Chester 1 3 00
;Ramsdell, Chester, Jr. 1 3 00
Ramsdell, Clarence 1 3 00
Ramsdell, Chester, Jr., & Clarence 1073 51 50
Ramsdell, Eben C., heirs 875 42 00
Ramsdell, Edgar 1 33 4 58
Ramsdell, Edward A. 1 198 12 50
Ramsdell, Edward W. 1 3 00
Ramsdell, Elmer 1 75 6 60.
Ramsdell, Guy E. 1 1300 65 40
Ramsdell, Mrs. Isabella 1750 84 00
Ramsdell, J. Albion, heirs 314 15 07
Ramsdell, Jeremiah P., heirs 219 10 51
Pamsdell, Leon E. 1 3 00
Ramsdell, Mrs. Lillie 1379 66 19
Ramsdell, Lawrence E. 1 3 00
Ramsdell, Linville 1 140 9 72
Ramsdell, Malcolm S, 1 752 39 10
Ramsdell, Mildred L. 130 6 24
Ramsdell, Robert 1 225 15 24
Ramsdell, Mrs. Sarah 495 23 76
Ramsdell, Sidney G., heirs 40 1 92
Randall, Dorcas 2182 104 74
Pandlett, Elden L. 1 630 33 24
Pandlett, J. H. 1 # 3 00
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No. Of Total Valuation of Total
Resident Polls P. P. and R. E. Tax
Ray, William 1 3 00
Raynes, George E. 1 7822 378 46
Raynes, John H. 1 3 00
Reid, Fergus 1 50000 2403 00
Rhodes, Mrs. Addie 825 39 60
Rhodes, Charles H. 1 3 00
Rhodes, Sarah 700 33 60
Richards, Janet 1800 86 40
Roberts, Alvah H. 1 3 00
Roberts, Charles A. 1 1980 98 04
Roberts, George W. 1 1120 56 76
Roberts, John F. 1 1240 62 52
Roberts, Russell 1 3 00
Robertson, Andrew C., heirs 3862 185 38
Rockwell, Albert S. 1 3 00
Rockwell, Amy G. 550 26 40
Rolin, Ida S. 1775 85 20
Rowe, Walter 1 1960 97 08
Rowe, Arnold F. 1 3 00
Rogers, Agnes P. 305 16 64
Regers, Allen H. 1 225 13 80
Rogers, John B. 1 3750 183 24
Rogers, Marguerite • 2380 114 24
Rowbotham, Albert 1 3 00
Rutherford, James R. 1 1350 67 80
Ryan, Miss Emma 11900 571 20
S
Sails, Harry L. 1 4600 223 80
Sails, Raymond P. 1 3 00
Sanderson, W. F. 1 1250 63 00
Sawtelle, Martha 518 24 86
Schauffler, Charles E. 1 3 00
Scarboro, Mattie B. 550 26 40
Searles, Fayette D. 1 1180 59 64
Searles, Leroy J. 1 165 10 92
Seavey, John E. 699 33 55
128 YORK, MAINE
No. of Total Valuation of Total
Resident Polls P. P. and R. E. Tax
Seavey, Lawrence 1 650 34 20
Sedgley, Joseph H. 1 3 00
Segal, Moses 1 3 00
Sewall, Albert E. 1 1183 59 78
Sewall, Mrs. Albert E. 2740 131 52
Sewall, Arthur E. 1 2570 126 36
Sewall, Ernest, heirs 970 46 56
Sewall, Frank E., heirs 2700 129 60
Sewall, Howard N. 1 2400 115 20
Sewall, Leonard O. 450 21 60
Sewall, Paul 1 2246 110 81
Shattuck, Mrs. Sarah 6677 320 50
Shaw, Anson L. 2260 108 48
Shaw, Gertrude E., & Ella Gifford 7056 338 69
Shaw, Jasper 1 3 00
Shaw, Leslie R. 1 960 49 08
Sidlinger, Henry F. 1 3 00
Sindlinger, Georgia M. 1315 63 12
Sindlinger, Helen B. 3196 153 41
Simonds, Herbert R. 1 3 00
Simonds, Marion R. 2450 117 60
Simonds, Robert O. 1 2450 120 60
Simmonette, Walter 1 291 16 97
Simpson, Albert, heirs 290 13 92
Simpson, Miss Elizabeth 2150 103 20
Simpson, Fannie M. 13890 667 12
Simpson, George H., heirs 1570 75 36
Simpson, Joseph P. Estate 16510 792 48
Simpson, J. W. & W. S. Putnam 1200 57 60
Simpson, Joseph W. 1 4050 197 40
Simpson, Willard J. 1 4600 223 80
Simpson, W. J. 17748 851 90
Sleeper, Ella M. 1870 89 76
Small, Elmer O. 1 100 7 80
Smith, Clarence M. 1 1235 62 28
Smith, C. H. 1 3 00
Smith, Earl B. 1 1050 53 40
Smith, Mrs. Elizabeth 455 21 84
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No. of Total Valuation of Total
Resident Polls P. P. and R. E. Tax
Smith, Frank W. 1 3 00
Smith, Frank W. 1775 85 20
Slnith, Harold 1 3 00
Smith, Harry 1 3 00
Smith, John F. 150 7 20
Smith, Myott 1 3 00
Smith, Roger E. 1 3 00
Smith, Mrs. Sophia V. 264 12 67
Spencer, Alice 8950 429 60
Spiller, Alpheus E. 1 3 00
Spiller, Harry 1 3 00
Spinney, Arthur E. 1 3 00
Spinney, Pearl 1 3 00
Spinney, Arthur & Pearl 660 31 88
Spinney, Mrs. H. Mina 990 47 32
Stacy, Charles B. 1 3 00
Stacy, Charles, Jr. 1 3 00
Stacy, Mrs. Charles B. 900 43 20
Stacy, Raymond 1 825 42 60
Staples, Elmer E. 4579 219 79
Staples, Raymond 1 3 00
Staples, Willis H. 1 3230 158 04
Starkey, Charles 1 750 39 00
Starkey, George 1 1570 78 36
Starkey, Gilbert 1 40 4 20
Starkey, Herman 1 650 34 20
Starkey, Nahum B. 1 3 00
Staver, Leslie 1 3 00
Stebbins, Marshall E. 1 2638 129 62
Steves, Walter 1 3 00
Stewart, John C. 5799 246 67
Stewart, J. C. & J. P. Putnam 63 3 02
Stone, Alden 1 3 00
Stone, Clifton 1 3 00
Stover, Arthur W. 1 3 00
Stover, Charles 19 9.1
Stover, Charles 429 20 59
Stover, Mrs. Florence 1075 51 6Q
No. of
Resident Polls
Stover, Flora L.
Stover, Fred 1
Stover, George E. 1
Stover, George 1
Stover, Henry L. 1
Stover, James A. 1
Stover, John B.
Stover, John 1
Strong, John H. 1
.Strong, John H.
Sturtevant, Mrs. Frances 
Sturtevant, Roy W. 1
Sullivan, John J. 1
Sullivan, William 1
:Sweet, Beverly 1
=Sweet, Nettie M.
i3b Y o r k ,
T
Talpey, Albert J. 1
Talpey, Appleton, heirs 
Talpey, Edward A. heirs
Talpey, Mary Ella 
Talpey, George W.
Talpey, Mary O.
Talpey, Norris 1
Talpey, Oetavious 1
Talpey, Richard F.
Talpey, Ward H. 1
Tapley, Fred 1
Tetreault, Edward C. 1 
Thompson, Alfred E. & Addie 
Thompson, Alfred E. 1
Thompson, Alexander 1
Thompson, Cora B. 
Thompson, Elizabeth S. 
Thompson, Joseph H. 1
Thompson, Samuel S. 1
MAINE
Total Valuation of Total 
P. P. and R. E. Tax
415 19 92
3 00
3 00
325 18 60
3 00
3 00
330 15 84
530 28 44
1075 54 60
200 9 60
1800 86 40
3 00
2200 108 60
3 00 
3 00
1430 68 64
270 15 96
3009 » 144 43
6500 312 00
954 _45 79
1817 87 22
132 6’ 34
3 00 
3 00
1579 75 79
3895 189 96
572 30 46
1500 75 00
2815 135 12
2275 112 20
3 00
4050 194 40
370 17 76
3 00
4700 228 60
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No. of Total Valuation of Total
Resident Polls P. P. and R. E. Tax
Thompson, Hiram H., heirs 3216 154 37
Thompson, Rodney G. 1 500 27 00
Thumith, Ada 750 36 00
Thumith, Thomas 1 3 00
Tinkham, Mrs. Gertrude 200 9 60
Tinkham, Paul 1 3 00
Titcomb, William P., heirs 2443 117 26
Tobey, Warren F. 1 300 17 40
Todd, Charlie 1 3 00
Todd, Edw. H., heirs % 1756 84 29
Todd, George A. 2070 99 36
Todd, Mrs. Mary 522 25 06
Tonnetti, Henri 1 925 47 40
Tower, Albert W. 1 3 00
Tower & Adams 1300 62 40
Tower, Warren 1 1650 82 20
Townsend, J. M. 1 985 50 28
Trafton, Benjamin F. 550 26 40
Trafton, Charles 0. 1 420 23 16
Trafton, Carroll B. 1 1086 55 13
Trafton, Ernest L. 1 583 30 98
Trafton, Herbert W. 225 10 80
Trafton, Lydia A. 198 9 50
Trafton, Nelson 1 554 29 59
Trafton, Mrs. Nora 350 16 80
Trafton, Russell E. 1 330 18 84
Trafton, R. E. & Jos. Woodward 45 2 16
Trafton, Tobias, heirs 1768 84 86
Trafton, Warren, 1 3 00
Trafton, Norris E. 1 3144 153 91
Trefethern, Abbie • 650 31 20
Trefethern, Frank L. 1 1035 52 68
Trefethern, John C. 2260 108 48
Trefethern, Lawrence 1 3 00
Trustees of St. Peters Church ' 8200 393 60
Truesdall, Mary W., heirs 2285 109 68
Tucker, Kate M. 3600 172 80
Turner, Colby W. 1 2955 144 84
132 YORK, MAINE
i No. of Total Valuation of Total
Resident Polls P. P. and R. E. Tax
Turner, Jerry 1 3150 154 20
Turner, Kay M. 75 3 60
Turner, Sophia S. 1945 93 36
Tuttle, John H. 1 3 00
Twombly, Henry 1 3 00
, u
Underwood, Samuel 1 3 00
V
Varney, Della K. 1200 57 60
Varney, Ivory 1 3 00
Varney, Llewellyn 1 150 10 20
Varrell, Mrs. Emma F., heirs 4250 204 00
Varrell, Fremont 1 8470 406 56
Varrell, Fremont et als 16830 807 84
Varrell, Olive H., heirs 4100 196 80
Varrell, Olive E. 960 46 08
Varrell & Putnam 550 26 40
Varrell, Mrs. Sarah M., heirs 5900 283 20
Varrell, William H. 1 15630 753 24
Varrell, Harry M. 14800 710 40
Vaughan, Misses 1100 52 80
Vermeule, Adrian 1 2000 99 00
Vickery, W. J. 1 980 • 50 04
Viles, George B. 1 1450 > 72 60
Vinal, Paul J. 1 175 11 40
Vinal, Mrs. Sophia V. 12150 583 20
Vokell, Harry 1 3 00
Voudy, Fred 1 3 00
Voudy, Elizabeth 550 26 40
Voudy, John T., heirs 341 16 37
Voudy, Wallace 1 3 00
W
1095 52 56Walker, Edward, heirs
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No. of Total Valuation of Total
Resident Polls P. P. and R. E. Tax
Walker, Mrs. Mary 490 23 52
Wade, Mrs. Ida 350 16 80
Wagner, F. G. 1 5770 279 96
Waterhouse, George 1 297 17 26
Washington, Horace Lee 1 1300 65 40
Waugh, Everett 1 3 00
Weare, Harold 1 3582 174 94
Weare, Charles E. 1 5966 287 37
Weare, Elizabeth 725 34 80
Weare, Henry & Lester Staples 310 14 88
Weare, Henry & Ralph Brazer 935 44 88
Weare, Henry W. 1 21091 1010 57
Weare, Harvey 1 660 34 68
Weare, George 1 350 19 80
Weare, Joseph 1 3 00
Weare, John E. 3165 151 92
Weare, Raymond O. 1 4395 213 92
Weare, Russell 1 3 00
Weare, Theodore 1 1470 73 56
Weaver, Henry P. 1 3 00
Weaver, Richard 1 3 00
Weaver, Wilhelmina A. 1158 55 58
Weaver, Gladys Y. 4950 237 60
Webb, Herbert J. 1 3 00
Webb, Mrs. Herbert J. 165 7 92
Webber, Archibald 1 3 00
Webber, Charlie 1 230 14 04
Webber, Clifton W. 1 / 3 00
Webber, David R. 1 3 00
Webber, David M., heirs 935 44 88
Webber, Everett 1 . . 3 00
Webber, Ernest L. 1 1155 58 44
Webber, Ernest L. & Bertha 600 28 80
Webber, Jessie A. 2500 120 00
Webber, Joseph A. 1 3 00
Webber, John 1 332 18 94
Webber, Mrs. Louise 50 2 40
Webber, Norris 1 3 00
134 YORK, MAINE
No. Of
Resident Polls
Webber, Willie 1
Webber, Samuel A. 1
Weinsteen, Simon 1
Webster, Frederick 1
Welch, Everett ' 1
Welch, Everett & Elsie 
Welch, Edmund A. 1
Welch, Fred E. 1
Welch, Harry P. 1
Welch, Jasper 1
Welch, Melvin P. 1
Welch, Melvina 
Welch, Morris Ray 1
Welch, Samuel A. 1
Welch, Walter 1
Wells, Annie A.
Wells, Edgar H. 1
Wells, George D. 1
Westcott, Horace H. 1
White, Chester L. 1
Whitehouse, James W., heirs 
Whiting, Mrs. Lucy E. 
Whitmarsh, Elizabeth B. 
Wiggin, Forest 1
Wiggin, Josephine 
Wiggin, Walter J. 1
Wilson, Adeline 
Wilson, Francis 
Wilson, John I
Wilson, Sarah E.
Wilson, William 1
Winbush, Frederick 1
Winn, Arnold 1
Winn, Charles F. 1
Winn, George H. 1
Winn, Mrs. Hattie 
Winn, Haven 1
Winn, Ralph N. 1
Total Valuation of Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
166 10 97
100 7 80
1500 75 00
660 34 68
200 12 60
600 28 80
485 26 28
400 .22 20
600 31 80
550 29 40
1350 67 80
171 8 21
335 19 08
2620 128 76
3 00
3500 168 00
3 00
3 00
3 00
3 00
3100 148 80
16340 784 32
2306 110 69
700, 36 60
550 26 40
1420 ’ 71 16
1570 , 75 36
450 21 60
300 17 40
1200 57 60
110 8 28
3 00
3 00
110 8 28
220 13 56
198 9 50
2350 115 80
150 10 20
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No. Of
Resident Polls
Winn, Sidney D.
Winn, Timothy, heirs 
Wyllie, Mrs. E. C.
Wing, Mrs. Jennie 
Woodward, Charles 1
Woodward, Dean G. 1
Woodward, B. S. Estate 
Woodward, Frank E. 1
Woodward, Frank P.
Woodward, Fred 1
Woodward, Hazel H. & Joseph T 
Woodward, Joseph T. 1
Woodward, J. Edward 1
Woodward, Ulric D. 1
Worthen, Charles L., heirs 
Y
York County Trust Company 
York Country Club 
York Furniture Company 
York Harbor Reading Room 
York Harbor Realty Co.
York Harbor Fish Market 
York Press Corporation
Young, Arthur S. 1
Young, Charles H., heirs 
Young, C. H. & C. F. Blaisdell 
Young, Charles -- 
Young, Clifford H. 1
Young, David W., heirs 
Young, Frank L.
Young, Edward D.
Young, Edward E. 1
Young, Elmer . 1
Young, George J. 1
Young, George H. 1
Young, John 1
Total Valuation of Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
1782 85 54
370 17 76
430 20 64
1490 71 52
75 6 60
525 28 20.
1353 64 94
501 27 05
340 16 32
75 6 60
350 16 80
3 00
3 oa
100 7 80
5810 278 88.
12565 603 12.
22998 1103 90
1000 48 00
9100 436 80
15400 739 20
200 9 60
150i 72 00 
3 00.
2647 223 06.
26 1 25.
1502 72 80
1550 77 40.
917 44 02.
625 30 00
2190 105 12
27625 1329 oa
4500 219 oa
1600 79 80
1430 71 64
6581 318 89
136 YORK, MAINE
No. of Total Valuation of Total
Resident Polls P. P. and R. E. Tax
Young, John S. 1 5586 271 13
Young, Mary, heirs 100 4 80
Young, Mrs. Maria 435 20 88
Young, Peter, heirs 6710 322 08
Young, Roger E. 1 600 • 31 80
Young, Sylvia M. 460 22 08
Young, William H. 435 20 88
z
Zetterberg, Mrs. Victor E. 1600 76 80
NON-RESIDENT
Total Valuation of Total
Non-Resident P. P. and R. E. Tax
A i
Abbott, Herbert G. 1276 61 25
Abbott, Philice 800 38 40
Abbott, Samuel B., heirs 1675 80 40
Acomb, Thomas W. 2276 109 25
Adams, George A., heirs 110 5 28
Adams, John, heirs 375 18 00
Adams, Justin 888 42 62
Adams, Mabel F. 1400 67 20
Adams, Nettie H. 100 4 80
Adams, Oliver J. 200 9 60
Adams, Oren J. 50 2 40
Ailman, Mrs. Walter G. 1740 83 52
Allen, Anne L. 13500 648 00
Allen, Isabelle L. 350 16 80
Allen, Samuel, heirs 31785 1525 68
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Non-Resident 
Allen, Russell A. & Marion 
Ames, James B., heirs 
American Publicity Inc. 
Anderson, H. W.
Aderton, Washington 
Andrews, Alice M.
Andrews, Thomas G.
Andrews, Thomas G.
Andrews, Gertrude M. 
Archibald, Wilfred 
Arundale, Joshua, heirs 
Athey, Mrs. Helen 
Aulich, Will, heirs 
Avery, Earl & Florence
B
Bachelder, Allen H.
Bachelder, George & William T. 
Baker, Benjamin 
Baker, Mrs. Estelle L.
Baker, Mabel A.
Baker, S. A.
Bacon, Josiah E., heirs 
Ball, Mrs. Ella F.
Barber, William B.
Barker, Ella M.
Barney, D. N.
Barney, Mrs. D. N.
Barrell, Charles S., heirs 
Bartlett, Alfred 
Bartlett, N. C.
Barton, Edward R.
Batey, Beatrice H.
Boston, Owen J.
Bateman, Joseph H.
Bazirgan, Charles 
Bean, Mrs. L. S.
Total Valuation of Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
28780 1381 44
8140 390 72
8200 393 60
300 14 40
3910 139 68
•800 38 40
890 42 72
275 13 20
4445 213 36
600 28 80
2640 126 72
1000 48 00
138 6 62
792 38 02
900 43 20
880 42 24
770 36 96
8880 426 24
100 4 80
465 22 32
12450 597 60
175 8 40
660 31 68
2685 128 88
5500 264 00
16250 780 00
6250 300 00
80 3 84 .
330 15 84
7300 350 40
875 42 00
132 6 34
1600 76 80
8250 396 00
2840 136 32
138 YORK, MAINE
Total Valuation ol Total
Non-Resident P. P. and R. E. Tax
Bell, George N. 3300 158 40
Beaulieu, Emilio 550 26 40
Beardsley, Mary D. 16060 . 770 88
Beebe Realty Co. 1050 50 40
Berry, Doris I. 870 41 76
Biron, Nazaire 2300 110 40
Bird, Edward C. 1500 72 00
Bixby, G. H. & G. H. Kelsey 2280 109 44
Bixby, William E. 5900 283 20
Blackwell, Emily & E. H. Cushier 5300 254 40
Blaugrund, Samuel J. 25800 1238 40
Blanchard, Mrs. Mildred E. ,825 39 60
Blank, Leroy H. & Edna M. 200 9 60
Bliss, Miss Elizabeth 12400 595 20
Boddy, Emma S. 730 35 04
Bogue, Robert H. 800 38 40
Boston, Fred F. & Frank C. 60 . ' 2 88
Boston, Freda A. 600 28 80
Boston, Lester C. 862 41 38
Bowen, Florence W. 455 21 84
Bowden, Raymond C. 1265 60 72:
Boyd, Mrs. Frank E. 1320 63 36-
Boynton, Frank W. 2110 101 28
Brackett, L. J. -  500 24 00
Bradbury, Mildred C. 350 16 80:
Bradt, Alma R. 6075 ' 291 60
Brazer, Ralph T. & Norman 3100 148 80
Brett, John Hall 8150 391 20:
Brewer, Luther W. 550 26 40
Brewster, Raymond F. 100 4 80
Brewster, J. E. & H. N. Avery 50 2 40
Bridges, Frank Albert 50 2 40
Bridges, Marion F. 1850 88 80
Bridges, Mary J. 725 34 80
Brigham, Emma 770 36 96
Briggs, J. L. 100 4 80
Briggs, Olivia F. 6500 312 00
Brock, Della V. 1295 62 16
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Total Valuation of Total
Brock, Marlin & Son 1560 • 74 88
Broderick, Martin S. 200 9 60
Broderick, Mary 200 9 60
Brooks, Justin M. 33 1 58
Brown, Gertrude H. 10 48
Brown, L. C. S. 1155 55 44
Brown, Wm. N. & Cora W. 150 7 20
Bruce, Charles 520 24 96
Bryant, E. H. , 1225 58 80
Bucklin, Miss Jane W. 2345 112 56
Bullard, Roger H. 7700 369 60
Bunker, Josephine H. 1050 50 40
Burbank, Minnie G. 100 4 80
Burke, Edward A. 1000 48 00
Burke, Capt. & Mrs. James M. 650 31 20
Burleigh, Harry T. 1540 73 92
Burnham, E. L. et als 1950 93 60
Burns, B. F. 300 14 40
Burris, Mary , 300 14 40
Burroughs, F. E. 340 16 32
Burton, Mrs. Oliver C. 215 10 32
Burton, Mrs. Oliver C. 100 4 80
Bush, Mary 3000 144 00
Bush. S. D. 8600 412 80
Buswell, George H. 4645 222 96
Butler, George D. & Martha H. 1200 57 60
Butler, Howard R. 9705 465 84
Butler, William H. 100 4 80
Butler, William 40 1 92
Butterfield, George K. 1100 52 80
Buttrick, Sadie M. 5672 ' 272 26
Buzzell, Mrs. George E. 1275 61 20
C
Cabot, Amy W. 2000 96 00
Cadwalader, John, heirs 17350 832 80
Cairnes, Mary J. 2075 99 60
140 YORK, MAINE
Non-Resident 
Caldwell,' George C.
Call, Mrs. S. Leigh 
Came, Mrs. E. G.
Card, Mrs. Emma J.
Carpenter, Lottie M.
Carrold, Dena 
Cartwright, Frank L.
Cash, Thomas 
Caswell, Samuel 
Cavanaugh, James F. 
Chadwick, Robert R.
Chadwick, R. R.
Chalfant, Henry & Harriet 
Chandler, William P.
Charette, William 
Cheney, G. L.
Cheney, Louis R.
Chesley, Dr. Guy E.
Chesley John G.
Clark, Asa F.
Clark, C. Arthur
Clark, Edgar and Elizabeth M.
Clark, Frank J.
Clark, Robert J.
Cliff Country Club 
Clifford, Nellie E.
Cloutman, Charles 
Coakley, Denis J.
Coast of Maine Company 
Coggill, Mrs. Helen H.
Cole, Mrs. Abbie 
Cole, Anna L.
Cole, Oren P.
Cole, William B.
Colby, Mary E.
Collister, Carlton H.
Collins, Mrs. Jos. D.
Comins, Alice R.
Total Valuation of Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
975 46 80
2410 115 68
275 13 20
715 34 32
200 9 60
1925 92 40
100 4 80
1320 63 36
200 9 60
' 2585 124 08
500 24 00
2510 120 48
24000 1152 00
715 34 32
11000 528 00
13770 660 96
14100 676 80
1905 91 44
350 16 80
1000 48 00
275 13 20
1200 57 60
925 44 40
6790 325 92
1600 ' 76 80
825 39 60
1100 52 80
100 4 80
5000 240 00
6795 326 16
380 18 24
935 44 88
50 , 2 40
923 44 30
165 7 92
632 30 34
1350 64 80
2950 141 60
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Total Valuation of Total
Non-Resident P. F\ and R. E. Tax
Converse, Ida J. & Samuel 1000 48 00
Conway, Elizabeth 1210 58 08
Cook, Edwin, heirs 20 96
Cook, James S. & Agnes C. 240 11 52
Cook, Jefferson D. 240 11 52
Cook, Louis E. 100 4 80
Cook, Major N. 55 2 64
Corne, Miss J. L. 737 35 38
Cornier, Phillias 300 14 40
Cota, Cora and Fred Warren 2850 136 80
Cota, Leon and Floyd 500 24 00
Coughlin, Julia 100 4 80
Crane, John F. 5000 240 00
Crawford, George D. & Olga A. 100 4 80
Critchett, Carry W. 880 42 24
Crockett, Mrs. Carrie E. 412 19 78
Crockett, Lewis S., heirs 1355 65 04
Crockett, William A. 800 38 40
Crossman & Son 156 7 49
Cumberland County P. & Light Co. 38500 1848 00
Cummings, Mrs. Sarah A. 1650 79 20
Cunningham, Ethel 264 12 67
Cunningham, Frank P. 2730 131 04
Currier, John E. 383 18 48
Currier, J. Frank & Ida 547 26 26
Cutler, Marion B. 1350 64 80
Crockett, Gertrude M. & Mrs. L. W. 275 13 20
Currier, N. F. 1630 78 24
D
Daisley, Mary 980 47 04
Dame, A. S. 1400 67 20
Daniels, Lillian M. 200 9 60
Davis, Arthur H. 1325 63 60
Davis, Benjamin F. 1530 73 44
Davis, Chester A. 6000 288 00
Davis, Elizabeth J. 3170 152 16
142 YORK, MAINE
Non-Resident 
Davis, Etta
Davis, Mrs. Gertrude L. 
Davis, Henry H.
Davis, Herbert M.
Davis, Josephine H.
Davis, H. M.
Davis, Margaret 
Davis, Nellie N. W.
Davis, Richard M.
Davis, Dr. W. S.
Davis, Warren M.
Day, Sarah F. Est.
Dearborn, Eckley O.
Dearborn, Mrs. Sarah F., Est. 
Delaney, Mrs. Mary J. 
DeLoria, Mrs. Grace C. 
d’Este, Julian, heirs 
d’Este, Julian L., Jr.
DeMari, James S.
Devens, Mrs. Richard 
Dickens, Mrs. Flora 
Dixon, Mrs. Patie L.
Dodge, Howard 
Dodge, Walter D.
Dodd, E. M.
Dominick, H. B., heirs 
Donohue, Martin J.
Donovan, Charles A.
Donovan, Mary V.
Donovan, Timothy 
Dooley, Arthur L.
Downey, Martin D.
Dozois, Louis A.
Dresser, J. W., heirs 
Drew, Mary S.
Dufney, Plumer J.
Dustin, Mrs. Emma 
Dwyer, John D.
Total Valuation of Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
1300 62 40
1650 79 20
1720 82 56
300 14 40
1000 48 00
1645 78 96
200 9 60
1716 82 37
130 6 24
2301 110 45
1080 51 84
6900 331 20
815 39 20
2565 123 12
1565 75 12
75 3 60
5050 242 40
6500 312 00
200 9 60
2100 100 80
200 9 60
462 22 18
66 3 17
1150 55 20
500 24 00
16750 804 00
945 45 36
9900 475 20
800 38 40
200 9 60
100 4 80
350 16 80
1550 74 40
1365 65 52
65 3 12
100 4 80
660 31 68
60 2 88
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Non-Resident 
DeCosta, Lawrence
E
Earle, Alice P., Est. 
Earle, Grace M.
Eaton, George L.
Eaton, Mrs. Nettie S. 
Eddy, E. C.
Edwards, Misses 
Eldridge, Alton W. 
Eldridge, Ella 
Eliott, Edwin D.
Eliot, Charlotta 
Elliott, Frederick B. 
Elkins, Louis P.
Ellis, Mrs. Addie F. 
Ellefson, Jennie O.
Eils, Alfred Edward 
Elwell, Anna M.
Elwell, Eileen 
Elyatt, William G. 
Emerson, Edw. O., Est. 
Emerson, John L. 
Emery, Mrs. Nellie 
Emery, G. A.
Emmons, Harriet S. 
Enos, Mrs. Grace 
Enman, Mrs. Eleann ~' 
Enman, John A. 
Enright, Charlotte T. 
Ernst, William B. 
Evans, Mrs. Annie E. 
Everett, Mary H.
Total Valuation of Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
120 5 76
16300 782 40
1625 78 00
165 7 92
1156 55 49
3000 144 00
2510 120 48
950 45 60
4300 206 40
1760 84 48
2200 105 60
950 45 60
7450 357 60
735 35 28
100 4 80
26000 1248 00
100 4 80
352 16 90
660 31 68
9540 457 92
10000 480 00
400 19 20
33 1 58
1595 76 56
300 14 40
400 19 20
1000 48 00
100 4 80
1175 56 40
1210 58 08
400 19 20
44 2 11
650 31 20
Farley, Mrs. Charles 
Farnhum, Scott
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Non-Resident 
Farr, Carrold W.
Farrell, Mrs. Mary M. 
Farrington, Blanche E. 
Farquhar, Annie M.
Faunce, A. L .
Faunce, Mrs. Angie M.
Faxon, Virginia
Fay, Augustine A. & Agnes
Fay, Mrs. George E.
Fellows, Augusta 
Fernald, Warren E.
Field, Hamilton E., heirs 
Field, Henry, Est.
Fifield, Mrs. Estelle 
Fisher, John E. & Mabel 
Fiske, Charles S.
Fiske, Mrs. George F.
Fiske, Miss Gertrude A.
Fiske, George F. & Maude E. 
Flanders, Mrs. H. B.
Fletcher, George 
Flood, John J.
Florence, E. L.
Folsom, Lillian 
Ford, Thomas H.
Forsaith, W. R.
Foss, John L.
Foss, Warren 
Foster, Mrs. Grace E.
Foster, Lloyd C.
Fowler, Wyne H.
Franklin, Ellen J.
French, Ella F.
French Malcolm 
Frost, W. L.
Fulton, Horace M.
Furbush J. L.
Total Valuation of 
P. P. and R. E.
Total
Tax
600 28 80
1150 55 20
110 5 28
1420 68 16
1090 52 32
1825 87 60
3750 180 00
100 4 80
1463 70 22
800 38 40
200 9 60
2297 110 26
4260 204 48
1045 50 16
880 42 24
2750 132 00
700 33 60
1635 78 48
275 13 20
870 41 76
517 24 82
715 34 32
7400 355 20
5850 280 80
3750 180 00
437 i 20 96
660 31 68
85 4 08
1310 62 88
60 2 88
2062 98 98
7340 352 32
600 28 80
770 36 96
45 2 16
• 1720 82 56
500 24 00
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Non-Resident
G
Gage, Jesse W.
Gale, Albert F.
Gale, F. A.
Gardner, George O.
Gardner, Sally Field 
Garrett, Elizabeth M.
Garnett, Ambler 
Gavin, Dr. John H.
Gessing, Elsie 
Gerry, Frank, heirs 
Ghusn, J.
Gibbs, Margaret E.
Gilman Herbert J,
Gilman, Rose A.
Giovanni, Fortunate 
Glass, Marion H.
Gladwin, Albert E.
Glynn, Harold V.
Glover, Mamie H.
Goddard, Edward B.
Goddard, Edw. B. & Ida M. 
Goodrich, Mary, Est.
Goodwin, Calvin D.
Goodwin, Edward T., heirs 
Goodwin, Ellen J.
Gordon, George E.
Gordon, Dr. J. W.
. Gould, Mrs. Florence 
Gould, R. T.
Grace Temple Baptist Church 
Gowen, Mrs. Hannah I. 
Goward, Harry J.
Grant, James E. & Myra A. 
Gray, Alden W.
Gray, Walter J.
Green, Edward A.
Greenleaf, Annie S.
Total Valuation of Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
1000 48 00
770 36 96
990 47 52
400 19 20
3700 177 60
9000 432 00
1275 61 20
2000 96 00
400 19 20
150 7 20
715 34 32
100 4 80
792 38 02
100 4 80
100 4 80
2600 124 80
300 14 40
200 9 60
300 14 40
75 3 60
1040 49 92
25692 1233 22
50 2 40
132 6 34
400 19 20
65Q2 316 42
787 37 70
1150 55 20
396 19 01
100 4 80
71 3 41
500 24 00
100 4 80
60 2 88
1575 75 60
200 9 60
2475 118 80
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Non-Resident
Total Valuation of 
P. P. and R. E.
Total
Tax
Greenfield, Mrs. Delia A. \ 1360 65 28
Griffin, John H. 40 1 92
Grimes, Frank E. 3100 148 80
Gross, A. H. 9892 474 82
Grover, John C. 575 27 60
Grover, Mary F. 5530 265 44
Gulf Refining Company 2550 122 40
Guy, John 210 10 08
H
Hall, Mrs. Caroline D. 825 39 60
-Hall, Camilla R. 1235 59 28
-Hall, Mrs. Emma D. 4650 223 20
Hall, Isaac, heirs 1540 73 92
Halloran, Mrs. Delia 200 9 60
Ham, Mrs. E. B. 1310 62 88
Hamilton Corp. 6250 300 00
Hammond, Mrs. J. P. 4530 217 44
Hamlin, Prof. A. D. F. 3880 186 24
Hanscomb, Mrs. Cora 400 19 20
Hanson, Miss M. E. 1900 91 20
Hare, Channing Wells 1050 50 40
Hardy, Charles E. 440 21 12
.Harold, James 100 4 80
.Harriman, Ethel A. 1200 57 60
Harris, F. D. 800 38 40
Hart, Miss Carrie M. 2372 113 86
Hartman, Charles M. 330 15 84
Harlow, Albert E. 200 9 60
Hasty, Charles F. 340 16 32
Hasty, George B.. heirs 145 6 96
Hawley, Charles T. 2419 116 11
Hayden, Henry A. 400 19 20
Hayes. Minnie F. 1800 86 40
Hearsey, James W. 770 36 96
Heath, Ernest 66 3 17
Henderson, Charles / 400 19 20
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Total Valuation of Total
Non-Resident P. P. and R. E. Tax
Henshaw, 3-race 1 360 17 28
Hewett, Eugene M. 300 14 40
Higbie, Emma S. 1505 72 24
Hill, Eleanor N. 5400 259 20
Hill, Mrs. Cora E. 950 45 60
Hill, Grace N. 170 8 16
Hill, Mrs. Sarah G. 1225 58 80
Hilton, Benjamin, heirs 80 3 84
Hilton, Joshua F. '* 132 6 34
Hinley, Windham R. 100 4 80
Hirshberg, Rose D. £270 108 96
Hodgdon, John F. 3230 155 04
Hogan, Mrs. Nora 400 19 20
Hojdahl, Carl T. 200 9 60
Holland, Daniel E. 7725 370 80
Holland, Julia E. 6155 295 44
Hollander, L. P. Co. 4000 192 00
Holt, Dr. Hiland F. 132 6 34
Horn, Edwin P. 1810 86 88
Horning, Andrew J. 40 1 92
Horton, Roberta S. B. 7000 336 00
Horton, Herman D. 100 4 80
Horton, H. B. 400 19 20
Howe, E. M. 200 9 60
Howe, E. M. 500 24 00
Hubbard, C. E. 21550 1034 40
Huckains, Mrs. Julia M. 250 12 00
Hunter, Mrs. A. F. L. 4400 211 20
Hunter, J. R., heirs 2614 125 47
Huse, Fannie L. 1100 52 80
Hussey, Etta A. 750 36 00
Hussey, Mrs. Celia . 770 36 96
Hussey, Charles & Alice Watson 345 16 56
Hutchins, Elizabeth J. 6175 296 40
Hutchins, Linna A. 80 3 84
I
Inness, Julia G. 1200 57 60
148 YORK,
Non-Resident 
Ingalls, Mrs. F. E. 
Illsley, John 
Igo, Mabel
J
Jackson, Louis C. 
Jacobs, Eldridge 
Jacobs, John 
Janes, Mrs. Ella C. 
Jefferson, Arthur R. 
Jenkins, Alice M. 
Jenkins, Mildred W. 
Johnson, Addie 
Johnson, Annie M. 
Johnson, Charles, heirs 
Johnson, Willie H. 
Johnston, Robert J. 
Jones, Mrs. Florence C. 
Jones, Mary E.
Jones, Warren C.
Jones, Warren D.
Joy, Elmer C.
Joy, Lowell B.
Joyce, John J.
Junkins, Victor P. 
Junkins, Leonard, heirs
K
Karfoil, Bernard 
Keast, Tresa McKinney 
Keen, Frank 
Kelley, James J.
Kelley, Margaret 
Kelley, Percey 
Kelley, Percy 
Kelley, Mary E.
Kendall, Mrs. C. H.
Total Valuation of Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
MAINE
1205 • 57 84
100 4 80
225 10 CO
110 5 28
100 4 80
132 6 34
3175 152 40
2200 105 60
100 4 80
3325 159 60
821 • 39 41
660 31 68
66 3 17
66 3 17
300 14 40
2410 115 68
100 . 4 80
280 13 44
600 28 80
520 24 96
650 31 20
1300 . 62 40
217 .1 0  42
791 , 37 97
■ r
* 1 . 
1000 48 00
5760 276 48
30 1 44
300 14 40
’ 300 14 40
1150 55 20
1500 ' 72 00
75 3 60
1900 91 20
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Non-Resident 
Kendall Frank W .' 1 
Kendall, William H. 
Kennard, George 
Kennedy, Everett A. 
Kenyon, Frank E. 
Kenwasthy, Annie 
Kerman, Lily J.
Kimball & Loring 
King, Dr. A. F., heirs 
King, Charles H.
King, Mrs. Ellen H.
King, Leon A.
Kingsbury, Madeline F. 
Kinney, Kirk, heirs 
Kinney, Jeanette G. 
Kitfery Tourist Farm Co. 
Knight, A. S. & H. L. 
Knowles, Mrs. Alice C. 
Krinsky, Annie 
Kussin, Annie
L
LaMontague, Morgan 
Lambert, Lettie B.
Landis, Isaac 
Lane & Dustin 
Lane, Mrs. Lizzie 
Langell, Robert M. 
Langmaid, Mrs. Josephine 
Langton, Elmer E. 
Langton, Joseph M.
Lakin, Harry M.
La<rson, A. Louis 
Lathrop, Helen A. 
Laurent, Robert 
Lawrence, Mabel F.
Leahy, Frank
Total Valuation of Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
2180 104 64
320 15 36
200 9 60
6075 291 60
2060 98 88
1200 57 60
250 12 00
100 4 80
5920 284 16
740 55 52
1420 68 16
880 42 24
2650 127 20
240 11 52
7300 350 40
100 4 80
30 1 44
132 6 34
5150 247 20
1650 79 20
75 3 60
220 10 56
1350 64 80
2175 104 40
198 9 50
150 7 20
1825 87 60
1300 62 40
400 19 20
1700 81 60
100 4 80
16107 773 14
2230 107 04
980 47 04
165 7 92
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Non-Resident 
Leavitte, Willis E.
LeClaire, Isabelle S.
Lee, Lucy Howard 
Lee, Helen 
Lefebvre, R. A.
Levesque, Louis 
Libby, A. L.
Little & Coffin Oil Company 
Littlefield, Alice L. 
Littlefield, Arthur E. 
Littlefield, David 
Littlefield, Edwin I. 
Littlefield, Grace 
Littlefield, Herbert 
Littlefield, James 
Littlefield, Joseph H., heirs 
Littlefield, Lester C. 
Littlefield, Leo S.
Littlefield, Maria L. 
Littlefield, Roby 
Lockerby, David & Helen 
Long, Mrs. Lizzie 
Lord, Eleanor Louise 
Lord, Mrs. G. W.
Loring, Charles A.
Lovell, Mrs. Harriet 
Lovett, Hillard M.
Lowell, Constance 
Lyford, P. C.
M
Mabbitt, Horace G.
Mackey, Edith W. 
MacDonald, Beatrice 
Mahoney, Michael 
Main, Wallace 
Manson, W. F.
Total Valuation of Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
280 13 44
1845 88 56
5260 252 48
4875 234 00
225 10 80
225 10 80
3090 148 32
900 43 20
525 25 20
55 2 64
450 21 60
575 27 60
175 8 40
595 28 56
1155 55 44
789 37 87
200 9 60
150 7 20
283 13 58
762 36 58
100 4 80
_  2130 102 24
2500 120 00
44 2 11
600 28 80
1110 '53 28
200 9 60
13285 637 68
200 9 60
2030 97 44
2500 120 00
100 4 80
100 4 80
3370 161 76
1420 68 16
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t_ \ ,
Non-Resident 
Marcoux, Frank 
Marden, Rev. W. E.
Marks, H. B.
Marsh, Arthur 
Marshall, Frank D.
Martin, Mrs. J. O.
Martin, Mrs. L. B.
Marvel, Mrs. Rose E. 
Mathes, Ruth D.
Matthews, Harold C. 
Maxwell, Henry 
Maxwell, Lincoln 
May, George Henry 
McAlpin, Miss H. W. 
McBride, Patrick 
McCarthy, Arthur C. 
McCarthy, J.
McCarthy, Nora 
McClellan & Williams 
McCurdy, Florence A. 
McDonough, James A. 
Mcllroy, Mary 
Mclntire, Alice 
Mclntire, Edwin, heirs 
McKeen, Selima 
McKenney, Wilbert A. 
McLeod, Alton D.
McTeren, Helen 
Mead, Addie B. -  - 
Medcalf. Willard G.
Merrill, Mrs. Amelia A. 
Meyers, Hannah 
Mexican Petroleum Co. 
Minns. Michael J.
Mitchell, Frank L. & Grace 
Moffatt, Mrs. J. E. 
Montgomery, Sarah 
Moody, A. L.
Total Valuation of Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
600 28 80:
1750 84 00
1500 72 00
1100 52 80
11450 549 60:
1970 94 56
300 14 40.
1145 54 96
21000 1008 00
11000 528 oo
90 4 32
528 25 34
17330 831 84
600 28 80
1500 72 00
100 4 80
1440 69 12
300 14 40
920 44 16
3300 158 40
1800 86 40
600 28 80
1010 48 48
15 72
100 4 80
560 26 88
200 9 60
1800 86 40
330 15 84
2120 101 76
900 43 20
1900 91 20
975 46 80,
200 9 60
11950 573 60,
8925 429 80,
1600 76 80
1868 89 6$
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Non-Resident 
Moore, Bessie M.
Moore, Hugh K.
Mooers, Mrs. E. M.
Moran, Mary L.
More, Mary L.
Morey, Edwin 
Morgan, Mrs. George M. 
Morgan, S. W.
Morgan, Marshall S.
Morley, Florence 
Morrill, Grace 
Moseley, E. B., Est.
Moulton, Chas. G. & Sister 
Moulton, Chester 
Moulton, Elsie A. Est. 
Moulton, George B.
Mudget, Albert I.
Mudget, Minnie 
Munroe, Mrs. Lottie T. 
Munro, Melville S.
Mutual Service Station, Inc. 
Meyer, Ellen F.
Mygatt, Tracy D.
N
Nason, Mrs. Ellen F.
Nason, Mrs. Minnie M. L. 
Neal, Mrs. Edna 
Newhall, Cora 
Newhall, Eldridge G. 
Newman, Mrs. Eliz. B. 
Nickerson, Mary K.
Nichols, Clarence E.
Niles, Mrs. G. E.
Norman, Carrie E.
Norton, Arlene C.
Norton, Jotham F. et als
Total Valuation of Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
800 38 40
8850 424 80
200 . 9 60
1900 91 20
100 4 80
1850 88 80
11970 574 56
2040 97 92
9300 446 40
100 4 80
2250 108 00
160 7 68
5034 241 63
440 21 12
1038 49 82
1100 52 80
300 14 40
1475 70 80
132 6 34
1400 67 20
200 9 60
50 , 2 40
1000 48 00
11988 575 42
1450 69 60
9910 475 68
600 28 80
2700 129 60
880 42 24
880 42 24
850 40 80
700 33 60
\
385 18 48
2850 136 80
782 37 54
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Non-Resident 
Norton, Mabel S.
Nowell, Albert W.
Nowell, Mrs. Julia L. 
Noyes, Ada H.
Nutter, George W.
Nutter, Mrs. Florence
O
O’Brien, John 
O’Brien, Mary M.
O’Brig, Clara 
O’Connor, Miss Elizabeth 
O’Donnell, Helen C. 
Olson, Edwin O.
Otis, Charles S., heirs 
Otis, Mrs. Flora B.
P
Packard, Dr. G. H.
Page & Avery 
Page, Mrs. Mary J.
Paine, Louis G.
Park, Albert J.
Parker, Everett E.
Parsons, Mrs. Frances N. 
Paterson, Margaret C. 
Payne, George 
Pease, L. F.
Peabody, Elwin C. 
Pelgram, Charles R. 
Pelletier, Octave 
Pemrose, Grace Hills 
Perkins, A. E. & C. E. 
Perkins, Elias Albert 
Perkins, Elias Albert 
Perkins, E. M.
Perkins, Elwell E.
Total Valuation of Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
110 5 28
600 28 80
785 37 68
1036 49 73
935 44 88
500 24 00
100 4 80
6000 288 00
290 13 92
77 3 70
2651 127 25
100 4 80
164 7 87
1100 52 80
1200 57 60
1970 94 56
3218 154 46
80 3 84
165 7 92
2080 99 84
, 3700 177 60
537 25 78
5 24
900 43 20
2375 114 00
1870 89 76
100 4 80
8000 384 00
100 4 80
50 2 40
215 10 32
350 16 80
150 7 20
154 YORK, MAINE
Total Valuation of Total 
Non-Resident P. P. and R. E. Tax
Perkins, James W. 3135 150 48
Perkins, Joel 3558 170 78
Perkins, Moses S. 555 26 64
Perkins, S. J. 205 9 84
Perreault, Fortuna Paro 132 6 34
Phelps, G. A. 3940 189 12
Phillips, Theodore, heirs 141 6 77
Phillips, Theodore 660 31 68
Picard, Raymond 100 4 80
Pickering, Mary & Sarah 7535 361 68
Pickering, Miss Susan H. 7400 355 20
Pierce, Frank J. 2170 104 16
Pierrpont, Nathalie C. 7250 348 00
Plummer, Charles 33 1 58
Plummer, Mrs. E. G. 5940 285 12
Plummer, William A. 3260 156 48
Plummer, William, heirs 33 1 58
Pollard, Mary A. 200 9 60
Pomlow, A. J. 50 2 40
Prescott, E. H. 3500 • 163 28
Preston, Wallace F. 216 10 37
Proctor, John E. & Laura E. 200 9 60.
Puch, John H. 100 4 80
Q
Quimby, William H. 400 ' 19 20
Quigley, Annie F. 100 4 80
Quigley, J. J. 770 36 96
Quinn, Cornelius 640 30 72
R
Ramsdell, Cleveland 99 . 4 75
Ramsdell, Clifford 15 72
Ramsdell, Emma F. 18400 883 20
Randall, Cornelia 850 40 80
Raynes, Frances, heirs 4075 195 60
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Non-Resident 
Reid, Mary Chamberlain 
Remick, Rowena M.
Renker, Robert 
Reynolds, Anita E.
Reynolds, H. H.
Reynolds, Mrs. Stanley C. 
Reynolds, Stanley C.
Rice, Cora L., heirs 
Rice, Katherine A.
Richard, H. C.
Richardson, Mrs. Alice G. 
Richardson, Bessie L.
Ricker, Daniel 
Ridley, Martha S.
Ricker, Shipley W.
Rob, Walter 
Robbins, Mrs. Ned L.
Roberts, Mrs. Charlotte T. 
Roberts, F. E. & E. F. 
Roberts, Mr. George W. B. B. 
Roberts, Mrs. J. C.
Roberts, William A.
Robis, Mabel 
Robins, Catherine A. 
Robinson, Cora F.
Rogers, Bernice S.
Rogers, Mrs. Laura 
Rogers, Mellin 
Rohan, Mary 
Rollins, Ashton 
Rooney, Catherine 
Rooney, John F.
Ross, Lincoln K.
Ross, Thomas 
Roundberg, John 
Roundy, Everett L.
Roundy, Jessie L.
Rowe, Mildred & Emma
Total Valuation of Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
25000 1200 00
100 4 80
985 47 28
3500 168 00
1125 54 00
600 28 80
1640 78 72
9100 436 80
11300 542 40
48300 2318 40
1280 61 44
815 39 12
770 36 96
100 4 80
990 47 52
100 4 80
880 42 24
2150 103 20
900 43 20
12570 603 36
130 6 24
792 38 02
2146 103 01
100 4 80
1135 . 54 48
110 5 28
3600 172 80
775 36 20
100 4 80
7000 336 00
1345 64 56
1000 48 00
1915 91 92
200 9 60
200 9 60
132 6 35
25 1 20
5000 240 00
156 YORK, MAINE
. * 1 .' Total Valuation of Total
Non-Resident P. P. and R. E. Tax
Rowell, Earl S. 200 9 60
Rowlings, Margaret J. 50 2 40
Rudd, Mrs. Ida 2100 100 80
Ruge, John G. 5200 249 60
Rundlett, Oraville F. . . 66 3 17
Rush, Mary S. 1530 73 44
Ryce, Henry L. 100 4 80
S
Safford, Mrs. Grace E. 400 19 20
Safford, Mrs. Susan N. 2258 108 38
Sails, P. D., Est. 1 1675 80 40
Sanborn, Josephine M. / 5755 276 24
Sanders, George F. 2080 99 84
Sanger, Mrs. Chas. R. 5800 278 40
Sargent, Margaret L. 6482 311 14
Savage, Isaac M. 1000 48 00
Saville, L. Brooks 1425 68 40
Sawtell'e, Miss A. E. 900 43 20
Sawyer, Mrs. Lilon M. 1100 52 80
Sawyer, Lillian G. 300 14 40
Schauffler, Florence M. 7890 378 72
Schneider, Frederick 1775 85 20
Schroeder, Carrie Mae 200 9 60
Scott, William H. 500 '24 00
Scruton, Mrs. Susan A. 1012 48 58
Sayles, Robert W. 22215 1066 32
Seabury Land Co. 7340 352 32
Seabury, Margaret 100 4 80
Seavey, Charles, heirs 155 7 44
Sharkey, Joseph A. 100 4 80
Shaw, Ida, Estate 1155 55 44
Shedd, Maude E. & Blanche 2315 111 12
Shell Eastern Pet. Co. 300 14 40
•Sherburne, Fred W. 218 10 46
Sheeran, Mary T. 200 9 60
Shute, Charles 6250 300 00
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Total Valuation of
157
Total
Non-Resident P. P. and R. E. Tax
Sibley, Arthur E. 2600 124 80
Sidilinker, Thomas 200 9 60
Simon, Lillian W. 300 14 40
Simonds, Donald R. 300 14 40
Simpson, Charles 1073 51 50
Slack, Alice O. 550 26 40
Small, Fannie I. 100 4 80
Smalley, Fred C. 1200 57 60
Smart, Edw. 720 34 56
Smith, Annie L. 100 4 80
Smith, E. G. 1745 83 76
Smith, George E. 500 24 00
Smith, George T. 300 14 40
Smith, Florence H. 4800 230 40
Smith, T. Leaning 1 1000 48 00
Smith, Mrs. Julia M. G. 110 5 28
Symthe, Julian K. 4125 198 00
Snow, Mary C. 1320 63 36
Sohier, William, heirs 6000 288 00
Soper, Alexander 7890 378 72
Spaulding, Charles H. et als 785 37 68
Spaulding, Evans 70 3 66
Spencer, Mrs. Mary B. 1155 55 44
Speery, Pauline 1000 48 00
Spraker, John W. & Alice M. 400 19 20
Sprague, Mrs. Philo W. 5700 273 60
Springall, George A. 500 24 00
Spinney, E. P. 3635 174 48
Sproule, Nora L. 1200 57 60
Stacy, Frank 1200 57 60
Staples, Gertrude P. 615 29 52
Staples, A. L. 3846 184 61
Staples, W. L. 2700 129 60
Standard Oil Co. 9500 456 00
Stater, Henry H. 7500 360 00
Stevens, John H. 650 31 20
Steedman, Mrs. Mary B. L. 4025 ' 193,20.
Stevens, A.G.
'}•' ': "in"’. 5855
281 04,
‘ l 1 *’ ‘ ; !
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Non-Resident
Total Valuation of 
P. P. and R. E.
Total
Tax
Stevens, Arthur 350 16 80
Stevens, Arthur & Dorothy R. 3160 151 68
Stevens, Edwin A. 940 45 12
Stevens, Fred K. 1430 68 64
Stevens, Woodbury H. 13483 647 18
St. Hilaire, Alfred 100 4 80
Stirrling, Grace 1550 74 40
Stoddard, Mrs. Laura E. 1100 52 80
Stover, Laura Towle 1848 88 70
Straddard, Sadie L. 3010 144 48
Street, Emilty J. 600 28 80
Sullivan, Albert I. 28150 1351 20
Sullivan, Mrs. Ellen 700 33 60
Sullivan, Mrs. Ellen 600 28 80
Sullivan, Roger G., heirs 22980 1103 04
Swan, Samuel B., heirs 100 4 80
Swacek, Susan 100 4 80
Swasey, Frank E. 575 27 60
Sweet, Dr. Robert V. 10825 519 60
Swett, Mrs. Mary C. 5150 247 20
Symonds, Jos. E. 3275 157 20
T
Taber, Sidney R. 11910 571 68
Taft, Lydia B. 3498 167 90
Taft, Sarah A. 600 > 28 80
Talfourd, E. Josephine & Florence 55 2 64
Talpey, Frank W. 132 6 24
Tappin, Charles L. 22100 1060 80
Texas Oil Co. 975 46 80
The American Board of Commis­
sioners for Foreign Missions 880 42 24
The Hiawatha Hotel, Inc. 8800 422 40
The Maine Acres Corp. 900 43 20
Thomas, Mr. & Mrs. A. A. 3060 146 88
Thompson, Grace & Ethel 12280 589 44
Thompson, Grace 3700 177 60
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Non-Resident 
Thompson, George, heirs 
Thompson, Harold B. 
Thompson, Harold W. 
Thompson, Hattie M.
Thorne, Mrs. Samuel 
Thornton, Mrs. Rose K. 
Thresher, Eugene & Emily A. 
Tibbetts, Carrie 
Tibbetts, Charles H.
Tilton, Mrs. Flora E. 
Timmons, Arthur 
Timmons, Isabelle 
Tinker, Alvah G.
Tobey, Maurice 
Tobin, Daniel, et als 
Tobin, M. Genevieve 
Toggerson, H. S.
Tolmay, Thomas 
Towle, Woodbury L.
Trickey, Minnie O.
Trustees of Traipe Academy 
Treffer, Sarah E.
Tuson, Winnifred G. 
Twombell. Fred
U
Upham, Miss Mary D.
V
Varney, Wilder S.
Varrell, B. J.
Vaughn, Mrs. Mary W. 
Vermeule, C. C.
Voudy, Frank
> W
Waite, Clayton T.
Total Valuation of 
P. P. and R. E.
Total
Tax
1000 48 00
100 4 80
300 14 40
1100 52 80
10750 516 00
275 13 20
1970 94 56
750 36 00
550 26 40
1320 63 36
4930 236 64
480 23 04
66 3 17
11100 532 80
300 14 40
100 4 80
90 4 32
165 7 92
957 45 94
1500 72 00
150 7 20
2200 105 60
550 26 40
220 10 56
1410 67 68
100 4 80
660 31 68
440 21 12
2000 96 00
363 17 42
1875 90 00
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Non-Resident
Total Valuation of 
P. P. and R. E.
Watie, Mary A. 2940
Wallace & Brown 924
Wallance, Car riel L. & Fred A. 1975
Wallace, Sumner, heirs 17710
Wallace, Grace L. 1000 •
Walsh, Virginia . 3500
Ward, Anita S. & Marion D. C. 2785
Ward, Thomas E. 930
Warren, Henry M. 12400
Watson, Marguerita M. 3950
Wayland, Isabelle S. 3650
Weare, E. T. 45
Weare, George A., heirs 340 ,
Weare, Oliver J., heirs 482 ,
Webster, Elvin 715
Webster, Ruby M. 75
Welsh, Emma M. 100
Wells, Ariel Albert 75
Wentworth, E. Marion 10750
Wentworth, J. B. 275
Wentworth, Lewis E. 240
Wentworth, Lilia E. 150 •
Wesselhoeft, Dr. William, Est. 10750
West, Lester M. 100
Wettergreen, J. C. 100
Weston, E. B. 1392
Wheeler, Mrs. Elizabeth 4970
Whittaker, John R. 1800
Winebaum, Harry 2200
Weisuer, Clara A. 50
Wiggin, Mary A. 40
Williams, Andrew M. 5455
William, Amos J. 55
Williams, A. F. 700
Williams, Mrs. Arthur H. 200
Williams, Charles 16 20
Williams, Hannah M., Est. 4700
Williams, Mary R. G. 6700
Total
Tax
141 12 
44 35 
94 bJ 
850 08 
48 00 
168 00 
133 68 
44 64 
595 20 
189 60 
175 20 
2 16 
16 32 
23 14 
34 32
3 60
4 80 
3 60
516 00 
13 20 
11 52 
7 20 
516 00 
' 4 80 
'4 80 
, 66 82 
238 56 
86 40 
105 60 
2 40
1 92 
261 84
2 64 
33 60
9 60 
77 76 
225 60 
321 60
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Non-Resident 
Wilson, Herbert Roy 
Winn, Mrs. H. E.
Winslow, Mrs. John S. 
Wintersteen, A. H.
Wolf, Emma M.
Wolf, Nathan 
Wood, Mrs. Amelia P. 
Woodbury, Charles W. 
Woodward, Nellie F. 
Woodwell, George M.
Wright, Mrs. S. R.
Y
York Development Company 
Young, Andrew G.
Young, Iva 
Young, John Crosby 
Young, J. Frank 
Young, j .  w ., heirs 
Young, Mrs. William
Z
Total Valuation of Total
P. P. and R. E. Tax
1600 76 80
750 36 00
550 26 40
10420 500 16
200 9 60
3100 148 80
5600 268 80
2500 120 00
198 9 50
1420 • 68 16
750 36 00
6075 291 60
30 1 44
225 10 80
3300 158 40
18625 894 00
320 15 36
275 13 20
200 9 60Zofatti, Nora

Warrant for Town Meeting
March 14, 1932
To Arthur E. Bragdon, Constable of the Town of York:
In the name of the State of Maine you are required 
to notify and warn the inhabitants of said town of 
York qualified by law to vote on town affairs, to as­
semble in the Town House in said town on Monday, 
the fourteenth day of March, A. D. 1932, at nine o’clock 
in the forenoon, to act on the following articles, to wit:
First—To choose a moderator to preside at said 
meeting.
Second—To choose a Town Clerk, three Select­
men, Assessors of Taxes and Overseers of the Poor, 
Town Treasurer, Collector'of Taxes and Constable, one 
School Committeeman, one Road Commissioner, one or 
more Fire Wards, one Auditor of Accounts and all oth­
er officers necessary for the ensuing year.
• i
Third—To fix the remuneration of the town of­
ficers for services for the ensuing year also price for 
labor on the highways. • . •
Fourth—-To see what sum of money the town will 
vote to defray the incidental expenses of the town for 
the ensuing year. .. >. ■ . v ... . . .•
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Fifth—To see what sum of money the town will 
vote for repairs of highways for the ensuing year.
Sixth—To see what sum of money the town will 
vote for repairs of bridges for the ensuing year.
Seventh—To see what sum of money the town will 
vote for the support of Poor for the ensuing year.
Eighth—To see what sum of money the town will 
vote for aid to Dependent Mothers for the ensuing year.
Ninth—To see what sum of money the town will 
vote to raise for elementary and secondary schools, in­
cluding teachers’ wages, fuel, janitors’ services, convey­
ances, text-books, reference books, and school supplies 
for desk or laboratory use.
Tenth—To see what sum of money the town will 
vote for repairs of school buildings for the ensuing 
year.
Eleventh—To see what sum of money ,the town 
will vote for instruction in industrial education in the 
schools for the ensuing year.
Twelfth—To see if the town will raise $800.00 to 
purchase auditorium chairs and fire hose for the, high 
school.
Thirteenth—To see what sum of money the town 
will vote for a water supply for the ensuing year.
Fourteenth—To see what sum of money the town 
will vote for Memorial Day.
Fifteenth—To see what sum of money the town 
will vote for care of grounds, walks and shrubbery 
around the Town House.
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Sixteenth—To see what sum of money the town 
will vote for street lighting for the ensuing year.
Seventeenth—To see what sum of money the town 
will vote to pay interest on and for the reduction of the 
debt of the town for the ensuing year.
Eighteenth—To see if the town will vote to in­
struct and authorize the Treasurer to hire money on 
credit of the town to meet pressing liabilities when so 
directed by the Selectmen.
Ninteenth—To see what sum of money the town 
will vote for the Health Department for the ensuing 
year.
Twentieth—To see if the town will vote “yes” or 
“ no” on the question of appropriating and raising mon­
ey necessary to entitle the town to State aid, as provid­
ed in Section 20 of Chapter 28 of the Revised Statutes 
of 1930.
Twenty-First—To see what sum the town will 
appropriate and raise for the improvement of the sec­
tion of State aid road as outlined in the report of the 
State Highway Commission, in addition to the amounts 
regularly raised for the care of the ways, highways 
and bridges, under the provisions of Section 19, Chap­
ter 28, of the Revised Statutes of 1930, or under the 
provisions of Section 22, Chapter 28, of the Revised 
Statutes of 1930.
Twenty-Second—To see if the town will vote to 
raise money and what sum for the maintenance of State 
Highways during the ensuing year, within the limits 
of the town under the provisions of Sections 9, 18, 36, 
37 and 38, Chapter 28 of the Revised Statutes of 1930.
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Twenty-Third—To see what sum, if any; the town 
would recommend to take from the joint State aid ac­
count for the purpose of applying bituminous surface 
treatment to State aid roads built within the past five 
years in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 271, 
P. L. 1931.
i . • 1 »
Twenty-Fourth—To see what sum the town will 
vote to raise for maintenance of third class roads in 
accordance with the provisions of Sections 43 to 47 in­
clusive of Chapter 28, Revised Statutes of 1930, as 
amended by Chapter 151, Public Laws 1931. ■
. . • .. * - i ' • . * * • * * • * ,  V; •
Twenty-Fifth—To see what sum of money the 
town will vote for the purpose of removing snow from 
the highways.
• • * . • • % • ■ \ . '  •.
Twenty-Sixth—To see what sum of money the 
town will vote in aid of the. York Public Library.
Twenty-Seventh—To see what sum-of money the 
town will vote for the maintenance of the York Hos­
pital for the ensuing year.
Twenty-Eighth—To see what sum of money the 
town will vote to raise for the service of the Public 
Health Nurse.
Twenty-Ninth—To see if the town will vote to co­
operate with the State and Federal Government in the 
control of the White Pine Blister Rust, and raise a sum 
of money therefor.
Thirtieth-—To see what Sum of money the town 
will vote to raise to be expended and used for adver­
tising the natural resources, advantages and attrac­
tions of the State of Maine.
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Thirty-First—To see if the town will vote the sum 
of $500.00 to assist in the maintenance of a permanent 
fireman at the York Beach Station, on petition of Har­
ley G. Ellis and ten others.
Thirty-Second—To see whether the town will vote 
“ yes” or “no” on the question “ Shall the Zoning Ordi­
nance be accepted.”
Thirty-Third—To see if the town will vote to raise 
the sum of $2500.00, the same to be expended on the 
improvement of the Passaconaway Road, so-called, 
leading from the Post Road or State Highway, near 
the store of Nelson C. Hutchins, at Cape Neddick, to 
the Shore Road, so-called, near the entrance to the 
Passaconaway property, on petition of R. H. Winn and 
thirty-four others.
Thirty-Fourth—To see if the town will vote to re­
pair the road from Smith’s Corner to Eliot line and 
raise a sum of money therefor, on petition of Melville 
H. Mclntire and eighteen others.
Thirty-Fifth—To see if the town will appropriate 
the sum of $1,000 to resurface with gravel, the high­
way from the residence, of W. L. Grant to Chase Pond, 
so-called, on petition of George L. Meserve and twenty- 
one others.
Thirty-Sixth—To see if the town will vote to build 
a hose drying tower at the York Village Fire Station, 
and purchase one thousand feet of fire hose, and appro­
priate a sum of money therefor. If the town so votes, 
that a committee consisting of the three Selectmen and 
two firemen, to be appointed by the Selectmen act as a 
committee to purchase hose and supervise building, on 
petition of M. F. Cox and eleven others.
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Thirty-Seventh—To see if the town will vote to 
install street lights on the Logging Road for a distance 
of one mile, beginning at the State Road and ending at 
the residence of S. A. Welch, on petition of S. A. Welch 
and thirty-three others.
Thirty-Eighth—To see if the town will vote to 
adopt a corporate seal, consisting of a circular design, 
with the words “Town of York, Maine” in the center, 
and the words “ Incorporated Gorgeana, 1641—York, 
1652” in the border thereof, or some other suitable de­
sign and wording.
Thirty-Ninth—To see if the town will vote to in­
stall two hydrants on the road leading from the resi­
dence of Mrs. Willard Banks to the property of Charles 
W. Goodale, on petition of D. M. Cameron and ten 
others.
Fortieth—To see if the town will vote to build a 
sidewalk, from the end of the cement walk in front of 
Geo. Baker’s residence to Dwight Bardwell’s house, 
Long Sands road, and appropriate a sum of money 
therefor, on petition of L. E. Ramsdell and eleven 
others.
Forty-First—To see if the town will vote to re­
quire all taxes to be paid not later than Oct. 1, 1932, 
and that interest at the rate of 1 per cent per month 
be charged on all taxes not paid on or before Oct. 1, 
1932.
Forty-Second—To pass any other vote .or votes 
that may be necessary and legal for the administration 
of the town for the ensuing year.
The Selectmen hereby give notice that they will
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be in session for the purpose of revising and correct­
ing the list of voters on Friday and Saturday, March 
11th and 12th, from one to four o'clock P. M.
Dated at York this twenty-third day of February, 
A. D., 1932
JOSEPH P. BRAGDON, 
NELSON C. HUTCHINS, 
ELMER R. YOUNG,
Selectmen of York.

REPORT OF THE
Budget Committee
Your Committee gives its approval to the recommenda­
tions for the following appropriations:
Under Article 4 $ 7,500 00 Incidentals.
5 12,000 00 Repairs Highways.
6 2,500 00 Bridges.
. 7 3,000 00 Support of Poor.
8 720 00 Aid to Dependent Mothers.
9 32,500 00 Common Schools.
10 1,500 00 Repairs to School Build­
ings.
11 1,600 00 Manual Training.
12 800 00 Seats in Auditorium and 
fire hose.
13 6,500 00 Water Supply.
14 350 00 Memorial Day.
15 350 00 Shrubbery, Lawns, and 
Grounds.
16 9,000 00 Street Lighting.
17 20,000 00 Interest on and Reduction
of Debt.
19 1,200 00 Health Department.
21 7,330 00 Improvement State Aid
Roads.
22 7,000 00 Maintenance State Aid
Roads.
24 950 00 Third Class Roads.
25 4,000 00 Snow Removal.
26 1,200 00 Library.
27 1,250 00 Hospital.
28 300 00 Nurse, County Health.
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29 300 00 White Pine Blister Control.
31 500 00 Permanent Fireman at
York Beach.
36 1,750 00 Hose Drying Tower ($900)
and hose ($850) at York 
Village Fire Department.
To these sums should be added:
25 00 Boys’ and Girls’ Clubs.
8,000 00 Estimated Overlay.
29,000 00 Estimated rebate to Cor­
porations.
32,000 00 State Tax.
7,000 00 County Tax.
$200,125 00 .
9,000 00 Subtract estimated reve­
nue from poll and Auto­
mobile excise taxes.
$191,125 00 •
If the citizens of York will follow the above recom­
mendations at Town Meeting and not vote any increase over 
this budget of $191,125 the tax rate for this year will be 
about $45 per thousand as against $48 for last year.
It is recommended that a committee representing all 
parts of the Town be appointed by the Moderator to make 
a survey of all the street lights in Town and recommend at 
the next Town Meeting to be held, a list of street lights to 
be eliminated in order to reduce the cost of lighting the 
streets in York.
The following articles have been disapproved by your 
committee for the following reasons:
Article 30: Your Committee suggests that in the inter­
ests of economy no sum be raised for advertising this year.
Articles 33, 34, 35: The Committee believes that all road
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improvements should be paid for out of regular road appro­
priations. Sometimes a better plan can be arranged, in time, 
through cooperation with the State Highway Commission. 
The road at Cape Neddick mentioned in Article 33 is just 
such a case.
Aricle 37: Your Committee recommends that no addi­
tions be made to the number of street lights this year. At­
tention is called to the fact that the Town is already ap­
propriating $9,000 this year for street lighting.
Article 40: While it is admitted that a new sidewalk on 
Long Sands Road would be a great improvement, your Com­
mittee believes that such a sidewalk is not strictly necessary 
this year.
Your Committee wishes to announce that it will con­
duct a public meeting to discuss the warrant for the 1932 
Annual Town Meeting on Monday evening, March 7, 1932, at 
the Town Hall at 7 o’clock. The sponsors of all articles are 
especially urged to be present and to express their views.
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE A. ERNST, Chairman, 
GEORGE N. BAKER,
J. HORACE BLAISDELL,
HENRY S. BRAGDON,
DR. EDWARD M. COOK,
R. B. HAYES MOULTON,
CHARLES TODD,
FRANK E. PARSONS,
J. ARTHUR PARSONS,
WILLIS H. STAPLES,
GEORGE D. WEARE.
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